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ABSTRACT
The two-dimensional, time dependent, three-group
diffusion equations for the proposed designed core of the
MIT reactor are written with an extra source term account-
ing for the photoneutrons generated in the D2 0 reflector.
An analytical expression is developed for this term. Then
an approximate flux composed of two spatial shapes chosen
beforehand, each having an unknown time coefficient, is in-
serted into the time dependent multigroup equations and
the weighted residual criteria is applied. This yields
multimode kinetics equations with generalized definitions
for the conventional matrix parameters: generation time,
reactivity, delayed neutron (and photoneutron) fractions
matrices. Computational methods for these parameters are
presented. An accident concerning the withdrawal of the
shim rods is examined with the code OZAN written for the
purpose of-the computations required by the present work.
This study suggests that a space-dependent analysis is
required to analyse the accident postulated.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The reactivity and transient analysis of a reactor con-
sists of predicting the behavior of the neutron flux at a
point in the reactor during a- transient. This leads ulti-
mately to information about the behavior of the power level
of the reactor, during the transient.
1-1 Point Kinetics Method
There are a number of ways of performing the
analysis. The point kinetics method is the conventional one.
This method assumes that the time and space dependent neutron
flux, throughout a transient can be expressed in terms of the
product of two functions: the first one a function of time
alone, and the second one a function of space alone. Sup-
posing that the space function is known, one can then derive
(from the multigroup diffusion equations) the conventional
point kinetics equations for the time function - of the time
and space dependent flux expression -
Parameters appearing in the point kinetics equations;
The point kinetics equations involve a number of param-
eters (reactivity, generation time and delayed neutron frac-
tions) the value of which depend on the manipulations
19
(weighting, integration, etc.) undertaken to get rid of the
space dependency in deriving the point kinetics equations.
Thus the point kinetics method consists of fixing a space
function that is supposed to express the space dependency of
the time and space dependent flux, and then determining,
through appropriate manipulations the conventional parameters
of the point kinetics equations.
Case where the space function is the flux shape of the
critical reactor;
It is customary to choose as the space function the shape
of the critical reactor. In this case (and assuming that the
weighting function is the same for all cases) generation time
and delayed neutron fractions, are always the same for all
changes in the reactor that cause the transient.
Thus the reactivity and transient analysis of a given
reactor will consist of determining the reactivity that charac-
terizes the transient in question,and solving the point ki-
netics equations for the time function of the flux expression.
The time and space dependent flux at any point of the reactor
is then predicted to be the steady state, critical shape
changing in magnitude during the transient in accord with the
solution of the point kinetics equations.
Hence, if possible small changes in fission cross section
are neglected, the solution of the points kinetics equations
characterizes the beha- ior of. the power level of the reactor
during a transient.
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1-2. Solution Techniques accounting for the space de-
pendency of the time and space dependent flux during a transient
A number of methods that account for changes in the shape
of the flux during a transient have been developed and may be
used for the transient analysis of a reactor.
These methods can be placed into two broad categories
[26,2710
Indirect solution techniques;
The first category involves indirect solution techniques
that make some assumptions about the mathematical form of the
time and space dependent flux over subregions or over the entire
reactor, and perhaps also over various periods of time during
the transient. These assumptions are then forced into the
final solution.
Direct solution techniques;
The second category involves direct techniques that
generally consist of finding the solution of the finite dif-
ference approximation to the time dependent multigroup dif-
fusion equations.
Differences between the Indirect and Direct solution
techniques;
It is worthwhile to point out that there are two major
differences between the indirect techniques and direct tech-
niques, of attacking the space-dependent kinetics equations.
21
The indirect techniques are reasonably fast in computing
the final solution, but lack definitive error bounds. Thus
whether or not a set of trial functions (assumptions made about
the shape of the time and space dependent flux) will give good
results for a particular perturbation, is rather intuitive.
The direct finite difference techniques, in contrast, require
much more time for computations, but are characterized by
definitive error estimates. For this reason they are very
useful as numerical standards against which the more approxi-
mate methods can be compared.
The very first step that must be taken for the "Reactivity
and Transient Analysis of MITR-II" is to chose an appropriate
method (among these summarized in the first two sections of the
present chapter), or if necessary to construct one ourselves.
1-3 The reactivity and transient analysis of MITR-II;
set up of the problem.
MITR-II stands for the redesign of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology research reactor. This reactor [28]
(cf. also Appendix G) will be cooled and moderated by light
water. The reflector is composed of heavy water. Photoneutron
sources are present in the D20 reflector because of the
interaction of the radiation coming out of the core with
the deuterium nuclei . 22
Can the point kinetics method be adequate?
There are complications in applying the point kinetics
model to MITR-II. First of all it is not clear how we are
going to account for the photoneutrons in the computation of
the reactivity characterizing the transient in question. More
serious than that, it is not guaranteed in the case of MITR-II,
that the time and space dependent flux can be represented using
only one shape throughout a transient.
Thus the primary purpose of this thesis is to investigate
a more sophisticated method of analysis and to compare the
predictions with the ones obtained through a point kinetics type
of approach (accounting also for the photoneutrons).
The Basic Model;
As a basic model we assume that the time dependent multi-
group diffusion equations can describe the time and space de-
pendent flux in the MITR-II. However the presence of photo-
neutron sources in D 20 reflector, will require more elaboration.
Thus we write
-1 _-,t) T
V t [V-D(r,t)V-A(r,t) + (1-)vX p F (r t)]0(rt)
J
+ Z X (rt) + S(rt) (1-1)
j=1 j jl -
n. (r,t) 23
at V _F (r, t) 0(r,t) - j , (r t)
( = 1,...,J) (1-2)
where; S(r,t) refers to the photoneutrons generated in the
reflector and the familiar diffusion theory, matrix notation
(spelled out in the body of the dissertation - cf. Chapter III-)
is used.
An analytical solution of Equations (1-1) and (1-2), even
when the photoneutron source term S(r,t) is not present, is not
known, and the method we are to investigate will consist of ob-
taining an approximate solution to these simultaneous equations.
This requires first constructing an analytical expression for
the photoneutron source term, S(r,t).
1-4 Photoneutron source term
In the analysis of a reactor [25] , similar to MITR-II it
is pointed out that the photoneutrons may be significant during




235Consider an atom of U fissioning in an infinite
medium of heavy water. Let N be the total number of delayed
photons coming out of the fission products that have sufficient
energy to generate photoneutrons. Let i and ED be respectively
the average macroscopic attenuation and photoneutron reaction
cross sections in D20, for the photons of interest. Thus
R 
2
1E 1~ ER 2N0 - e 4wrr drN ED(e -e ),(1-3)
JR 4r2-D0
represents the total number of photoneutrons produced by the
photons of interest in the volume between the two spheres of
radius R2 and R1 centered at the point where the atom of U235
is located in the infinite medium of heavy water (cf. Appendix
B).
Next assume that, MITR-II can be represented by a spherical
model with R1 and R2 being the inner and outer radius of the
D 2.reflector and that the radiation is coming from a point
source located at the center of the reactor and embedded in pure
D20 (cf. Chapter II). We then expect
_R 
_ER 2




percent of the total amount of the delayed photoneutrons pro-
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235duced by delayed photons from fission products of U on
D 20, to be produced in the D20 reflector of MITR-II. Taking
R= 30 cm, R2 =60 cm and = 0.04 cm 1 , we obtain
pct 21% (1-5)
Thus the ratio of delayed photoneutrons to the total
235
number of neutrons produced due to the fission of U in an
infinite medium of heavy water being ; 1.xl- , the MITR-II
-4
delayed photoneutrons can reach a fraction of '2.xl0 . This
may indeed be significant compared to the total delayed neutron
fraction (%7x10)3
Prompt photoneutrons;
Besides the delayed photoneutrons there are also prompt
photoneutrons due to prompt gamma rays (fission, capture, in--
elastic scattering, etc.) generated within the reactor. A
.quick comparison of prompt photoneutrons produced by prompt
photons from the fission of U235 on D2 0 , with delayed photo-
neutrons produced by delayed photons from the fission products
235
of U , on D2 0 (cf. Chapter II) will suggest that the former
ones are as important as the latter ones.
These considerations require that.we devote attention to
the photoneutrons throughout this thesis. Thus the photoneutron
source term will be studied, and Chapter II, Appendices A and
B are concerned with an appropriate analytical expression for
the photoneutron source term in Eq. (1-1).
26
1-5 Proposed method
Among the approximate ways of attacking Equations
(1-1) and (1-2) summarized in the first two sections of the
present chapter we intend to examine the simplest one that
will account for the space dependency of the time and space
dependent flux.
Time synthesis;
This method, called time synthesis, assumes that 0(rt)
can be expressed approximately as the sum of two fixed shapes,
each having an undetermined, time dependent coefficient. We
thus intend to examine a trial function of the form
(rt) (r) N 1 (t) + 2 (r) N2 (t), (1-7)
in which the flux shapes 4$ (r) and 2 (r) do not depend on time
and can be selected in a number of ways.
Application of the weighted residual method [27];
By substituting the RHS of Eq. (1-7). into Equations (1-1)
and (1-2) we obtain residuals.
Chapter III describes the application of the weighted
residual method to find equations for N (t) and N2 (t) from
these residuals. In this chapter, in spite of the compli-
cated expression accounting for the photoneutron source term
in Eq. (1-1) we shall still be able to obtain the conventional
form for the multi mode kinetics equations, with however dif-
27
ferent definitions for the various parameters.
Thus the problem will be reduced to solving for N(t)
A dN(t) p (t) - (t)] N(t)+ XC (t) (1-8)dt new new j-l j
dC (t)
t (t) N(t) - X.C.(t) ( =1,..., H),(1-9)dt anew
and where the summation over the delayed neutron groups also
includes delayed photoneutron groups, and A, pnew (t) and
's are [2x2] matrices.
Tnew
1-6 Computation of the parameters A, p W(t) and
new
W. (t) 's; Chapter IV and V
inew
The computation of the matrix parameters that appears in
Equations (1-8) and (1-9) turned out to be a difficult problem.
In Chapter V, which is closely related to Chapter IV,
methods for computing various parameters appearing in Equations
(1-8) and (1-9) in a consistent way are presented.
*
A computer code OZAN (described briefly in Appendix N,
and presented in Appendix 0) was created to perform compu-
tations required by the present work.
* OZAN means poet in Turkish.
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1-7 Chapter VI, A problem treated by the proposed method
We attempted to use OZAN in the case of the with-
drawal of the blade ofshim rods and to predict the behavior of
the power level. The accident of interest is presented in
Chapter VI. The complications that arose - because of the
particular character of the problem - are then discussed.
Finally a comparison of these predictions with the ones ob-
tained through a point kinetics type of approach .is made.
1-8 Chapters VII and VIII,checks and conclusions
Tests that validate OZAN are described in Chapter
VII, and conclusions about the present work are drawn in
Chapter VIII.
CHAPTER II
STUDY OF THE PHOTONEUTRON SOURCE TERM S (r,t)
In this chapter our goal is to develop an analytical ex-
pression for S (r,t) which will account for the number of
photoneutrons generated per cm 3 per sec. within the gth neutron
group at a point r and time t in the D2 0 reflector.
If we had a D 2 0 cooled AND reflected reactor, we could
think of using the data (shown in Table 2-1) relevant to the
generation of photoneutrons - in an infinite medium of heavy
235_water by photons coming out of the fission of U2-. With some
effectiveness correction due to the leakage out of the reactor
of photons giving rise to photoneutrons, this would have
covered the production of delayed photoneutrons.
30
Table 2-1
Group Constzants for Dok.yed Photoneutrons
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Instiead, in the MITR-II D20 is present in the reflector
only. In -addition we have other gamma rays than the ones coming
235from U and causing the photoneutron reaction. We would also
like to have a space dependent photoneutron source term. All
this forces us to drop the previous data of Table 2-1 and to try
a different approach to the solution of the problem.
To this end we will start .with the production of photons
within the reactor.. We next compute through a shielding type of
calculation the photon flux in a given energy range at a point
r in the reflector, and finally make use of the photoneutron re-
action cross sections.
Let then I(r,A,t) be the non-directional flux of photons of
2
energy A per cm per Mev per second in the reflector at r and
time t.
Let ED(r A,t) be the macroscopic photoneutron reaction
cross section of deuterium in the reflector at r and time t, for
the incident photons of energy A.
Let PA (E)dE be the probability for the photoneutron gene-
rated by an incident photon of energy A to be emitted within the
energy dE around E. (PA (E) - with some pertinent forms- is de-
scribed in Appendix C).
Thus the product
I(r,A,t) ED(r,A,t)P A(E)dE dA, (2-1)
gives the number of photoneutrons per. cm 3 per sec. generated in
the reflector, at r and .time 't in the range dE about E, by inci-
dent photons of energy lying within dA around A.
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This is the first step in obtaining S (rt), the photo-
neutron source term. However there are a number of problems
hidden in Eq. (2-1). How are we going to determine I(r,A,t)?
Trying to solve the transport equation for the directional
photon flux over the reactor volume [9] is impractical and also
ill advised unless we have reason to believe photoneutrons are
very important.
It would in fact be a great simplification if we could
work only with the uncollided photons. But would this approxi-
mation be valid? In other words, can the photoneutrons gene-
rated by photons having had collisions, especially by photons
having had one and only one collision, be neglected as compared
to photoneutrons generated by the uncollided photons?
The answer to the latter question is developed in Appendix
A and is yes (within an approximation of a few per cent).
A second problem concerns the accuracy of the data speci-.
fying the production and attenuation of photons, and the ac-
curacy of photoneutron reaction cross sections. Are these data
consistent? If so, one should be able to generate theoretically
the results of Table 2-1 starting with the data for the produc-
tion of photons coming out of the fission of U235
The latter question has been studied in Appendix B, and
the data we shall work with, has been found satisfactorily con-
sistent.
Furthermore this checking procedure led us to establish an
analytical expression for the decay curves of fission photons
having an energy above 2.23 Mev (the threshold energy for the
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photoneutron reaction in heavy water) - Fig. B-1 - in terms of -
the time wise - group decay constants of photoneutrons shown in
Table 2-1. This correlation becomes clear when we recognize
that the appearance of a photoneutron of a given half life,
implies there must be a photon having that same half life to
generate the photoneutron in question.
Our next problem concerns the geometry of the system.
Even though we use the uncollided photon flux approximation the
expression for I(r,A,t) is extremely complicated. Again, since
we do not expect photoneutrons to be very important, we make a
gross approximation.
Thus if S (r,A,t) is the number of photons of "fth type"
(this terminology will become more clear shortly) emitted per
cm3 per Mev per second at location r in the reactor, with energy
A and at time t, we define
S f(At) = Jr reactor Sf (r,A,t) dr (2-2)
We then assume for the purpose of computing I(r,A,t) in
the reflector that the extended source, S (r,A,t), throughout
the reactor may be replaced by the point source, S f(At), lo-
t
cated at the center of the reactor, and embedded in pure D20.
t This simplification has two consequences that tend to can-
cel each other: the intensity of photons from a source that is
moved back, will be decreased at a pointi (r,z) in the reflector;
but also the attenuation through D20 instead of the heavier
core material, is now easier.
For the purpose of comparing these two consequences we




the point source distance (cm)
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source placed fector
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In addition assume we deal with photons of energyapproxi-
mately, 3 Mev, for which the total macroscopic attenuation cross
section in the heavy core material and in the D 2 0 is taken to
be, respectively, 0.2 and 0.04 cm 1 .
Then the attenuation coefficient for both of the cases
(point source placed at the center of the reactor and embedded
in pure D2 0, and point source placed at a more appropriate lo-
cation within the core - where the self absorption distance can
be figured out through a shielding type of information -),










Hence supposing that the second description for the atten-
uation is closer to the reality than the first one, we .can see
that
- Moving back the point source to the center of the re-
actor decreases the intensity of photons at a point in the
reflector as much as: 19 5;
- But also, the attenuation is now easier as much as
-(30 x 0.04)
e 5
-(3 x 0.8 + 10 x 0.04) 5.
e
t
We are now ready to work out an expression for I(r,A,t).
This photon flux has two components, one due to the prompt
gamma rays, the other due to delayed gamma rays, that, we be-
t
lieve, deserve equal attention.
To see that consider one atom of U235 fissionning in the
middle of an infinite medium of D2 0. Both prompt and delayed
gamma rays will be emitted due to that fission. Thus we intend
to compare the number of photoneutrons generated by the uncol-
lided prompt photons, with the number of photoneutrons generated
by the uncollided delayed photons, from respectively, the fis-
sion, and fission products of U235 on D20'
For the purpose of calculation we recall the results
given in Appendix B for the two-group scheme of photons, and
the output of the Code POPOP IV (cf. Appendix D) for the prompt
235fission gamma rays from U (that is, 0.163 photons for the
higher energy group - A0 = 7 Mev - and 0.483 photons for the
second group - A = 3.5 Mev -, per fission). Then it is found:
3 p36
- 2. x 10 prompt photoneutrons due to uncollided.prompt
235photons, per fission of U2, and;
- 1.4 x 10-3 delayed photoneutrons due to uncollided
delayed photons (emitted between t=1 sec. and t=co sec.), per
fission of U2 35
As will be seen below, there are also other prompt gamma
rays than the fission prompt gamma rays. Hence an -equal atten-
uation will be paid to the study of the prompt photoneutron
source term as well as the study of the delayed photoneutron
source term,
t
2-1 Component of I(r,z,A,t) due to Prompt gamma rays
and the corresponding photoneutron source term
The prompt gamma rays are emitted within 10 sec. and can
be coming from the fission event, inelastic scattering of
neutrons, or capture of neutrons.
Let 0(r,z,Et) be the s'calar neutron flux at (r,z) of
neutrons having an energy within an interval of energy of
1 Mev around E, and at time t.
Let E f(rz,E,t) be the macroscopic neutron cross section
for fth type of reaction (either fission or inelastic scattering
or capture), at (r,z), of neutrons of energy E, at time t,:and
let r n (A)dA be the yield of photons of energy within dA and A
E
To be more specific, instead of I(r,A,t) the notation has
been changed to I(r,Z,A,t) for the (r~Z) geometry.
th 37resulting from the f type of reaction induced by neutrons of
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where E and E are the lower and upper limits in this order





Fig. 2..l Neutron Energy group limits for G energy groups
Then with the definitions
n n n
r f(A)= diag (r (A) ... r (A)),
1 G







0(r,z,t) = column (0 (r,z,t)...0G(r,z,t)), (2-8)
We may write
C -Z (At) r
S P (r,zE,t) = 2 2 dA ZD(r,z,A,t)P A(E)e
f 47 (r +z2 ) A=2.23 Mev
2w r dr dz (r,z,t) r (r,z,A) (r,zt)
r' ,reactor z ,reactor
(2-9)
for the number of photoneutrons due to photons induced by fth
3type of neutron reaction, generated per unit energy, per cm
per sec. at (r, z) and time t.
In Eq. (2-9) ET(r,z,t) is the transpose of Z (rzt).
2-f r'dr' dz1 (r',W z',t) r (r',jz' ,A)O(r',jz ,t)
r',reactor J ',reactor
is the previously defined point source S f(A,t) placed in the
center of the neutron [cf. Eq. (2-2)]. The quantity e- (At) r +z
is the attenuation coefficient, with E(A,t) the macroscopic atten-
uation cross section, for photons of energy A, at time t for
the heavy water medium.
The term 2 appears because of the assumption that
4w(r +z
photons are emitted isotropically from a point source at r=z=O.
n
r f(rz,A) r (A); In case there are N(>l) nucleis present
N n n Tn









where A and A9, 1 are the lower and upper limits of Zth photon
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Photon Energy Group limits for L energy
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P (E) =
z AA




























P A(E) dA (2-12)











p (E) dE ,(2-18)
qf (r,z,t) column (E (r',z',t)f (r,z)A. f(r',z ,t)gf (r,z))
L
With integrations over A from A to A z( varying from L
to 1) and over E from E to Eg g-1' summation over the three
types of prompt photon production and the above definitions
Eq. (2-9) finally becomes
S (r,z,t)= 2 2 (r,z,t) E(r,z t) x
g 4 (r +z g
3
2 r'dr dz q (r z',t)0(r',z',t)
r',reactor zI,reactor f=l
(2-20)
which is the component of S (r,z,t) due to prompt photons.,
g
To get more insight into Eq. (2-20) choose two energy
groups of photons and define
Q(rz,t) = 2 22 (r +z
P1 3
r1 dr' dz'
r' ,reactor z',reactor f1
qf(r ,z' ,t)0(r'.,z' ,t) (2-21)
Then Eq. (2-20) yields
S (r,zt) = ED (rz,t) P E A(rz,t) Q 1 (r,z,t)
g 1 g
+ D (r,z,t) P2 E2 (r,zt) Q2 (r,z,t) (2-22)
2 g
In Eq. (2-22) the first term gives the number of prompt
photoneutrons born at (r,z) and time t per cm3 per sec. within
ththe g group of neutrons, induced by photons belonging to the
first energy group of photons. Similarly the second term in
Eq. (2-22) gives the number of prompt photoneutrons born at
(r,z) and time t per cm3 per sec. within the gth group of
neutrons, induced by photons belonging to the second energy
group of photons.
The quantities
(r f ,z',t) Ff (r,z),(Z= 1,..L)
g kg
appearing in Eq. (2-22) through Eq. (2-21) and Eq. (2-19)
are to be determined for all the locations (or materials present
in MITRII) and any of the three types of neutron reaction in-
ducing prompt photons. Fortunately there is a code with its
own library for doing this.
Thus the code POPOP IV [2] computes
3
SGCS (r,z,t) = E E (r,z,t) (r,z) , (2-23)
g f=1 g g
the secondary gamma ray cross sections for photons of tth
thgroup, induced by neutrons of g group. In Appendix D POPOP IV
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is briefly discussed and the relevant numbers are presented.
2-2 Component of I(r,z,A,t) due to Delayed gamma rays
and the corresponding photoneutron source term
Delayed gamma rays can be due to fission products decay
and activation of the material leading to delayed gamma ray
emission.
Activation gamma rays of sufficient energy happen not to
be significant in MITR II. Hence we need to consider only the
decay of fission products.
To this end we turn our attention to the fission product
having the decay constant X.. The photons that will follow will
J
appear with the same decay constant. Any photoneutrons caused
by these photoneutrons will show up with that decay constant
too.
3We let then, L (r,z,t), be the concentration per cm , per
th
sec. of the j delayed photon precursor (the fission product
having the decay constant X.) at (r,z) and t.
Let N0 be the total number of delayed photon precursors
created per fission that may decay with one of the X 's, and
let y. be the fraction of these N0 delayed photon precursors
that decay with the decay constant X.
Let ZF(r,z,E,t) be the macroscopic fission cross section
for neutrons of energy E, at (r,z) and t, and define
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EF (r,z,t) = t {zt F (r,zEjt)0(rjzE~t) dE, (2-24)
E
g
E (r,z,t) = row (EF (2-25)
1 G
L (r,zt) can now be obtained from
L .(r,z,t) T
at (r,z,t)(r,z,t)yNO L '(rzt) (2-26)
The total rate at which delayed photons of the jth kind
are emitted from the core is then
S 2 (t) = 2-f r dr' dz' X.L (r',z',t) (2-27)
r' ,core z' ,core
We let Y be the probability that the photons of suf-
ficient energy to produce photoneutron reaction in D2 0 , emitted
from the jth precursor appear in the kth photon group and de-
fine
Y. = column (Y. ... y. ) (2-28)
JL
Then as we did with the prompt photons, we assume that all
the delayed photons are born at the center of the reactor and
are attenuated in reaching to the reflector as if they were
travelling through pure D 20. As a result, in complete analogy
with Eq. (2-2) we obtain the delayed photonentron source;
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Sg (r,z,t) 2 T (r,z,t) PE(rxzt)Y X
2r r' dr' dz L .(r z ,t) (2-29)
r', core z', core
at which the-energy wise-group-g photoneutrons appear per unit
volume and per unit time at point (r,z) in the reflector and
time t due to the -time wise-group j delayed photons.
The total rate of delayed photoneutrons emitted in
neutron group g is then
15
SD (r,z,t) F. Si (r,z,t) (2-30)
Sj=7 g
where having reserved j from 1 to 6 for delayed neutron groups,
we use j from 7 to 15 for 9 groups of delayed photoneutrons.
The form of Eq. (2-29) suggests that we picture the de-
layed photoneutrons appearing at (r,z) as coming from fictitious
precursors actually present at (r,z). Accordingly we define a
concentration 03 (r,z,t) of "delayed photoneutron precursors" in.
g
relation with the delayed photoneutron group j, and emitting
neutrons into neutron group g at time t;
S (r,z,t)
0 (r,z,t) 9 (2-31)
so that from Eq. (2-30),
15
S (r,z,t) = x, 0.(r,z,t) (2-32)
9 j=7
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To find equations for the 03(r,z,t) we integrate Eq.
g
(2-26) over the core volume and multiply it at the left by
12 2 E(r,z,t) E (r, z,t) Y, where we omit the subscript4n (r +z )
J on the column vector [cf. Eq. (2-28)] since the experimental
data (cf. Appendix B) indicates this approximation is justified.
The first term of Eq. (2-26) then becomes
1 ET
2 2 D4ir(r +z)
(r,z,t) P E(r,z,t) Y
g
21 rI dri J dz"
r ,core z' ,core
x
at (r',z',t) = at
a (E (r,z,t) P E(r,z t)) Y
T 03 (r,z,t)
E(r,z,t) Pg E(r,z,t)Y g
and the last term becomes
.12 2  E (r,z,t) E(r,z,t)y X. x4g(r + )
27 r'dr' dz'e
fr' ,core Iz' ,core
L.(r',z',t) = A. (r,z,t).
3 3 g




TD (r,z,t) and E(r,z,t). In Eq. (2-33), accordingly we drop
the last term and obtain
a3(rz,t)
t 2 Nt 1 (r,z,t) E(r,zt) Y xat 4w (r 2+z2  g
2n r'dr e dz re Fr',z ,t)0(r z't)-A 03(r,z,t).(2-35)
We discuss in Appendix B how values of X, y , N0 and
Y may be obtained from experimental data.
2.3 Summary
In order to find an analytical expression for the photo-
neutron source term in the D20 reflector of MITR-II we have
first computed the production of prompt and delayed photons
and then, by making a very gross approximation have estimated
their attenuation through the core.
Eq. (2-20) (prompt photoneutrons) and Eq. (2-32) coupled
with Eq. (2-35) (delayed photoneutrons) are the end products
of this procedure. We thus have;
15
S (r,z,t) = SP (r,z,t) + E X 6 (r,z,t) . (2-36)
g j=7 j
CHAPTER III
APPLICATION OF THE WEIGHTED RESIDUAL METHOD
We shall use the weighted residual method to describe
the space and time dependent flux in terms of spatial shapes
chosen beforehand and unknown time coefficients.
To carry out this procedure, we begin with the time
dependent multigroup diffusion equation with our extra photo-
neutron source term
V-1 30(rz,t) =[V.D(r,zt)V-A(r,z,t)+(1-6)vX (r,zt)]0(r,z,t)
L +r,z,t)  r 2 2 column (r,z,t) PE(r,z,t)




E column [i (r',z',t) ( ) ,
(3-1)
r(r,z,t)
at E jvF (r z,t)0(r,z,t) - A (r,z,t) , (3-2)'
a9.(r,z,t) 48
at 2 2 y.N0 column E (r,z,t) Y
at ~4ir(r +z ) rEZt y
2w r'fdr fdz'
r ,core Jz ,core
where








(D 1 (r,z,t) ... DG(r,z,t)) ,
G





Ea (r,z,t): macroscopic .absorption cross section of neutrons
thbelonging to g group at(r,z)and t
a: correction factor (generated or empirical) for
overcoming the error introduced by the approximations made




aG (r,z,ht)+ Z Es+ (r zt)h=1 hG
(3-6)
(r ,z ,t).0(r', z',t)-X ,9.i(r,z,t) ,(3-3)
.. 0
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s, (r,z,t): macroscopic scattering cross section of
hg
neutrons from group g into group h at(r,z)and t.




There are J delayed neutron group(s).
number of neutrons created per fission
x column (X p. ) . (3-8)
1. delayed neutron precursor decay constant for jth
3
group (j1,...,J); delayed photoneutron group decay constant for
.th
j group [j=(J+1),...,H).
There are (H-J) delayed photoneutron group(s).
* (r,z,t): delayed neutron precursor concentration for -
*th
t group at (r, z) and t.
X = column (X -.. Xi - (3-9)
X and Xj are the probabilities, respectively for prompt
and delayed neutrons of jth group, to appear within the gth
neutron group.
By column in Eq. (3-1) and Eq. (3-3) is meant the
column matrix obtained by varying g in P9 of the expression in
g
between the brackets from 1 to G. In the same way column [ ]
in Eq. (3-1) describes the column matrix obtained by varying
i in r from 1 to L.
Finally
9 (r,z,t) = column (9 (r,z,t) ... 9 (r,z,t)) (3-10)1 G
Other symbols appearing in eqs. (3-1),(3-2) and (3-3) have
been defined previously.
Since it is impractical to obtain an analytical solution
to the system of equations (3-1), (3-2) and (3-3), we shall
employ an approximation method based on expressing 0(r,t) by a
trial function of the form
0(r,t) $ *i(r) Ni(t) (3-11)
i=l1
where $ (r) is the i th mode, a column matrix having G elements
($ (r) , g=l,..., G) that are spatial functions selected before-
hand, and N (t) is an unknown time coefficient. We then have
I unknown time coefficients to be determined.
The idea behind the expression (3-11) consists in choosing
i (r) 's that are linearly independent functions (cf. Appendix E)
so that various combinations of them will provide a good ap-
proximation to the flux shape expected during the transient.
[ 3 ] . The accuracy of the solution will naturally depend
on the good choice of these spatial shapes.
3-1 Formulation of the residuals-
We now rewrite Eq. (3-11) using the matrix notation









N(t) = column (N (t) .. N (t)) -3-14)
The bar on top of 0(r,z,t) is to indicate that this is an
approximate solution. Thus when we insert it into Eq. (3-1),
Eq. (3-2) and Eq. (3-3) the left hand sides of these equations
are no longer exactly equal to their right .hand sides. The dif-
ferences are called residuals;
P(rzt) v-ldN(t) $(r,z)at
-[V.D(r,z t)V-A(rzt)+(1-R)vX E(r,zt)] $(r,z)N(t) -
j x (r,z,t)- W2+z2 column ED(r,z,t) P9 E(r'zj't)
=1 [ 4 (r.+z
3
2f r'dr dz' column [E(r',z',t) (' )
r ,reactor z' ,reactor
*$(r' ,z')N(t) -
H





(r,z,t) = ? (r,z,t) - 52p. t F j j
(3-16)
a9. (r,z,t) a
H. (r, zt) = t 2 yjNO column E(rz,t)P E (r, z,t)
at47r (r 2+z 2-) D9
Y 27r r'dr' dz' E r1,z ,t)$(r',z )N(t) +X9(~zt
r core z ,core
(j=(J+l),..., H) (3-17)
In addition to these three residuals we should in general
have interface, boundary and initial condition residuals. How-
ever we intend to use good trial functions that will not leave
interface residuals and that will satisfy boundary and initial
conditions; namely
(RO,z,t) = ,) = (r,Z,t) 0 (3-18)
(r,z,0) = 0(r,z,0) (3-19)
where R is the extrapolated radius of the reactor (the one
which is taken for criticality calculations). Similarly Z+ and
Z. are the upper and lower levels where the flux is taken to be
zero.
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3-2 Weighting of the residuals and preparation of the
equations for the unknown time coefficients
Because of the inherent inaccuracy of Eq. (3-12) we cannot
make the residuals (3-15), (3-16) and (3-17) vanish at all
points r. However we can choose the N(t) so that the residuals
vanish in an integral sense. Accordingly we define the GxI
matrix of weighting shapes;




where the i column is the i weighting mode and no two
weighting modes can be proportional to one another. Wgi is
chosen to be continuous and defined throughout the entire
reactor.
We then require;
O= 21 r dr dz W (r,z)R(r,z,t), (3-21)
r,reactor zreactor
These conditions will be automatically satisfied since we
intend to use the adjoint fluxes as weighting functions.
0 21r r dr f dz
,reactor z,reactor




3-3 Forrmulation of the system of equations for the time
dependent coefficients
In order to abstract the equations for N(t) implied by
equations
( g9
(3-21), (3-22) and (3-23) we introduce
(r,z,t)=- 2
47 (r2+z
E(r,zt)P9E(r,z,t) 2  r' dr'
g r ', reactor
the definitions;
3






(r ' , z ' ) I 4 (r ' , z I
(r,z,t) (r,z,t)),
(r,z,t)= +z ) NOE (r,z 2nrt) E (rzgt)Y r'dr'
r ,core











.. a* C G
ETr ,m,) (3-26)
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6 (r,z,t) = column





W (r,z) V 1*(r,z) 1 (3-28)
p(t) = 2w r dr dz W (r,z)
r,reactor z,reactor
+ (1- )4XvE T (r ,z, t) ] $(r ,z)+ag (r , z,t)
[V. D (r, z ,t) -A (r, z,t)
(3-29)
= 2w
fr dr f dzr,core z,core W (r,Fz)v (r,z,t)$(r,z),
(j = 1,..., J),
2w r dr
Jr,core
(i = 1,.. ,
dz
z ,core
I), (j = 1, *O
= column (D (t) ... D.
I
(t)) , (j = 1,..., J), (3-32)
St) = 2 f r dr
fr, re flec tor
dz
z,reflector










[a(r,zt) ... 03 (r z t))
WT (r ,z) Xj (r, z .t)




With these definitions Eq. (3-21) becomes:
*1~





at(t N(t - D (t ,(=l .. J). (3-36)
Finally Eq. (3-23) becomes
dO . (t)
Sa (t) N(t) - 0 . (t) ( (J+l)..., H). (3-37)dt s
In order to simplify further we define
(t) =- (t) , (j = 1,..., J)
(t) = a II(t), ( =(J+1) ,..., H)
H
nw(t) = ~new J=
new
(t)









new (t) has four components;
The prompt neutron reactivity:
2 n r dr f dz







The prompt photoneutron reactivity:
2w r r dr dx W (r,z)
r,reflector z,reflector









The delayed photoneutron reactivity:
H
j li ( fr r drt
J=J+1 j=J+1 fr,ref lector dzz,reflector
W T (r,z)a (r,z,t).
Both proipt and delayed photoneutron reactivities are produced
in the reflector.
We finally define
C (t) = D(t)
C (k) _ .(t)
, (j = 1, ... , J)








With the new definitions we obtain from Eq. (3-35), Eq.
(3-36) and Eq. (3-37) a system of equations for the unknown time
coeffients that has the familiar point kinetics form;
H
A dN(t) [p (t) - 6 (t)] N(t) + E A.C.(t) , (3-44)dt new new j=l
dC. (t)
t (t) N (t) - X.C.(t) , (j=l,..., H) . (3-45)
new
By analogy with the point kinetics equations A(IxI) will be
called the generation time matrix; pnew (t) (IxI), the reactivity
matrix; I (t) (IxI), the delayed neutron fraction matrix for
new
ththe jgroup and C. (t) (Ix1) , the precursor amplitude function
th
matrix for the j group.
It is worthwhile to point out that the form obtained for
the above equations does not depend on the formulation of the
energy and time dependent photon flux or the choice of the
geometry in the course of the calculation of the photoneutron
source term in the reflector. In a different case the same
form would be found with however different expressions for the
parameters A, p(t) and M(t)'s.
Equations (3-44) and (3-45) represent a set of I (H+l)
equations for I time coefficients and IxH precursor amplitude
functions.
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There are several ways of solving these equations [4].
That topic is outside of the scope of the present work. One
of these ways based on the weighted residual method with sub-
domain weighting has been adopted since it was the only method
implemented by an available computer program, when we first
needed a solution. This method is briefly described in Ap-
pendix F.
3-4 Summary
In order to find a solution for the space and time depen-
dent flux we have used an expression in prechosen spatial
shapes and unknown time dependent coefficients. The insertion
of this approximate flux into the equations gave us residuals.
Then we have chosen as many weighting modes as the number of
unknown time coefficients, weighted the residuals and inte-
grated over the reactor volume. That procedure furnished us
equations of the point kinetics type for the unknown time co-
efficients.
We must describe now a method of computing the very compli-
cated integral expressions for A, p (t) and T. (t) 's
new ]ne
~new
(subject to Chapter V). This however shall require that we
know the way the spatial shapes have been~ selected, that is
done next. -
CHAPTER IV
SELECTION OF OUR SPATIAL FUNCTIONS
To describe in the simplest way the time and space depen-
dent flux during a transient in MITR-II, we shall choose two
trial modes and two weighting modes. Each of the modes is a
G-element column vector of spatial functions (G being the
number of neutron groups).
Thus
0(rt) $ 1 (r) N 1 (t) + ip2 (r) N2 t, (4-1
where N (t) and N2 (t) will be determined through the manipu-
lations involving W1 (r) and W2 (r), described in the previous
chapter.
Following former criticality calculations done for MITR-II,
a three-group model in (r,z) geometry (cf. Appendix G) with no
upscattering and down scattering to the closest lower group
only, is adopted. That model has 40 mesh points in the r
direction and 48 mesh points in the z direction. The bound-
aries for neutron energy groups are given in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1
Group boundaries for three-group scheme
Group Group boundaries in Mev
Fast 3 x 10 -
Epithermal 4 x 10 - 3 x 103
Thermal 2.5 x 10-10 4 x 10-
The code Exterminator 11[51 was used to obtain the
spatial functions.
4-1. The Selection of the First Trial and Weighting Modes
The first trial mode is taken to be the solution of
(4-2)
where D (r) = D-(r,0), A (r) = A (r,), (r) = E (r,O) and
- 1
D(r, t), A(r, t), EF (r,t) have been defined previously.
That is physically, (ignoring the photoneutrons) (r)
is the flux shape of MITR-II in a steady state critical con-
dition.
Both prompt and delayed neutrons appear in the fast
group of the three-group scheme shown in Table 4-1. Therefore
X Xp = X 0) (4-3)
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{V. D (r) -A ()+ [(1- ) X p+ -Ea Xj ] vIF -=0 ,
3=1 1
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Thus Eq. (4-2)will be written as
T
[V.D (r)V-A (r) + vX (r)] 1(r)=0. (4-4)
W 1 (r) is chosen to be $ (r); the solution of the equation
adjoint to Eq. (4-4) ,namely
H (r $ () = 0 (4-5)
with
<* (r) H () * (r)> =< ()H (r)> (4-6)
and
H 1 (r) = V.D (r) V-A1 (r) + VX F (4-7)1 1
4-2 The Selection of the second trial and weighting modes
The selection of the second trial and weighting modes
will be undertaken in the case of a particular transient where
a control rod has been withdrawn. We intend to study the
transient up to time t=TA, by then the reactor is presumed to be
on a prompt critical period.
Thus the rod being in its withdrawn position at time t=T,
we select as the second expansion. mode a vector such that in
the vicinity of time t=T;
Wt















Eq. (4-10)with Equations (4-9)and(4-11)then gives;
M. (r)
and Eq. (4-9)With Equations(4-8),(4-12)and(4-3)becomes
{V.D(rt) V-A(r, t)
-V (+XV(1
In the case of a prompt run away we expect to find w >>,.
Jso that, at t=T,
{V.D2 (r) V- [A2 (r)+wV ] + (1 -a)Xv ET (r)}
F2 
~














} $2 -r =
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where D2(r) D(r,t), A2 (r) = A(r,T) and (r)= E (r,T).
F2  F
An eigenvalue w can be found such that Eq. (4-14) is
satisfied at every point.
The numerical procedure for finding a value of o that
satisfies Eq.(4-14)is called a poison search, one introducing
a - poison (i.e. an effective neutron absorberwhose cross
section varies inversely with the incident neutron velocity)
which is spread uniformly throughout the supercritical
reactor until criticality calculation for the reactor yields
an eigenvalue of
Thus our second trial mode is determined through a poison
search procedure.
*
W2(r) is chosen to be $P2 (r); the solution of the equation
adjoint to Eq. (4-141. Thus as with Equations(4-5),(4-6)and(4-7)
we have;
H2 (r) $2 - 0 (4-15)
2 (r) H2 2 (r_>= <I( 2 (r)H 2 (r 2 (r)> (4-16)
H 2 (r) = V.D (r)-A2 (r)-my + (1-)v X ET ( (4-17)2 2(2) V.D2r)V-2( wV 2
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4-3 Recomputation, in an integral sense, of the eigen-
value relative to the trial mode
In Section 4-1 we have tacitly assumed that the reactor
is critical; also both in sections 4-1 and 4-2 a well converged
solution was supposed to be available so that Equations-(4-4) and
(4-14)are valid at every point of the reactor.
The fact that the reactor may not be critical could be
dismissed by merely assuming that the eigenvalue of the reactor
T1is already within vX.E (r), the same way divides
T
vX E (r) in the case of Eq. (4-14). More serious than that is
F2
the fact that we may not have a converged solution. Then the
eigenvalue [assumed to be unity in case of Eq.( 4-4) and 1
in case of Eq. (4-14)] coming from a criticality calculation
does not anymore insure the balance - in Equations(4-4) and
(4-14) - at every point of the reactor.
In addition, the fact that we drop some of the figures of
the fluxes coming out of Exterminator-II run or we might use a
slightly different scheme of calculation as compared to the
one used in Exterminator-II, may also disturb the balance in
Equations(4-4)and(4-14). That is if $1 (r), for example, as it
is punched out on cards from an Exterminator-II run, is in-
serted in Eq. (4-4)and the latter being weighted by $ (r), is
integrated over the reactor volume, a finite value results
rather than exactly zero.
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This is an undesirable situation for we intend to make use
further (cf. Chapter V section 5-2), of the balance equations
(4-4)and(4-14).
Thus it was necessary to recompute




W (r) [A (r) -V.Drk )V]k (r)dr
r ,reactor
where for kul; Fk (r) = vX E (r), A (r)=Al(r); for k=2;




[V.Dk(r)-A(r) + v yE (r) $ (r)=0, k=l,2 . (4-19)
k k
4-4 Summary
We intend to use two trial modes for the expression
of the time and space dependent flux. The first one is composed
of the flux shape at the beginning of the transient and the
second one, the flux shape at the end of the transient (the -
end of the time during which we wanted to study the transient).
Thus along the bracketing idea, the flux shape will run from
the steady state shape onto the shape at the end of the tran-
sient.
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Both of the modes and the corresponding weighting modes
for MITR-II will be computed for a 40x48 mesh point-cylindrical
model and three-group scheme, from a steady state type of
equations.
The computation of the second mode and its adjoint in the
particular case of withdrawal of a control rod, required a
poison search.
The computations will be performed with the code Ex-
terminator-II. Thereafter it was necessary to recompute in an
integral sense, the eigenvalue relative to the trial mode, to
overcome the disturbance of the balance in equations giving
_ (r) and $2 (r), due to numerical disagreements.
CHAPTER V
METHODS FOR COMPUTING THE PARAMETERS APPEARING IN THE
FINAL EQUATIONS FOR THE UNDETERMINED TIME COEFFICIENTS
The aim in this chapter is to
computing
formulate -a way
A, p(t) and (t) 's in
new 3 new







The expressions giving the coefficients A, p(t),
e(t ) 's
new
involve two main forms:
1. 2v rdr dz W T(rz)F(r,z,t)
rreactor -z,reactor
(5-4)=C





















Fig. 5-1 Mesh Scheme in (r, z) Geometry
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(5-5)
2. 21 rdr dz WT(rz)(V.D(r,z,t)V?(r,z))= C2 (t).
r reactor z ,reactor
For the purpose of calculating C (t) and C2 (t)
consider the Fig. 5-1 [6], where in two dimensions an
equivalent mesh volume, V composed of four submesh vol-
umes: V1 , V2 V3 , and V is shown around the mesh point
(v,u).
As is customary, we define for each mesh volume a con-
stant neutron cross section for any event (fission, absorp-
tion, etc.), hence a constant diffusion coefficient, for
each neutron group. Also, a constant value for P (r,z)*
and W gi(rz) is fixed within the equivalent mesh volume
around the mesh point (v,u) (cf. Fig. 5-2).
As shown in Fig. 5-2, there are UxV mesh points and
(U-l)x(V-l) mesh volumes.
5-1 Calculation of C (t)
In terms of the coordinate system described above C (t)
can be written as
V-1 U-l1
C (t) = 2 WT rdr dz F(r,z,t), (5-6)
V=2 u=1 vlu 
-
eq eq
where the integration is performed over the equivalent mesh
volume V around tae mesh point (v,u) and the summation
The g th element of the ith mode, as it is computed































Sub-mesh Volume V4 [fourth Submesh Vo
around the mesh point (v,u)]
Equivalent mesh volume V where T
eq v,2
taken to be constant
lume
is
Center line of the reactor
V - --------------- --------------------------- -






1 1 (2, u)
is carried up to U-1 and V-1 only, since WVT
vanishes at u = U for all values of v, and at. v = 1
and v = V for all values of u.







F_1ju- (t)V +F (t)V2+F (t)V +F (t)Vv -1,u- 1 ..-v-1u 2-vul (tovs4
is the constant quantity involving cross
sections within the (v,u)th
Vl = O h -
2





with r = I hu'
u=1
h V-
V2  e v-
2








V4 = Ae -- - u r+
2 2 4
In addition, the cross sections at the left-hand side of















(6 from 0 to 2r)
and (5-11), we
arrive at
C1 (t) - 2
(5-12)U-1
u=1




is an IxI matrix (I being the number of
expansion modes) composed of elements:
(t) = 2 rdr
r,reactor z





We know from the previous chapter




(Eq. (4-19)) that the
= 0, k = 1,2 (5-14)
Because of the assumed spatial independence of D(r,zt)
in the bth submesh volume around the mesh point (v,u),
V-1
v=2















but also from Eq.
Dkb V4)k(r,
v,u




(5-15) and (5-16), we have
in the bth submesh volume around the mesh point (v,u)








such that, through Eq.
. V-1 U-1
2(t = v=2 u=1 V~








where row { I denotes the row matrix whose kth (k=l,. .. ,K)











}. (Note that this element is
,hv h
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a Gxl matrix), and
F.





The column vector Db (t)Mk
v,u byvu
encountered
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5-3 A different approach to the leakage integral
a special case
The indirect method just described avoids the use of
the finite difference technique to determine the laplacian















integral is necessary when we want to compute kk, the
eigenvalue of the balance equation for Vk
That quantity was assumed to be known in the course of the
previous section.
Thus we want to compute
lik J dr W (r)V.Dk (r)lk(r).
V ,reactor
(5-26)
With the help of Fig. 5-1, E
V-1 U-1
Lk Y ' IvW, Dk
v=2 u=1 v3u v-1,u-1
+ Dk 21 rdr J dz
2  2
+ Dk 27 rdr [dz
v,u-l
3 3
q. (5-26) can be written
(5-27)




+ Dk 2 J rdr J dz V.Vk(r.z)J.
V4  V 4
By the divergence theorem the integrals in Eq. (5-27)
can be reduced to surface integrals of (r,z) (the




to the surface) over the six surfaces which enclose the
equivalent mesh volume.
Making this transformation on, for instance, the
second integral in Eq. (5-27) yields














Since the neutron current, D (r ,z) p k (r z)an is
assumed to be continuous across interfaces, the surface
integrals over the common surfaces to the submesh volumes
cancel when the four expressions similar to Eq. (5-28)
are added. Then Eq. (5-27) becomes,
(5-29)
V-1 U-1 T 2
k W Dkb
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2 6 2 4
(k=1,2).
(5-30) up to (5-37) into Eq.




























4k f Dk V-11 + Dk vuhv
+ Dk h - h iu1
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.V-1,u v 4
h + D k h
,u-1 v-i kv,u-lhv
x





















x h 1{Dk h u1r- hu- l + Dk hu r+hu 1
h 2 v u-1 4 v Uu 4 hv
This method of evaluating the leakage integral has
not been used to calculate C2 (t) because we cannot
insure that it is valid to write relationships such as
Lg g(riz) R algk
D (r,zt) an = DR (rz,t) an (5-39)
k n kan
with L and R indicating the'left and right hand
sides of an interface, respectively, and n being
either r or z.
Whereas with a diffusion coefficient belonging to
the space function in question, an equation like Eq.
(5-39) is true, it will not in general hold for any other
diffusion coefficient. Hence we had to work out the
method described in the previous section.
5-4 Computation of kk
The calculation of C-2 (t) cannot be completed unless
kk is known. For this purpose, besides the leakage inte-
gral [Eq. (5-38)] we need the fission and absorption inte-
grals. These quantities are given by
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(5-25) by taking out the






































Using the final integral expressions found
in Chapter III, and Equations (5-12)
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where the prompt photoneutron reactivity matrix








(t)h- 1 + D (t)h 
v,u *j





































RE being the number of regions in the reflector, each
coupled with a constant attenuation.factor for photons
to simplify the computation. That is, ATT replaces
re
1-- (r2 +z2







where n stands for the nuclei. n present.at (v,u).
The computation of LAPik (t) is described in Section
5-2 above; and F1MAik(t) can be found from the expression
for LAPik(t) by omitting COEF kb
's and the dependency
of the cross sections on k, making the cross sections
time-dependent and changing all the signs.
The delayed photoneutron reactivity matrix is de-
th thfined by its i row, k column element;
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(equation continued on next
newik 2
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For clarity assume we have only one expansion mode
(point kinetics case) that is composed of the steady state
shape of the reactor and the reactor is critical. Had
then p new 1 1
[Eq. ( 5-)104)] failed to vanish, the time-dependent
OZAN is the name of the computer code written to










= 1 1 9 0 0 .) i ) .
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equations will predict a change in the power level
that must remain constant. To remedy this erroneous
behavior we shall compute a quantity kOZAN that divides
the fission integral in Eq. (5-44), and insures that
pnew (0) = 0. Thus if the reactor is critical at the
beginning of the transient we define
F 1(0)
k (ZAN ) (5-50)
A (0) - LAP (0)+PPR (0)+DPR (0)]
with
F 11 (t) - A 1 (t) = FMA 11 (t). (5-51)
Note that in case the photoneutrons are neglected
kZA k [Cf. Eq. (4-18) ].
We point out that while k (k = 1,2) was introduced
k
to make use of the balance equation furnishing 'pk(r) in
order to compute LAP ik (t) [Eq. (5-21)], kOZAN is
physically the eigenvalue of the reactor (at t = 0), computed
in an integral sense. Hence the fission cross sections
of the critical reactor are supposed to be equal to
kkOZAN
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5-7 Representation of the time dependency of the
parameters p new(t) and s (t)'s
new inew
The solution to the system of equations for the time
coefficients will require analytical representations for
the parameters pnew(t) and- (t)'s. For this
new
purpose we shall assume that throughout the transient




where p new (0) and
(0) + t,( = 1,...,H),5 (5-5
e (0) are the initial values of
new
pnew (t) and % (t), and
0 new (T)-p new(0)
p 1
T





where T in seconds is the duration of the transient







In this chapter we have developed a method for
computing various parameters appearing in the equations
for the unknown time coefficients. For this purpose a
finite difference technique is used in keeping with the
way the spatial functions are computed.
The leakage part of the reactivity matrix requires a
special treatment since the time-dependent diffusion
coefficient in the desired integral is not the one asso-
ciated with the expansion modes and the continuity
condition across interfaces fails. This procedure, however,
requires knowing the eigenvalue that balances the
equation from which the trial mode is generated. In
calculating this eigenvalue we were able to use a direct
way of attacking the leakage integral.
If the reactor was critical at the beginning of the
transient and the photoneutrons were felt to be signifi-
cant, it was then necessary to introduce an eigenvalue
kOZAN so that the initial value of the first element
of the reactivity matrix vanishes. Thus kOZAN is the
eigenvalue of the reactor (at t = 0).
CHAPTER VI
A PROBLEM HANDLED BY THE PROPOSED METHOD
To compare the proposed synthesis method (use
of two spatial modes in the expansion of the space and time
dependent flux) with the point kinetics type of approach
(use of only one spatial mode for the same expansion)-, we
have considered the following problem:
The MITR-II operator looses control on the shim
rods during the start up of the reactor. It is assumed
that all six shim blades begin moving out at once rather
than the usual operation of a single blade at a time. - It
is worthwhile to mention that this is a very improbable ac-
cident, involving a simultaneous short circuit of six con-
tacts. - That is the bank of shim rods starts from its
shutdown position - correspoinding to a -0.12 of reactiv-
ity (we will further clarify what we mean by the word
"reactivity") - going up with a constant insertion rate,
0.003 in reactivity per sec. (that notion of ramp insertion
of reactivity will also be further clarified).
The bank continues going up until the reactor
reaches the power level of 6 MW (assuming even further that.
the high rate-of-rise shut down system does not operate).
Once the powermeter reads 6 MW, the shim rods receive auto-
matically the order to scram. However there is a delay of
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0.1 sec. due to the instrumentation. That is from 6 MW on
the power level will continue to increase for 0.1 second
more. The question is: What will be the maximum power
level of the reactor during this incident?
6-1 Further Theoretical Preparations
There are a number of hidden difficulties, that
we must overcome to be able to attack the problem by our
proposed method. All of these difficulties, except one,
are due to the fact that the reactor is subcritical at the
beginning of the transient.
The first difficulty involves the fact that we
need an external source to start up the reactor. Yet no-
where in the course of the development of the proposed
method have we taken into account an external source.
6-1-1 Overcoming the Difficulty Due to the
Presence of an External Source
Adding an external source term to the diffusion
equation (3-1) and carrying out the calculations from there
is impractical. Instead we found it easier to describe
the source by the activity of a fictitious delayed neutron
precursor that has a relatively long half life. The
strength of this activity can be computed in the following
way:
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Consider the point kinetics equations with the
familiar notation:
dNPK(t) pPK(t) - Pt HPK P PIKN (t) + IxC (t) + S ,
dt A PK j PKi. PK
lPK (6-1)
PK PPK.
d=A 2 NNP (t) - A CP (t) , (j = 1,...,.H) , (6-2)dt A PK
where the subscript PK stands for point kinetics, and every-
thing is a scalar. At this stage the initial reactivity
and the constant reactivity insertion we have pointed out
above, should be understood merely as two quantities used
to determine pPK (t) - in case of a ramp change. (We will
later consider the way they are obtained.)
We take the time origin at the time the reactor
becomes critical with the given motion of the rods (i.e.,
-t S= 40 sec. after the transient has started; the initial
reactivity being -0.12 and the insertion rate 0.003 per
sec.). In addition we assume the reactor is at 1 milliwatt
power level at the beginning of the transient. That is,
5 MW being the power level of the critical reactor working
under normal circumstances, at the start up the power level
is,
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NPK (tS) -= 2 x 10 (6-3)
5 xl10
times smaller than the normal power level (5 MW) of the re-
actor.
Thus assuming that the reactor is at a steady
state with the external source in, prior to the change, we
obtain from Eq. (6-2)
PH.
A I NPK(ts C PK . (t ) ( ,..., H) . (6-4)
APK
Next with dNPK (t) Equations (6-4) and
- 0,
dt
(6-1) yield (for the source, SPK, represented as a fictitious
precursor concentration, CPK (t ), decaying with a time
constant, XH+l)
SP ~X H C P (t) -PPK S NPK t)
H+1 PK(H+l) ( P N
(6-5)
with
=PK  0 (6-6)
(H+l)
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We can pick XH as small as we want so thatH+l
CPK (t) CPK (ts H+l s (6-7)
(H+l) (H+1)
stays constant throughout the transient. Thus we choose
arbitrarily -13 -lXH+1 1 x 10 sec.
APK is taken ( 1.x 10~), - as it will be justi-
fied later - to be the first row, first column element of
the generation time matrix [cf. Eq. (3-44)].
Hence we can compute CPK (t ) (to be
(H+1-)
0.12 x 2 x 10-10O
1 x 4 x 1 x 1 -3 = 2.4 x 106 ) and express SPK in terms1 x 10 -4X 1 x 10- 3P
thof the (H+1) fictitious precursor concentration.
6-1-2 Selection of the First Spatial Mode
A second difficulty arises when we come to choose
a spatial shape to describe the flux at the beginning of
the transient. The period of time while the reactor is still
subcritical - during the transient - is not of interest.
Also the computations may be unnecessarily time consuming
if we took a look at the transient with the two-shape
method starting subcritical. Thus we choose as the first
trial mode the flux shape of the critical reactor, and start
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Studying the transient with the two-shape method at the time
whenl the reactor becomes 
- momentarily 
- critical under
the given accident. That, however, brings up a major dif-
ficulty:
Since the reactor is not at a steady state when
it becomes critical, how do we compute the precursor con-
centrations at time t = 0 (-t seconds after the transient
took off)? This is answered in the next two sections.
6-1-3 Calculation of the Initial Value of the
First Precursor Amplitude Function
We need to compute C (0)'s, j = 1,..., (11+1), of
Eq. (3-45). C (t) is a column matrix having two elements
in the case of two trial modes. The calculation of the first
element will be done in this section whereas we save the
calculation of the second element for the next section.
Over the period of time t < t < 0, only one trial
mode (the flux shape of the critical reactor) is used to
describe the flux. Then at t = 0 we can write
C (0) = APK CP (0), [j = 1..., (H+1)], (6-8)
whero C (t) is the solution of Eq. (3-45), CPK the solu-
JJ
tion1 of Eq. (6-2), and the subscript 1 stands for the first
elenOt of the column matrix C (0).
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Thus with Equations (6-3), (6-5), (6-6), (6-8)
and pPK(t) = -0.12 + 3 x 10 3 (t-tS) , APK All 1. x 10-4
the Equations (6-1) and (6-2) will furnish C. (O)'s. For
31
the purpose of the calculation we have run a points kine-
tics computer code [18] to find NPK (0) E N1 (0), the fac-
tor that multiplies the power level when the reactor becomes
- momentarily - critical under the given accident.
We emphasize that while writing the Equation
(6-8), we have tacitly assumed that the reactivity PPK (t)
is the same as p (t) of Eq. (3-44) for t < t < 0.
That is, for instance, if we computed the reactivity cor-
responding to "bank of shim rods completely inserted",
through Equations (3-41) and (3-29) we assume we would
find -0.12 (the number taken above as the negative reac-
tivity of the shutdown reactor). However this is not nec-
essarily true for that reactivity may be determined through
other procedures (weighting by unity instead of a weight-
ing function, taking the relative difference of the eigen-
values of the reactor at the shutdown and critical posi-
tions - thus abandoning the perturbation type of calcula-
tion where the flux shape of the critical reactor is used
alone -,etc.).
Now we turn our attention to the second element
of the column matrix C (0).
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6-1-4 Calculation of the Initial Value of the
Second Precursor Amplitude Function
To compute C. (0), j = 1,..., (H+1), we recall
t E2
through Equations (3-42) , (3-43) , (3-31) and (3-34)
C. (t) E D. 27 r dr dz
r,core z,core
T
W.i (r, z) Xj - 0 (r , z,t),
(i = 1, 2), (j = 1,..., J),




ri 2), (j = (J+1),..., H],
(6-10)
C(H+2(t) s r dr dz W (r,z) X, (i = 1,2),
rreactor z,reactor (6-11)
where s is the constant source spread out uniformly through-
out the reactor such that
H+1 C (H+l) (t ) = SPK ' (6-12)
A
first mentioned in Eq. (6-1), and X is defined through Eq.
(4-3).




2 x 10 1
, we find it legiti-
0
- At times very close to t = 0 (t > 0), the sec-
ond shape contributes practically nothing, and, with one
shape and one undetermined time coefficient, it is approp-
riate to write
(r,z,t) = M.(r,z) est, (j= .. J) (6-13)
and
0 (r,z,t) = T.(r,z) et, [j = (J+1),..., H],
(6-14)
- at times close to t 0 can be considered in-
dependent of t.
Then one can through Equations (3-45), (6-9),
(6-10) (6-13) and (6-14) , arrive at
C. (t) = C. (0) eWt, (i = 1,2), (j = 1,...,
(6-15)
where
C (0) = 2 r dr dz W (r,z)
r ,core z ,core




C. (0) = 2r r dr dz
fr,reflector z,reflector
W (r,z) x




(w + ) C (t)
) Ji new
j = 1,. .. , H) ,
where C . (t), (i = 1,2) and l.
3 Jnew
(t) 's, (i = 1, 2) , were
defined in Chapter III.
Thus taking the ratio of the equation obtained
with i = 1, in Eq. (6-18), to the equation obtained with
i = 2, in Eq. (6-18), we finally have, near time t = 0
(t)C. (t) 3new=1
, (j = , . , H).




Knowing C. (0), (j = 1,..., H), we then can com-
pute from Eq. (6-19)
(6-18)




C. (0) = Ce. (0) 2 (6-20)
32 j1 (0)
inew
The calculation of C(H+1) (0) is straightforward
from Eq. (6-11). Taking X = we have
27] r dr dz W(2
C0) = C (0) rreactor z,reactor(H+) 2  (H+1)1 27 dr dz W 11 (r,z)
r,reactor z,reactor
(6-21)
6-1-5 Determination of the Position of the Bank
of Shim Rods at the Time the Signal for
Scram is Received.
The last difficulty to overcome is how to deter-
mine the position of the bank of shim rods at the time the
signal for scram is received. We must estimate this posi-
tion in order to choose the second trial mode for the ex-
pansion of the flux (poison search, cf. Chapter IV, section
4-2).
This last question is resolved by using the point
kinetics approach. A point kinetics code (18] is applied
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in order to determine the time at which NPK (t) [cf. Eqs.
(6-1) and (6-2)] is 1.2, that is the time at which the
power level reaches a 6 14W (5 x 1.2) level. We then add
0.1 second to find the time, T, at which the bank of shim
rod will scram. To determine the bank position at that
time T, we write
PPK(T) p PK(0 ) + pi T (6-22)
PK
with pPK (0) = 0. and p1  = 3 x 10-3 [The terms in Eq.
PK
(6-22).are equal to the corresponding first row, first
column elements of the matrix eauation (5-52).], Now we
consider Fig. 6-1 (19) where for MITR-II the reactivity
versus the position of the shim rods bank is shown. Know-
ing pPK (T) permits us to use this figure to determine the
approximate position of the shim bank at time T. (One
should however keep in mind that, the reactivity appear-
ing in Fig. 6-1 does not exactly correspond to that de-
fined previously. The reactivity of Fig. 6-1 was calcu-
lated by computing the eigenvalue of the reactor with the
bank of shim rods at different positions; then taking the
relative difference Ak/k for that position.)
The ramp change slope of the reactivity matrix,
Pi [cf. Eq. (5-52)], can be calculated by computing first
K f CURVE
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pw (0) , the reactivity matrix at time t = 0 (the time the
reactor becomes momentarily critical and we begin studying
the transient with the two-trial mode method); next by de-
termining the reactivity matrix at time T, through the in-
tegral expression for reactivity formulated in Chapter III,
and finally by writing
Pne (T) - p ne(0)
p (6-23)T
We note that within our scheme of attacking the
transient if only one trial mode is chosen to describe the
spatial shape of the flux we will use for the ramp change
slope of the reactivity, the first row, first column ele-
ment of the matrix p1 [cf. Eq. (6-23)]. That will not
necessarily equal p1  (3 x 10- 3) of Eq. (6-22) because of
PK
the difference in the definitions of our reactivity and the
reactivity of Fig. 6-1.
Now that we have overcome the difficulties en-
countered because of the special nature of the problem, we
can proceed with it by our proposed method. The code OZAN
(cf. Appendices N and 0) has been created to perform the
computations required by the present work. It has been
used along with the code Exterminator-II (5] and the point
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kinetics code [18]. The relevant results are presented in
the next section.
6-2 Results
The point kinetics code [18] is run first to fur-
nish the precursor concentrations [hence through Eq. (6-8),
the first element of the column matrix C.(0), j = 1,MO.
(H+1)] and the time T at which the bank of shim rods receive
the signal to scram. (The transient will be studied by the
two-trial mode method throughout the period of time 0 < t
< T.) The relevant input and output are presented below.
6-2-1 Input to the Point Kinetics Code [18]
Table 6-1-1 Input (1) to the Point Kinetics Code [18]




Ramp change slope of
-3 -1
Reactivity: d PK (t) 3 x 10 sec.
dt
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Table 6-1-2 Input (2) to the Point Kinetics Code [18]
Delayed Photoneutron P -1PK. X(sec )
Group: j
1 3.010 E-4 1.27 E-2
2 1.709 E-3 3.17 E-2
3 1.529 E-3 0.115
4 3.082 E-3 0.311
5 8.980 E-4 1.40
6 3.280 E-4 3.87
7 3.255 E-5 0.277
8 1.020 E-5 1.69 E-2
9 3.500 E-6 4.81 E-3
10 1.680 E-6 1.50 E-3
11 1.035 E-6 4.28 E-4
12 1.170 E-6 1.17 E-4
13 1.615 E-7 4.37 E-5
14 5.15 E-8 3.63 E-6
15 0. 1. E-13
y E-n stands for: y x 10-n
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6-2-2 Comments on the Input to the Point Kine-
tics Code, Correction Factor for .the De-
layed Neutron Fractions
In Table 6-1-1 APK appears to be 1.298 x 10
-4(rather than 1.0107 x 10 as computed by OZAN for the
first row, first column element of the matrix A). The
reason is that APK was obtained by a previous run where,
as the weighting function, the flux, instead of the adjoint
flux, was used. For the same reason the delayed photoneu-
tron fractions shown in Table 6-1-2 (j = 7,..., 14) differ
from those given subsequently in this chapter. These dif-
ferences are not very important since the run with the
point kinetics code was made only to estimate the quanti-
ties - CPK . (0)'s, N(0), and T - and not to determine them
precisely. In addition, because of the nature of the
transient, the delayed neutrons (chiefly the delayed photo-
neutrons) are not very significant. Thus, the fact that
the numbers for the delayed photoneutron fractions, shown
in Table 6-1-2, differ from the ones presented subsequently
(obtained by using the adjoint flux as the weighting func-
tion), is even more tolerable.
a (the correction factor introduced in Chapter
III for overcoming the error due to approximations made in
calculating the photoneutron source term - see Chapter II)
was taken equal to 10 (approximately)-.
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Correction Factor for the Delayed Neutron Frac-
tions
The delayed neutron fractions shown in Table
6-1-2 (j 1,..., 6) are not exactly the ones given by the
nuclear data [20]. The reason for that is as follows:
At emission, the energy of a delayed neutron is generally
less than the energy of a prompt neutron. Therefore during
the thermalization, a delayed neutron has less chance to
leak out of the reactor, than a prompt neutron. That is,
in causing fission, a delayed neutron is more effective
than a prompt neutron. However, in the three-group scheme
that we have adopted, both delayed and prompt neutrons are
born in the same - fast - group. The fact that the delayed
neutrons are worth more is, then, not taken into account
automatically.
An adequate way to correct for this condition
would be to multiply the S. by the factor
J
dr **(r) IT(r o) Xi W*(
fr,core F-
= 1, .. 6),




where a multigroup scheme is considered so that X Xp.
(In expression (6-24) the familiar notation is being used;
i.e., the subscript 1 refers to the steady state of the re-
actor).
This method of computing the correction factor
for the delayed neutrons was not undertaken because apply-
ing it for a fifteen-group scheme would be very expensive.
Also on a theoretical ground we had reason to believe that
one could estimate the correction factor by applying a
neutron balance argument to the already available fifteen-
group Exterminator-II output for MITR-II.
Therefore, rather than choosing the expensive,
straightforward way of solving the problem, we developed
a method (described briefly in Appendix K) based on the
multigroup output of Exterminator-II obtained for MITR-II.
The computer code embodying this method is shown in Appen-
dix L. (It is worthwhile to mention that this code worked
for less than a fiftieth of the cost estimated for the more
exact calculation.)
Unfortuantely a serious difficulty was encoun-
tered: When the eigenvalue of the reactor was recomputed
through the numbers obtained by the proposed method, a
discrepancy (of about 8%) was found as compared to the
eigenvalue given by the original output of Exterminator-II.
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This is thought to be due to the fact that the convergence
of the flux in the output was rather poor (relative con-
vergence of the flux = 4.48 x 101). As a result, the
neutron current across interfaces was not continuous. In-
deed when we computed the total leakage out of the core
by means of the numbers (given in the fifteen-group out-
put of Exterminator-II) relevant to the core and by means
of the numbers relevant to the regions outside of the core
we found a difference of about 10%. This fact increases
confidence in our method and code, but does not change our
doubts about the result;
CF. 1.2467, j = ,.,5
CF6  1.4312 (6-25)
where CF stands for correction factor (CF6 is greater than
CF., j = 1,... , 5, since the 6th group delayed neutrons,
at the emission, are less energetic than the delayed neu-
trons of other groups).
With some account taken of Eq. (6-25) and in
view of estimates appearing in reference [21], CF., (j =
1,..., 5), was chosen to be 1.20 and accordingly CF6 f, 1.38.
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6-2-3 Output from the Point Kinetics Code
-9
NPK(0) was found to be 4.242331 x 10 , and cor-
responging CP (0) 's are shown in Table 6-2. The behavior
of the power level beyond 6 MW is sketched in Fig. 6-2.
The time T, when the shim rods receive the signal to scram,
is seen to be 3.77 sec. At the end of this time the point
kinetics code predicts a power level of 81.80 14W.
6-2-4 The Accident Analyzed
Further Preparations for the Code OZAN;
Knowing T we compute pp (T) = 1.131 x 10-2
through Eq. (6-22). Applying the procedure discussed in
section 6-1-5 above, we found from Fig. 6-1 that at time t=T
the rods would be about an inch higher from their initial
postion. Accordingly a poison search was made through Ex-
terminator-II. The value w [cf. Eq. (4-18)] was found to
be 17.262131 (the eigenvalue of the reactor was required
to converge to = 1.007896 and turned out to be - after
1- S
90 iterations - 1.0078964). Thus the absorption cross
sections throughout the reactor were increased by ov
(the average values shown in Table 6-3 were used for V_
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Fig. 6-2 Behavior of the Power Level Beyond 6MW under the
Fictitious Accident in Question
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Table 6-2 The Precursor Concentrations at Time t =.0
Under the Accident in Question, as Computed

















y E n stands for y 10n
The output from the point kinetics code will be a portion
of the input to OZAN.
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The value for V (g = 1 to 3);g










dE $ (r, E, o)
For the purpose of the calculation the fif teen-
group output of Exterminator-II for MITR-II was used with
V(E) 's (for fifteen-group scheme) taken from reference
[22]. We thus computed
m h ()mh 
v 
M h
m h=h $mh (0)
where M is the number of compositions, $ mh (0) is the flux
given in the output in question, for the hth group and in
the mth material, Vh is the hth group velocity as given in







and final groups in the fifteen-group scheme that are
thframing the g group of the three-group scheme.
The computer code that was written in order to
perform the computation for Eq. (6-27) is presented in Ap-
pendix M. The results are shown in Table 6-3.
Table 6-3 Average Group Velocities for MITR-II
g V_ (sec/cm) V(cm/sec)
1 1.9903 x 10 5.0244 x 108
2 2.3170 x 10- 4.3159 x 106
3 4.5454 x 10-6 2.200 x 105
Further input data to OZAN;
In addition to data already discussed, it is
necessary to input to OZAN, the mesh-volume dimensions,
various cross sections at the beginning and the end of the
transient, the delayed neutron fractions, etc. A complete
set up of the input is discussed in Appendix N and shown
in Appendix 0.
6-2-5 Output from OZAN(NMODES* = 2)
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The output relevant to the final step before
the solution of the time dependent equations is as fol-
lows;
The generation time matrix:
0.10107 E-3 0.97859 E-4
A
0.98072 E-4 0.95077 E-4











































0.30820 E-2 0.30664 E-2
0.28855 E-2 0.28716 E-2
6
0.32800 E-3 0.32634 E-3












0.35744 E-5 0.35713 E-5
0.34893 E-5 0.34863 E-5]
13( 0.55621 E-6 0.55573 E-6
0.54296 E-6 0.54250 E-6)
0.35308 E-4 0.35278 E-4
0.34467 E-4 0.34438 E-4
10(0.58236 E-5 0.58186 E-5
0.56849 E-5 0.56801 E--5
12
0.40277 E-5 0.40243 E-5
0.39318 E-5 0.39284 E-5
14
0.17575 E-6 0.17560 E-6






where for the delayed photoneutron fractions, a correction
factor ct 10 is used and the 15th matrix elements are set
to zero since the fictitious 15th group delayed precursor
amplitude functions are used merely to represent the exter-
nal source.
Note that the first row, first column element of
-3the matrix p1 is different than 3 x 10 - initially input
to the point kinetics code as the ramp change slope of the
reactivity - because of the difference between the defini-
tion of reactivity of Fig. 6-1 and the one adopted through-
out the present dissertation (cf. Chapter III).
To attack the time dependent equations, we fin-
ally have to add to Equations (6-28) up to (6-31) the
NPK (0) and C (0) 's computed through the point kinetics
code and the manipulations described in the previous sec-
tions. It was mentioned (cf. section 6-2-2) that we did
not use the best values for, APK and a. 's in determining
NPK(0) and the CPK (0)'s earlier. For the present run
(OZAN, NMODES = 2) we had a chance to recompute the initial
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Table (6-4) Initial Precursor Amplitude Functions
C (0 C. (0)
J 3(2
1 0.1010 E-10 0.94559 E-11
2 0.38500 E-10 0.36045 E-10
3 0.20100 E-10 0.18818 E-10
4 0.23900 E-10 0.22376 E-10
5 0.27000 E-11 0.25278 E-11
6 0.42100 E-12 0.39415 E-12
7 0.98000 E-12 0.95666 E-12
8 0.10900 E-11 0.10640 E-11
9 0.77400 E-12 0.75557 E-12
10 0.93600 E-12 0.91371 E-12
11 0.18300 E-11 0.17864 E-ll
12 0.73200 E-11 0.71457 E-11
13 0.26900 E-11 0.26259 E-11
14 0.10200 E-10 0.99571 E-11
15 0.23600 E+03 0.22763 E+03
y E n stands for y x 10n
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values NPK(0) and C PK.'s through the point kinetics code,
using this time, A1 1  (for APK), and (0)'s (for
new
0P is) obtained from a previous OZAN run. A as a re-
15
sult became 1.0149 x 10 and SPK PK. ) 8. 03316
x 10 (instead of 7.89737 x 10 used for the previous
point kinetics run).
The corresponding NPK(0) is 4.149860 x 10-3 and
the final C. (0) [cf. Eq. (6-8), with H = 14] is presented
Ji
along with C. (0) [cf. Equations (6-20) and (6-21)] in
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Table (6-4).
C (0) computed from CPK (0) of Table 6-2 be-
comes for instance, 0.78880 E-7 x 1.298 E-4 ~ 0.1020 E-10.
The difference between that number and the one given for
C (0) in Table 6-4 (0.1010 E-10) is 1%. The difference
between NPK (0) just computed and NPK (0) computed through
the previous run is also about the same. Thus these dif-
ferences are not very significant, as it was anticipated
in section 6-2-2.
The solution of the time dependent equations is
presented in Table (6-5).
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Table 6-5 The Two Time Coefficients
With Respect to the Time
t(sec.) N 1 (t) N 2 (t)
0 0.41499 E-08 0.
1 0.61103 E-08 0.20874 E-08
2 0.99747 E-08 0.10478 E-08
3 0.61673 E-07 0.22693 E-06
4 -0.54800 E-01 0.92655 E 00
5 -0.12375 E+19 0.47876 E+19
We note that while at the beginning of the tran-
sient 1 1 (t) is dominant and N2 (t) is small (one can show
that for the initial conditions imposed dN2 (t) = 0),
dt t = 0
as the rods get closer to the position 2.54 cm higher than
their initial level, the second shape gradually takes over.
As will be explained in the next chapter, one
can obtain an equivalent time function N (t) out of N (eq Natts
and N 2 (t) with appropriate manipulations. Thus the power
level follows N (t) = N t) + A1  N2 (t).
e 11







OZAN NMODES = 2
Al12
N (t) N (t) + 1 2(t
Start critical, source of 1 mW in
3 3.5 4 t(sec.)
Fig. 6-3 Behavior of N (t) under the Accident in Question,
eq
Studied by the Proposed Method
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In this figure we see that 6 MW level is reached at around
4 sec., and 0.1 second later the power level reaches about
90 MW.
We note that around t*= T, the inverse period, W,
of the reactor is about the one predicted by the poison




The derivation of an equivalent scalar reactiv-
ity and generation time and their variation with respect
to the time, is presented in the next chapter.
6-2-6 Output from OZAN (NMODES = 1)
The same study is repeated with however only one
trial function. Thus the problem is reduced to a point
kinetics case. Then the solution N (t) is searched with
APK = A , pPK (0) = pnew11 (0), p1  = p 1 , and SPK11PK 11
6T. (0), [j = 1,,,., (H+1)],, defined through respectively
new 1
equations (6-28), (6-29), (6-30) and (6-31).
The behavior of N 1 (t) is shown in Fig. (6-4),
where we see that 6 MW level is reached at around 5.06 sec.
0.1 sec. more from there on brings the reactor onto about
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We note that (although w ~ 23 around 5.1 sec. in
the last case) N (t) of Fig. (6-4) is much slower than N (t)
eq
of Fig. (6-3). A comparison of these two quantities with
respect to the time is shown in Table 6-6.
Table 6-6 Behavior of the Power Level Predicted by
OZAN-NMODES = 2-and -NMODES = 1-
N (t) N1 (t)eqM
t(sec.) (NMODES=2) (NMODES=1)
1 0.813 E-08 0.742 E-08
2 0.201 E-07 0.140 E-07
3 0.282 E-06 0.438 E-07
4 0.850 0.991 E-06
5 0.340 E+19 0.332
We emphasize that in both studies (cf. Table 6-6)
everything was the same except for the number of trial
modes used in the expansion of the flux.
In the next chapter we shall discuss in detail
the validity of the numbers shown in Table 6-6. If these
results are correct, there is certainly a large difference
between the two predictions shown in Table 6-6.
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6-3 Summary
In this chapter we aimed to study a fictitious
accident with the proposed method and compare the results
(NMODES = 2) with those obtained through a point kinetics
approach (NMODES = 1). We also wanted to answer the ques-
tion: For the given accident, how far beyond 6 MW does
the power level continue to climb in 0.1 more sec.?
The problem was of a special nature [startup sub-
critical and requiring that we have an estimate of the an-
swer(position of the rods when they receive the signal to
scram)- before beginning space-dependent analysis].
We decided to use a single critical shape until
the rods were at a critical position and then use the two-
shape method for the rest of the transient.
We then required more theoretical preparations.
An external source was expressed in terms of an extra de-
layed neutron precursor concentration. The initial values
(at t = 0) for the first precursor amplitude functions and
the first time coefficient, as well as the duration of the
transient (T) - input to OZAN - were estimated through
a point kinetics code. The initial values for the second
precursor amplitude functions were found in a consistent
way [Equations (6-20) and (6-21)].
The position of the rods at t = T was then deter-
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mined. Then a poison search was made and the second shape
and its adjoint were computed.
Finally a study of the problem with OZAN (NMODES
= 2 and NMODES = 1) was undertaken. The end results are
summarized in Table 6-7.
Table 6-7
Summary of the Results
the first point OZAN OZAN
kinetics run NMODES=2 NMODES=l
time t (sec.) at
which the 6 MW 3.67 4. 5.06
level is reached
the power level
(MW) reached 0.1 81.8 90 60
sec. after time t
In conclusion it is important to recall that this
is a fictitious case, not only has the assumption been made
that the safety controls and instrumentation failed but also
the inherent safety features of negative void and tempera-
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ture coefficients have been neglected. If the negative re-
activity feed back from the void formation is included, the
shape of the transient would be significantly altered.
Rather than an explicit representation of the
power history for the proposed problem, the results of
these calculations should be viewed as study of the impor-
tance of special effects in fast transient calculations.
The fact that the OZAN result with NMODES = 2 is signifi-
cantly higher than the result with NMODES = 1, indicates
that care must be taken if one is trying to Make conserva-
tive conclusions based only on a point kinetics calculations.
CHAPTER VII
CROSS CHECKING OF THE RESULTS
The main question that arises from the previous chapter
is: Do we believe in the numbers we have obtained? In -fact
this question has two parts:
1. Do we believe in the computer code (OZAN) written to
perform the computations required by the proposed method?
2. Assuming that the answer to the first question is
yes, do we believe in the prediction made by the proposed
method?
Unfortunately the second question will be answered only
superficially (and that will be done in the next chapter).
Much more would have to be done to answer this question
definitively.
In this chapter, we shall consider the validity of the
computer code (OZAN) written to perform computations required
by the proposed method. For this purpose five distinct tests
were applied.
7-1 Some of the results computed through OZAN checked
against the same quantities computed by Exterminator-II
The eigenvalues relative to the spatial shapes and the
first row first column element of the generation time matrix
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are computed in both OZAN and Exterminator-II. In addition an
Exterminator-II poison search predicted a value for -W (the
inverse period that the reactor supposedly assumes near the
time the rods receive the signal for scram ). w can also be
estimated through the time behavior of the expansion coeffi-
cients predicted by OZAN (NMODES = 2) - cf. Fig. 6-3.
The results are summarized in Table 7-1, where kk (k=l,2 )
is given by Eq. (4-18) [Note that in the case of Exterminator-
II the weighting function is unity. Thus, in computing
k (k=l,2 ) - assuming that the current across interfaces is con-
tinuous - the leakage integral involved in the denominator of
Eq. (4-18) was reduced to a surface integral over the outer
surface of the reactor]. A11 is the one obtained from Eq.
(3-28) through the normalization
*T
2 r dr dz 'l (r,z)V $ (r,z)
r reactor z reactorA1 1 = ' (7-1)
k 2wr dr dz (r,z)vy IF(r,z,O)$ 1 (r,z)
r,core zcore
where the integrals are evaluated by the methods shown in
Chapter V.
We point out that the relative convergence for the first
shape, given by Exterminator-II was 3.452x10~0 and for the
second shape, 6.199x10-5 ; for the first weighting mode,
(*)In OZAN, instead of k1 , kOZAN (1.01795673) is used.
However this is a minor difference
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Table 7-1
Comparison of some of the results computed through OZAN with
the same quantities computed through Exterminator-II
OZAN Exterminator-II
(NMODES=2)
k (Eigenvalue of the 1.01737499 0.99973398
first trial mode)
k2 (Eigenvalue of the 1.02579212 1.007946
second trial mode)




(inverse period at 17.2(t=3.7 17.262131
around time t=T sec.)
=3.77 sec.)
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8.180xlO and for the second weighting mode, 8.528x10
(Note the poor degree of convergence for the weightinq mode as
compared to the degree of convergence for the spatial shape
the same number of iterations were used in computing both.).
Thus the agreement of the eigenvalues (shown in Table 7-1)
computed by OZAN with the ones computed by Exterminator-II is
within less than 1.75%. The discrepancy between the generation
time computed by one code and the generation time computed by
the other code is less than 3.2%.
We conjecture that the difference between the eigenvalue
computed by one code and the eigenvalue computed by the other
may be due to the differences between the methods of computa-
tions used in both codes; namely differences in the evaluation
of the leakage integral, use of - a rather poor - weighting
function in OZAN, in comparison to use of unity as weighting
function in Exterminator-II, etc. It is nevertheless possible
that programming or input errors in OZAN may be responsible for
the discrepancies observed between the two codes. We note
however that k1 and k2 computed by OZAN are consistent with
respect to k1 and k2 computed by Exterminator-II in that
(k2 kOZAN - 8.41713x10-3 while (k2 -kl)ExtII = 8.212x10
7-2 Cross checking of the elements of the matrix p
[The ramp change slope of the reactivity matrix - Eq. (6-30)],
against the same quanti-:ies computed by a perturbation type of
approach handled by an independent code written for this purpose
We recall that p1 is computed through Eq.
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(5.54) in OZAN.
That is specifically, we have (in terms of the notation
adopted throughout the dissertation);
















Actually OZAN will test each component







dz W (r,z) [COMP(r,z,T)]
z,reactor












(where COMP stands for D, A, EFP etc.)
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question is subject to a change during the transient.
Thus, since only D and A vary during the accident (with-
drawal of the control rods) we have studied, OZAN has computed
as Tp1 the quantity
Tp= {2w r dr dz
r,reactor z,reac
$(r,z)}-{2w r dr dz




W (r,z) [V.D(r,zO)-A (r,z,0)]
(7-4)
That is, OZAN does not consider the particular-perturba-
tion-nature of the problem, according to which Eq. (7-4) can
be written
Tp 2w r dr dz Wt (rz) [V6D(r,z)
r,perturbed area )z,perturbed area
-6A(r,z)]f(r,z) , (7-5)
where 6D(r,z)=D(r,z,T)-D(r,z,O),6A(r,z)=A(r,z,T)-A(r,z,O),
and the "perturbed area" refers to the location of the re-
actor being perturbed by the withdrawal of the rods. Thus
instead of computing the integrals shown in Eq. (7-5) over only
one mesh volume (for the problem studied the perturbation
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takes place in one mesh volume), OZAN deals with the problem
as though it were general and computes Tp1 from Eq. (7-4) with
the integrals performed over the entire reactor volume.
Thus we can check the results obtained by OZAN through
Eq. (7-4), against results obtained by applying Eq. (7-5).
For the purpose of this calculation a separate code was written
(shown in Appendix 0, next t6 the code OZAN). Results are
compared in Table 7-2.
Table 7-2
The matrix p1 computed by OZAN and
type of approach
by a perturbation
OZAN Perturbation type of approach
0.20929807E29 0.12860273E30 0.20932522E29 0.12861792E30
1A 0.12197004E30 0.90442634E30 0.12199029E30 0.90486858E30
0.88040249E29 -0.67456125E28 0.88058761E29 -0.67489701E28
PA 0.71528204E30 -0.1133953lE29 0.71562643E30 -0.11343823E29
x
yEx ~-: yxlO
In Table 7-2 p1  and p1  refer
A D
due to absorption and leakage so tha





In order to normalize, these quantities must be divided by
the denominator of Eq. (7-1).
We note that the two sets of numbers shown in Table 7-2
agree with each other very closely. This is, we believe,
strong evidence that, the matrix elements (-at least-of p1 )
are correctly computed in OZAN.
7-3 The matrix p calculated algebraically in terms of
quantities output from OZAN; comments on p new (0): the initial
value of the reactivity matrix
Our third way of cross-checking consists of calculating
p through an algebraic relationship that involves quantities
output from OZAN. We first develop that relationship.
7-3-1 Algebraic relationship
For this purpose define
F1 (r)
H (r) = V.D (r)V-A (r) + k(77)
and
F2 (r)_ -7H 2 (r) = V.D (r)V-A2 (r) + - (7-7)
with the notation used in Chapter IV.
H (r) and H2 (r) are the operators used in computing
$1 (r) and 2 (r).
We next substract Eq. (7-7) from Eq.. (7-8) to obtain
1 -
H2 (r) - H(r) = V6D (r) V-6A (r)+F (r) ( -22
where 6D(r) = D2 (r) - D 1 (r) ; 6A (r) = A2 (r)
have used the fact that F 1 (r) = F2 (r).
Further define




(where BET = T 13.
j=1 new
Then with








convenient manipulations we arrive at
k 2-k
-H(r)+HB - k 2k BET kOZA+v (7-12)
The matrix p1 can now be written as
p1 = (7-13)T





<$ (r)|H (r) (r >
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<$ H (r) B (7-16)
< (r) ev $(r)> (-A) (7-17)
and kl, k2 , OZAN and anew 1(0). These quantities are output
from OZAN except for some of .the matrix elements of expressions
(7-14) and (7-15) that are the subject of the next subsection.
7-3-2 Review of elements of the matrices (7-14) and
(7-15)
This review will be done in five stages;
1. The first-row, first-column element of the matrix
(7-14) cannot be evaluated:
Apparently there is no possibility of evaluating the
*T
element, <$ 1 (r)[H 2 (r)1-p(r)> under the circumstances we are
working with.
2. Two elements are zero by definition:
*T *T
The elements <$ 1 (r) IH 1 (r)1i(r)> and <, (r)IH2 (r) l 2 (r)>
vanish because of Eq. (4-19) [cf. the definition of kk
(k = 1, 2)].
3. Two elements should vanish in view of the definition
for kk (k = 1, 2):
If V (r) and V2 (r) were well converged, we could write
(at all points in the reactor)
H >= 0
and




<* ()|H 2 ( 2 (j)> =
Equations (7-18) and (7-19) would then imply respectively
<$2 (r)IH (r)p(r)> =





4. Two elements should vanish in view of the definition
of the adjoint mode:
Provided proper continuity properties exist, the elements
*T *T
<'2  (r) H2 (I 1 (r) > and <$1 (r) H 1 (r) I 2 (r) > can be written
respectively
< (r) 1 (r) $2 ()>
<$2(r )|H(r) | $(r)>
(7-24)
(7-25)









If $ 2 (r) and p1 (r) were well
2 ( $0
converged we would have
(7-26)
and
H 1 ~ (r)> = 0
at all the points of the reactor.
(7-27)
Thus expressions (7-24) and
(7-25) would vanish.
*T
5. <$ )H 2
To calculate this element we consider
F1 (r)
HOZA (r) V.D (r)V-A (r) + H -) + HDPN
OZAN
where HPPN (r) and HDP (r) are respectively the prompt and
the delayed photoneutron operators defined through
*T
<$ (r) PPN -
->
*T




that is, the prompt and the delayed photoneutron reactivity
matrices introduced in Chapter III. Both matrices (7-29) and
(7-30) are output from OZAN.
With appropriate manipulations we obtain
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k
11() H ()+1r 1 OZAN CrH r OZAN(r) + B () BET - HPPN1 OZAN
H (r) (7-31)DPN -
such that
<4i IH OZAN(r) J$(r) >= p new (0) (7-32)
the initial value of the reactivity matrix (comments about
p(O) are saved for the subsection 7-3-4).
Thus using Eq. (7-31), Eq. (7-12) can be written as
H B(r) k OZ-HBr)r) (1- (r -)+H _r+ (r)+wv 1
6(r)H 2 (r)-HOZAN + BET - -+PPN (r +HDPN
(7-33)
Hence p1 will be calculated through Eq. (7-13) by making
use of Eq. (7-12) (for the first row, second column, and second
row, first column; elements) and Eq. (7-33) (for the second
row, second column element) in conjunction with the comments
made for the matrices (7-14) and (7-15). Further information
is given in Table 7-3.
In numbers (appearing in Table 7-3) relevant to the
photoneutrons a correction factor a = 10 is present.
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Table 7-3 Further information for the purpose
of the algebraic calculation
kOZAN 1.01795673
new (0) 0.78469925E-2
The delayed neutron fraction 0.78469925E-2 0.78072660E-2
matrix [that corresponds to 0.73465705E-2 0.73112361E-2
HB
The prompt photoneutron pro- 0.21412867E29 0.24675711E29
duction matrix [that cor- 0.20902955E29 0.24088097E29
responds to HPPN
The delayed photoneutron 0.17435974E-3 0.17421108E-3
fraction matrix (that cor- 0.17020771E-3 0.1700626E-4
responds to HDPN(r)]
y E x yx1Ox
For purposes of normalization the numbers for the prompt
photoneutron should be divided by 0.54379688x1032
7-3-3 Results
Results are regrouped in Table 7-4.
Table 7-4 Elements of the matrix p1 calculated alge-
braically (by hand) compared with the same
elements computed through OZAN
Second row first column (21)
element
First row second column (12)
element










y E x ~ y x 10x
We note that the agreement between the last two elements
of Table 7-4 is very good. However the first element computed
through OZAN is badly off as compared to the result given by
the algebra for the same element. This, we believe, is due to
the incorrectness of the assumption that expression (7-24)
vanishes -this expression is computed nowhere in OZAN . Simi-
larly, if indeed we assume, throughout the calculation of the
T
(12) element that <$P (r)IH (r) 2 (r)> (which can be calculated
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based on the output from OZAN, to be 1.404x10-3) vanishes
(cf. Eq. (7-20)], then we find - through the algebra-for the
-2 
-2(12) element- 0.2610 x 10- instead of 0.2241 x 10-
The error in assumptions such as Eq. (7-20) implies that
the fluxes determined by Exterminator-II are not well con-
verged. The degree of convergence for the two adjoint modes
are shown in Table 7-5. $ 1 (r) was computed in 60 iterations
and $2 (r), 50 iterations. For a comparison the degree of con-
vergence for $ (r) after 50 iterations, is also shown.
Table 7-5 Degree of convergence of the adjoint modes
We note the worse convergence for $p (r). We also note
that if $l(r) were computed out of 50 iterations (instead of
60), then its convergence would be as bad as the one for
$2 (r). These facts may be responsible for the greater di-
vergence from zero of <$2 (r)|H (r)|$' (r)> [this can be2 - 2 - 1
Fluxes Iteration Relative Absolute
number convergence convergence
* (r) 60 8.1799 E-1 -9.5230 E-1
$2 - 50 8.5283 E-1 -9.9201 E-1
50 8.5275 E-1 -9.9206 E-l
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computed - see Eq. (7-34) - making use of Eq. (7-12) to be
*T
%0.048] than the divergence from zero of <$1 (r)1H 1 (r)t 2(r)>
(,0.0014).
T
We have calculated <$ (r)H 2 (r) 12 (r)> from
*T T
<2 (rIH2Q)I* 1 (r)> < 2 (iI6(r)I*1 (r)>
T k2 -k




[cf. Eq. (7-12)], where <$2 (r)16(r) 1 (r)> is taken to be the
(211 element of the matrix p1 as computed by OZAN.
We shall defer discussion of some suggestions based on the
results just derived until the next chapter.
However, because it is closely related to the algebra
developed within the present section, we take the opportunity
in the following section to comment on pnew(0) , the initial
value of the reactivity matrix.
7-3-4 Comments on p (0), the initial value of the
reactivity matrix
The matrix p new(0) [cf. Eq. (7-32)] deserves
special attention. Star.ting to apply the time dependent
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Equations (3-44) and (3-45) with some residual reactivity -
although this may be small - , while the reactor is critical,
is undesirable numerically. Thus to avoid an erroneous pre-
diction, kOZAN was introduced in Chapter V, so that, if the
reactor is critical at the beginning of the transient, we have
p (0) = 0. The purpose of kOAN is then to compensate fornew1 1
the extra reactivity due to the presence of photoneutrons (the
balance for the equilibrium trial mode, $ l(r), being main-
tained by dividing the fission cross sections by k - eigen-
value of the first trial mode computed through OZAN).
If kOZAN were the eigenvalue of a well converged first
trial mode coming out of Exterminator II, we would have
Pnew1 1 (0) = Pnew2 1 (0) = .new 12 (0) = 0 (cf. respectively
Equations (7-20), (7-22) and (7-25)], since HOZAN(r) [cf.
Eq. (7-27)] would then be identical to H 1 (r) [cf. Eq. (7-31)].
Failing that, we have numbers presented in Eq. (6-29).
Comments about the (11), (21) and (12) elements of
new
On the RHS of Eq. (6-29) note that by definition the (11)
element is zero (within the accuracy that the machine can in-
sure on single precision).
We would like the (21) element to be as close to zero as
the (11) element in view of Eq. (7-18) - written for HOZAN(r)
instead of H 1(r) - . However not only the fact that the
eigenvalue computed for $(r) through OZAN diverges from the
one given by Exterminator-II (for a 1.75%) but also the
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presence of the photoneutrons makes k a rather artificial
OZAN
eigenvalue computed just to insure [p (0) = 0]. Thus un-
new11
fortunately a relationship such as Eq. (7-18) does not hold
for HOZ (r). Hence the value of the LHS of Eq. (7-22) isOZAN
closely bound to the character of the weighting function.
We also note that the second adjoint, having the worse degree
of convergence (cf. Table 7-5), makes the divergence from
zero, of the (21) element about five times worse than the di-
vergence from zero of the (11) element.
Fortunately the (21) element is still satisfactorily close
to zero.
Finally note that we would not expect the (12) element to
vanish even if HOZAN (r) and H (r) were identical since
it was pointed out - in subsection 7-3-3 - that presumably,
*T
because of the bad convergence of (r), <p (r) |H(r) 1 (r)>
is equal to 1.404x10 3 (rather than zero, cf. Eq. (7-25)].
Steady State Predictions;
It is important to determine whether or not the expansion
coefficients N (t) and N2 (t) will stay steady if the reactor
remains in its critical state, that is if we solve Equations
(3-44) and (3-45) for expansion coefficients with
[pnew (t) = pnew (0)]
The answer to this question more-properly belongs to the
next chapter (since it rather deals with the second question
we have introduced at the beginning of the present chapter) .
However we find it easier to give the answer here.
To answer this question the solution of Equations (3-44)
and (3-45) with p (t) = pnew (0), the A and iw. s of
anew
Equations (6-28) and (6-31) and the precursor amplitude
dC. (t)
functions found from dt = (j=l,..., H), was determined
[by applying the subroutine [24] that takes care of the solu-
tion of the time dependent Equations (3-44) and (3-45), in
OZAN]. The time coefficients N (t) and N2 (t) were found to be
satisfactorily steady for the period of interest.
Further comments;
It is recognized that in the previous test, N2(0) 0.
Thus the (12) element has no effect on the result. Hence during
the normal run - when N2 (t) becomes greater - the divergence
from zero of this element may be of importance. We save the
discussion of this point for the next chapter (section 8-3).
7-4 Cross checking the subroutine that solves the time
dependent equations
The code [24] that solves the time dependent Equations
(3-44) and (3-45) was installed in OZAN after necessary modifi-
cations were made. This code has been checked against an other
code in the work cited in reference [4] that also solves the
multimode kinetics equations. Good agreement was found in the
special case of one group of delayed neutrons.
In case only one trial mode is used the multimode kinetics
equations reduce to the conventional point kinetics equations.
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Thus the prediction made through OZAN (NMODES=l) with 15
groups of delayed neutrons should agree with the one -obtained
through a point kinetics code if the same parameters are
supplied. We were able to obtain good agreement between the
point kinetics code [18] and OZAN (NMODES=l).
7-5 The point kinetics model equivalent to the mul-timode
synthesis scheme; cross checking the behavior of the power
level predicted by OZAN.
In this section we shall first show that one is able to
compute a scalar generation time, reactivity, delayed neutron
fractions and a time coefficient equivalent to respectively;
generation time matrix, A, reactivity matrix pnew (t), delayed
neutron fraction matrices , jf. (t) , [ j=1, ..., (H+l) ] and time
nnew
coefficient matrix N(t). Thus the point kinetics model de-
scribed by A , p (t) and (t)'s should predict a change
eq eq eq.J
in power level from N (t) equivalent to that defined by
eq
N 1 (t) and N2 (t).
N (t) will thus be checked against the behavior of the
eq
power level computed through the point kinetics code run with
A eq peq (t) and 0 (t)'s.
eq eqeq~
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7-5-1 The equivalent point kinetics model
For the purpose of developing the equivalent point kinetics
model we express the neutron flux as
;(r,z,t) $q (r,zt) N (t) [~$ (r,z)N (t)+$2(r,z)N2(t)],
(7-35)
where now the shape, (r,z,t) is a function of time, since we
eq
use only one time coefficient N (t) to represent
[$ (r,z)N (t) + $2 (r,z)N2 (t)].
Derivation;
Replacing 0(r,z,t) in Equations (3-1), (3-2) and (3-3) by
$J (r,z,t) N (t) - this expression being identical to
Ai (r,z)N (t) + $2 (r,z)N 2 (t) - leads us to the residuals defined
through Equations (3-15), (3-16) and (3-17), where 'P(r,z)N(t)
should now be read: $ (r,z,t)N (t). Thus the first term ofeq eq
6f the right hand side of Eq. (3-15) becomes
-l a[ eq(r,z,t)N (t)]
q t q . We weight the residuals [Eq. (3-15),
(3-16) and (3-19)] with the first weighting mode. Thus the
first term of the RIIS of Eq. (3-15) becomes
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W (r V $1 (rt) . (7-36)
For the amplitude function, N (t), to contain most of
eq
the time dependence, (r,t) should embody only slowly varying
time functions for all r and t. One way of insuring this is
to impose the constraint condition [23]. That is
3$q(r ,t)




dr W (r) V 1 (r,t) = cste
,r,reactor
, (7-38)
where cste stands for a constante number that is determined by
merely setting t to zero - in Eq. (7-38) - . Thus
cste
r,reactor
dr W (r) V 1  (r,0)
- 1 - -eq -
dr W (r) V 1 II(r) A 1
r,reactor
. (7-39)
Then multiply both sides of Eq. (7-38) by Ne (t) to obtain
dr
rreacto
W (r) V W(r,t) EN (t) dr
r r
7 r ,reactor
W (r) V 1$pJr)
+N2 (t ) dr W T (r)V 2 (r) N (t)A +N (t)A (t)=A N
r,reactor
(7-40)
Thus N (t) is defined as
N (t) = N (t) + N2(t) (7-41)
and can be calculated at various times based on the output
from OZAN.
Next multiply both sides of Eq. (7-41) by A and take
the derivative of both sides with respect the time. The result
is
dN (t) dN (t) dN 2 (t)A eq A d + Al2






Furthermore we note that the procedure of weighting the
residuals analogous to those given by Equations (3-15), (3-16)
and (3-19) [the only difference being that ip (r,t)N (t)
eq - eq
replaces p'(r) N(t)] by WT (r), leads us to equations for N (t)
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that are identical to the first scalar equations of the matrix
equations (3-44) and (3-45); namely the equations
dN (t)
A11 dt + A1 2
dN 2 t
dt new 1 (t)-Fnew11 11
(t) ]N (t) +
H+1






(t)N 1(t) + n. N2 (t) - .C.
3newl2
(j =1,..., (H+1)] (7-45)
where in accord with the comment made (in the previous chapter)
about the external source expressed in terms of an extra de-





(t)N (t)+% (t) N 2 (t)
11













Pnew1 1 (t) N 1 (t) + p new 1 2 (t )N2 (t)
N (t)
eq
Thus the equations (7-44) and (7-45) [identical to those
we would obtain by finding N (t), through weighting by W (r)
the residuals given by Equations (3-15), (3-16) and (3-17)
with $ (r)N(t) replaced by $p (r,t)N (t)], can now be written
through Equations (7-43), (7-46), (7-47) and (7-48) as
A dN (t) 
H+1
eq dt eq eq eq M +eqW (7-49)
dC (t)
eq.dC = W (t)N (t)-A .C (t) , j=1,..., (H+1) ]Idt eq eq J eq. , (7-50)
where C (t) stands for C. (t) .
eq.3
Thus we have been able to derive a point kinetics model






Note that A eq p (t) and 8 (t) 's as they appear in
eq eq eq .
equations (7-49) and (7-50) have not been normalized. [cf.
Equations (7-43), (7-46) and (7-48)]. However that does not
affect the preceding derivation since we know the normaliza-
tion consists merely in dividing all the matrix elements. of
A, p (t), and 8. (t)'s by the same number: denominator of
new ~ e
the RHS of Eq. (7-1) - where k1 should be read as k OZAN
Thus dividing both sides of Equations (7-43), (7-46) and (7-48)
we obtain A I p (t), and 8 (t )-(j=l, ..., H) - now normal-
eq eq eq.
ized in terms of the normalized A ,1 new (t), and pnew (t)]n 1 1  ne 12(t]
and [ . (t) , and . (t) - (j = 1,..., H) - ]
-- Jnew1  j new1 2
Naturally N (t) predicted through Equations (7-49) and
eq
(7-50) where A , p (t), and 8 (t)'s are normalized is the
eq eq eq.
same as N (t) predicted through the same equations with A eq,
eq e
p e(t) and e (t) 's not normalized. This can be seen from
eq eq
Eq. (7-41). Dividing the numerator and the denominator of
(A12 /A1 1) by the same quantity, will not affect the left hand
side of Eq. (7-41), that is, N (t).eq
Choice of the weighting function; 159
Note that to arrive at Equations (7-49) and (7-50) the
second adjoint mode $2 (r) (orany other function) could have
been chosen as the weighting function. Equations (7-49) and
(7-50), now with
A A (7-51)eq -21.
j new 21 (t)N (t) + $ new 2 2 (t)N2(t)




6 (t) = 8 f (t) , (7-53)eq M eqM
and
pnew21 (t)N 1 (t) + pnew (t) N2(t)




N (t) N ( + -N (t) (7-55)eq N1 t A=1  2
Note that N (t) defined through Eq. (7-41) is different
from the one defined through Eq. (7-55). However the definition
of $P (r,t) [through Eq. (7-38) where now W T(r) is replaced by
T
$2 (r)] is also not the same as the one given through Eq. (7-38).
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Thus denoting $ (r,t),; $ (r,t) defined through Eq.
eq, eq
(7-38) by using $ 1 (r) as the weighting function, and
4'2 (r t); $ (r,t) defined through Eq. (7-38) by using
*T
42 (r) as the weighting function and with
N (t) N (t) (7-56)
eq1  eq Eq.(7-41)
and
N eq (t)Neq (t)Eq. (7-55)
We expect to have, through Eq. (7-35),
(rt) e$ (r,t) N (t) $ 2 (r,t)N (t) (7-58)
eq eq eq2  e-
Hence using a different weighting function in obtaining
the equivalent point kinetics equations parameters, leads to a
different shape function [4 (r,t)], and a different time co-










tp (r,t) IP 2(r,t) (7-61)
Utility of the equivalent point kinetics Model;
Since the evaluation of A eq peq (t) and (t)'s require
eq eqeq.
the solution of Equations (3-44) and (3-45), the utility of the
equivalence between Equations (3-44), (3-45) and Equations
(7-49), (7-50) lies in reducing the complicated matrix scheme to
more familiar scalar equations.
The comparison of Equations (7-49) and (7-50) (description
of the transient equivalent to OZAN, NMODES = 2) with Equations
(3-44) and (3-45) when just one trial mode is used [-the matrix
N(t) being reduced to a scalar N (t), thus - OZAN, NMODES=l],
will be presented in the next chapter.
7-5-2 Cross checking N (t) calculated through Eq.
(7-41) against N (t) computed through a point kinetics code
The last cross checking undertaken for OZAN consisted of
determing A , p (t), and 8 (t ) ' s from respectively the
identity (7-43), and Equations (7-48) and (7-46), computing
N (t) with these quantities through a point kinetics code, and
comparing N (t) to the result calculated from Eq. (7-41).
Actually 3 (t) 's can be considered to be constant
throughout the transient and, since A is close to A1 2,
N eq (t) N 1 (t) + N2 (t); moreover Tn1 [j=l, ...,(H+1)] is
~new1
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almost equal to ~. ; thus e (t) . . In addition
2newl2  ej new 1
A need not be calculated. Thus we are concerned with only
eq
the calculation of p (t) in order to be prepared for the
eq
point kinetics code. pe (t) is shown in Table 7-6.
Table 7-6 The equivalent scalar reactivity
Approximating the reactivity p (t) by a series of ramp
changes and with A11 , peq (t), 6. and also C (0 ) ' s11 eq j newll P
from Table 6-2 used as input, N (t) was computed through the
point kinetics code. For a comparison few numbers are shown
in Table 7-7.







Table 7-7 Comparison of N (t) calculated through
eq
Eq. (7-39) with N (t) computed through
eq
the point kinetics code
t (sec.) N (t) (from the point N (t) (OZAN)
eq eq
0.8 0.71210 E-8 0.713 E-8
0.9 0.75586 E-8 0.748 E-8
1.0 0.80455 E-8 0.813 E-8
y E x 2 yxlOx
We note that numbers for N (t) calculated from Eq.
eq
(7-41) based on the output from OZAN, agree satisfactorily
with numbers for N (t) computed through OZAN (within an
eq
error of less than 1.15%).
7-6 Summary
In this chapter we have taken a look at five different
ways of checking the results given by OZAN to answer the
question: Do we believe in the computer code (OZAN) written
to perform computations required by the proposed method?
At some stages we have presented -results that made a positive
answer difficult (discrepancy in the eigenvalues and generation
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time,) the (21) element of the matrix p1 , etc.). We pointed
out however, that discrepancies encountered in section (7-1)
are, we believe, due to both the bad convergence of the fluxes
determined by Exterminator-II and to the difference in the
methods used for computations in both OZAN and Exterminator-II.
The worse convergence of the second adjoint mode was found to
be responsible for the anomolous divergence of p1  (algebra)
21
from p1  (OZAN).
21
On the other hand sections 7-2, 7-4 and 7-5 as well as
P1 (OZAN) and p1  (OZAN) that checked well against p 112 22 12
(algebra) and p1  (algebra) very much favor a positive answer
22
to the question of validity of the code OZAN.
Thus we are inclined to say, we believe in OZAN.
CHAPTER VIII
THE VALIDITY OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter includes a discussion of the photoneutrons,
a word about the reactivity concept, a tentative to answer
questions concerning the validity of the two-shape method,
a summary of the conclusions and recommendations for further
work.
8-1 Photoneutrons
Much effort has been devoted throughout this thesis re-
search to analyse quantitatively the generation of both prompt
and delayed photoneutrons in MITR-II.
8-1-1 Prompt photoneutrons
For a (the correction factor introduced to account for
the error due to various approximations made in calculating the
photon intensity at a point in the reflector region) 1 we
found
PPR (0) 3.94 x 10 -5 (8-1)
where PPR 1 1 (0) denotes the (11) element of the prompt photo-
neutron production matrix at t = 0.
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This result implies that, if (assuming that a can be taken
equal to 1) the prompt photoneutrons are neglected, an error of
5*less than 4.xlO is made in computing the (initial) reactivity
of the reactor.
8-1-2 Delayed Photoneutrons
In order to see the importance of the delayed photo-
neutrons in determining the reactor inverse period, for various
reactivity insertions we computed [28]
H BETAT.
RHO = w( A + ) (8-2)
j=l
where RHO is a reactivity that corresponds to w, and A, the
neutron generation time of the reactor. A has been taken
-4(1.043922x10 ) as given by the Exterminator-II output for the
inverse velocities presented in Chapter VI. For easy reference
BETAT . 's and X .'s are presented in Table 8-1.
The computation of RHO for various values of w was re-
peated changing the correction factor a for the delayed photo-
neutron fractions (j = 7 ... , 14). The results are presented
in Table 8-2.,
* i.e. pnew (0) defined in Chapter III.
ne1 1
Table 8-1 167
Delayed neutron fractions and the corresponding
decay constants
BETAT. X.(sec) J
1 0.3010 E-3 0.1240 E-l
2 0.1709 E-2 0.3050 E-1
3 0.1529 E-2 0.111
4 0.3082 E-2 0.301
5 0.8980 E-3 1.14
6 0.3280 E-3 3.01
7 0.1128 E-4 0.277
8 0.3531 E-5 0.169 E-1
9 0.1215 E-5 0.481 E-2
10 0.5824 E-6 0.150 E-2
11 0.3574 E-6 0.428 E-3
12 0.4028 E-6 0.117 E-3
13 0.5562 E-7 0.437 E-4
14 0.1757 E-7 0.363 E-5
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Fig. 8-l (a = 1)
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Table 8-2 Effect of delayed photoneutrons in
determining the inverse period, for various.
connection factors. Numbers presented are
reactivities multiplied by a hundred.
As expected we see from Table 8-2 that the delayed photo-
neutrons become more important for small insertions of re-
activity.
-1
w(sec ) is plotted versus RHO for a= 1 (as shown in
Chapter II) in Fig. 8-1.
8-2 The Equivalent Reactivity
In Chapter VII (section 7-5) we have shown that an equiva-
lent generation time, set of delayed neutron fractions and re-
activity can be defined so that with these parameters the P
(sec ) 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1
0 0.13078 0.20049 0.24888 0.28612 0.31640
1 0.13128 0.20113 0.24961 0.28692 0.31726
3 0.13229 0.20240 0.25106 0.28851 0.31897
5 0.13329 0.20368 0.25252 0.29011 0.32069
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equation predicts the same solution as the one given through
the multimode kinetics equations (synthesis method).
The equivalent reactivity makes it easy to visualize the
difference between various predictions;
Comparing the parameters (A- , 0 (t) and p (t)) of the
eq eq eq
point kinetics model equivalent to OZAN (NMODES=2), to those
(A l new (t), pnew (t) determined for the point kinetics
type of approach; (OZAN, NMODES=l) we see that the only one that.
is significantly different is
Sw (t)N1 (t)+Sw (t )N2 (t)
p (t) [for (t) (t) ne 1 new 1 2eq eq N eq(t)
Al21N (t)=N + 12 N ;A12M
Ne(t= NW(t) + N2 (t) 1, thus N (t)%N (t)+N 2 (t)
St) (t) (0); thus (t) (0); andnew new1 2  new eq new
eq 11
Thus the three different approaches (the point kinetics
Code [18], OZAN; NMODES=l, and OZAN; NMODES=2) undertaken in
Chapter VI for analysing the effects of withdrawal of the
bank of shim rods, are equivalent to solving equations of
type
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dN (t) (p (t)-a (t)) H+1
ee eq N (t) + E X.C.(t) (8-3)dt Ae
eq =1J
dC (t) q
d A N (t) -- XC (t) (j=1,... H) (8-4)dt A eq e
where A APK (cf. Chapter VI)A 1 1 (cf. OZAN, NMODES = 1),
and (t)SPK. (cf. Chapter VI) (0) (cf. OZAN,
j 3 new
NMODES=l), for respectively p (t) = pPK(t) (cf. Chapter VI),
Peq(t) pnew (t) (cf. OZAN, NMODES=l) , and
Pnew 1 t)N l(t)+pnewl12 (t)N 2(t)
Peq(t) = N eq(t) (cf. Eq. (7-41), OZAN,
NMODES = 2].
Comparison of various reactivities;
The comparison of these various reactivities, that have
been defined for the same transient (withdrawal of the control
rods, cf. Chapter VI) is shown in Table 8-3. This table also
includes values of two other definitions of reactivity obtained
by making the first weighting function unity throughout the
entire reactor, first in OZAN (NMODES=l) and then in OZAN
(NMODES=2). (We will later come back to the latter study
to point out the importance of the weighting function in the
weighted residual technique.)
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Table 8-3 Comparison of various reactivities defined for
the same transient (cf. Chapter VI) through
different approaches
OZAN OZAN OZAN OZANt(sec.) PK (NMODES (NMODES (NMODES (NMODES
-l) =2) 1 =2) WI
____ __ _ ____ __ _ ___ ___(r)=1. 
_ r)=I.__
0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
1 0.3xl -2 0.2x10-2 0.2445x10-2 0.627x10-2  0.585x10-2
-2 -2 -2 -222 0.6x10-2 0.4x10 0.510x10 1.253x10 0.855x10 2
3 0.9x10-2 0.6x10-2 0.788x10-2 1.88x10 -2
4 1.2x10-2 0.8x10-2 1.085x10-2 2.51x10-2
5 1.5x10-2 1.0x10 1.404xl0-2 3.14xlO-2
PK stands for the reactivity determined by the first ap-
proach undertaken in Chapter VI in the course of the study of
the withdrawal of the rods by the point kinetics code [18].
Numbers presented in the last two columns of Table 8-3;
The numbers presented in the last two columns of Table 8-3
were obtained in the following way;
A calculation has been made with the first weighting
function unity throughout the reactor (and everything else being
the same) for the problem (withdrawal of control rods) subject to
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Chapter VI. The relevant initial value and the ramp change
shape of the reactivity matrices, p new (0) and p1 were taken
from the output OZAN (NMODES=2). A normalization factor (cf.
Chapter VIII, section 7-5)
dr (1)TV X E (r,0) $ (r) [(1) denoting the transpose
Jrcore
of the column matrix composed of G (number of neutron groups)
elements that are unity] is already present in these matrix
elements. On the other hand a normalization factor
*T T
dr $' (r)v X F (r,0)$ 1 (r) is present in the numbers
fr,core
shown in second, third and fourth columns of the Table 8-3.
Thus for the purpose of the comparison an adjustment of the
pnew (0) and p1 relevant to the study; W1 (r) = 1, OZAN (NMODES=2)
is made such that the (11) element of the generation time
matrix relevant to this study becomes equal to the (11) element
of the generation time matrix obtained through the study where
$ (r) is used (as the weighting function).
Then the fifth column numbers of Table 8-3 were obtained
by writing, with the adjusted (11) elements of pnew (0) and p1
relevant to the study; W 1 (r) = 1, OZAN (NMODES=2)
pe (t) = Pnew (0) + t p
and the last column numbers of Table 8.3 were obtained by using
the Eq. (7-48) along p (0), p (0), p1  , and p
11 1 2 11 12
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relevant to the same study.
We recognize that different sets of numbers for reactivity
versus time, shown in Table 8-3 are responsible for different
predictions about the transient studied. Thus the interpreta-
tion of a prediction in terms of the equivalent parameters
(and mainly equivalent reactivity) makes us better understand,
how this prediction is different from others.
8-3 The Validity of the two-shape calculations
In the previous chapter we examined the correctness of the
code OZAN and defined the question of the validity of the pro-
posed method. Specifically one has to examine what conditions
must be fulfilled in order to make an accurate prediction for
a transient through the weighted residual method and whether or
not we fulfilled those conditions for the present study.
Are two shapes sufficient for the purpose of analyzing the
accident mentioned in Chapter VI? Even further, in Chapter VII
it is pointed out that we used the two-shape method to observe
the transient only after the reactor had become critical.
If the two shape method had been used for the entire
transient would the result be significantly different from those
given in Chapter VI ?
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Unfortunately we will not be able to give a definitive
answer to these questions without further study.
We intend, however to discuss two points that relate to
the character of the weighted residual method and are for con-
sideration to resolve some of the obscurities.
a) It was pointed out earlier (cf. Chapters IV and V)
that in order to compute the leakage integral dr WT (r)
r,reactor
V.D(r,t)V$ (r) (in matrix notation) we needed the balance
equations through which $ 1 (r) and 2 (r) [column vectors,
components of $(r).] are generated. Thus the eigenvalues k
and k2 for the balance equations in question were computed
through OZAN, in an integral sense. For the eigenvalues
relative to $1 (r) and $2 (r) computed through the code (Ex-
terminator-II) would not insure these balance equations (due
to the poor convergence of the fluxes and differences in
computations used in both codes, etc.) when applied to OZAN.
In addition kOZAN was introduced to compensate the photo-
neutrons and insure that at time the reactor becomes critical
the (11) element of the reactivity matrix, p (0) vanishes
so that we do not go to the time dependent equations with a
residual reactivity at that time. Otherwise an erroneous-
prediction would result.
The examination of possible errors arising from these




b)- A second point of this validity consideration is a
study of the effect of the weighting on the prediction through
the weighted residual method. This is done in the subsection
8-3-2.
8-3-1 Eigenvalues computed in an integral sense
For the purpose of studying the possible errors arising
from the introduction of the eigenvalues k1 , k2 and kOZAN'
computed in an integral sense (to satisfy the required balances)
we develop arguments about kOZAN and k2. We then try to show
that we do not have to fear the artificialities introduced by
the definition of these quantities.
1. kOZAN
The purpose of defining a quantity kOZAN was to compensate
for the presence of the photoneutrons (Neither of the operators
that generated the trial shapes through Exterminator-II included
the photoneutrons) by forcing pnew (0) to vanish. However
11
since kOZAN (r) then differs from H 1(r) (a correction factor
a= 10 has been used for photoneutrons throughout the OZAN
studies)., a relationship such as H 1 (r)l$ (r)>=0 does not hold
for HOZAN (r). Thus we expect <$2 (r)HOZAN(r)Il(r)> (the
(21) element of the initial value of the reactivity matrix) to
differ from zero. This quantity turned out to be 1.93x10-5
which is still satisfactorily close to zero. Thus we feel the
error in the (21) element introduced-by this approximation is
negligible.
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The (12) element of the initial value of the reactivity
*T 3
matrix; (r> is .l.463xl~. If there werematri 1 -r OZAN - 12 -U
*T
no photoneutrons it would be <$T (r) H 1(r 2 (r)> which should
vanish if $ 1(r) were well converged. Numerically for the un-
converged values used, the (12) element without photoneutrons
is 1 .404x10 .3 The difference between <$ (r)IH (r) {$2()
T
and <$ (r) H 1(r) 1P2 (r)> is then of a minor importance in view
of the (12) element of the ramp change slope of the reactivity
-3
matrix: 2.241x10
Thus the introduction of k is a small correction andOZAN
apparently gives its expected result.
2. It does not matter if the reactor has not been
poisoned to compute k2 through OZAN;
The second trial mode was generated through Exterminator-
II) by increasing the absorption cross sections by the quantity
-1
wv throughout the reactor (cf. Chapter IV). To be rigorous
we should do the same thing when we come to compute k2 through
OZAN. Failure to do so the eigenvalue k2 (computed in an
integral sense through OZAN) will be different (greater) than
the one obtained if the reactor was poisoned. k2  (NP standing
NP
for "nonpoisoned") will then be rather artificial (for it is
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computed so that the balance - cf. Chapter IV - is insured for
a flux through some cross sections that does not belong to this
flux).
A sensitivity study was made to see the effect on the
matrix elements of not poisoning the reactor in computing the
eigenvalue k2 through OZAN. A comparison is presented in
Table 8-4-1.
Table 8-4-1 Comparison of reactivity matrix elements
in cases the reactor has been poisoned for
the computation of k2 through OZAN, and the
reactor has not been poisoned for the same
computation
P NP
k2  1.02579212 1.02754307
x 0.14621585 E-2 x 0.14627143 E-2
pnew (0) x -0.52545846 E-1 x -0.52609537 E-1
x 0.22408564 E-2 x 0.22407090 E-2
1 ix 0.16423166 E-1 x 0.16423021 E-1/
y E x y x 10
P stands for the 'ase the reactor was poisoned for OZAN
to compute k2, NP for the case the reactor was not poisoned
for the same computation.
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The crosses in Table 8-4-1 refer to the (11) and (21)
elements of the matrices in question that are not affected at
all (since these elements do not involve the second trial mode).
The numbers shown in Table 8-4-1 affirm that the dif-
ferences due to computing k2 by poisoning the reactor and not
poisoning it, are minor. This can also be seen from Table
8-4-2 where we give numbers for N (t) and N2 (t) for both cases.
Table 8-4-2 The time coefficients N (t) and N2(t) for
both cases: the reactor has been poisoned
to compute k2 through OZAN, and it has not
been poisoned for the same computation
t(sec.) P NP
1 0.61083 E-8 0.611027 E-8 N (t)
0.20901 E-8 0.20874 E-8 N 2 (t)
2 0.99663 E-8 0.99747 E-8 N (t)
0.10495 E-7 0.10478 E-7 N2 (t)
3 0.61598 E-7 0.61673 E-7 N (t)
0.22798 E-6 0.22693 E-6 N2 (t)
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P, NP and y'E x that stand in Table 8-4-2 were defined
for Table 8-4-1.
The results presented throughout both parts of this sub-
section suggest that we do not have to fear artificialities
introduced during the course of the proposed method, due to the
definitions in an integral sense of k1 , k2 and kaZA. An
undesirable perturbation (photoneutrons, small variations in
the cross sections, etc.) is then successfully absorbed in the
definition of the eigenvalue of interest, to reassure the re-
quired balance equation. For the study undertaken in part 2
of this subsection this can be clearly seen from the algebraic
relationship obtained in Chapter VII (section 7-3) for the ele-
ments of the ramp change slope of the reactivity matrix [cf.
Eq. (7-33)],
HB -) k-OZANH(r =Hr) kkp (r) +P -- 1 r r
2 + BET X k2  OZAN(r) + (PPN
+ HDPN (r) +Wv 1  (8-5)
*T
<$i (r)|6 (r)I|$(r)>
(We recall that P= T
In case the reacter has not been poisoned to compute p1
the last term in the RHS of Eq. (3-5) will be omitted, but
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since k2  is now greater than k (P standing for the case
NP P
the reactor is poisoned to compute k2 through OZAN), (p1
(12)NP
are still approximately equal to respectively
p1  and prli2 P n su22 P
relationship such as
(cf. Table 8-4-1). This implies that a
-v = k k B OZANP N H n(r)
2P 2NP - new 11 ()
is approximately true;
k2 , k2 kOZAN BET,
P NP
that gives (through the values for
and w given ealier);
AT
A :1. 305 $ (r) II B r(r)r) > 48-7)
which happens to be indeed right (cf. Table 8-5).
Table 8-5 Comparison of the elements of the generation




A A Eq. (8-7)
(0.1011 E-3 0.9786 E-4 0.1023 E-3 0.1020 E-3
0.9807 E-4 0.9508 E-4 0.960 E-4 0.955 E-4
8-3-2 Weighting
Throughout this subsection we will try to emphasize the
importance of the weighting functions in the weighted residual
method. This is done in three parts.
1. The (12) element of the initial value of the re-
activity matrix is not small enough;
It was pointed out earlier that (cf. Chapter VII section
7-3-4) the (12) element of the initial value of the reactivity
matrix is not close enough to zero due to the bad convergence
T
of *1 (r) (<*1 (r)IH,(r)I(r)> )1 1.4 x 1-3, and the photo-
neutrons are shown - cf. part 1. of the previous subsection -
not to play a major role in this divergence from zero), and may
be a source of trouble. Through Eq. (7-48) one can indeed see
that, because the (12) element of the initial value of the re-
activity matrix is not negligible as compared to tx p (for
12
the period of time of interest), there is a certain contribution
of p (0) in the computation of the equivalent reactivity,
new1 2
peq (t). Equivalent reactivity peq (t) is calculated assuming
that pnew. (0) vanishes, and compared in Table 8-6, to the
12




Thus apparently the prediction about the transient would
not be as severe if the first adjoint mode were well converged
so that <i$1 (r) $1r) J'P(r)> vanishes and p new2(0) is close
182
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Table 8-6 Comparison of p (t) of Table 7-6 with p (t)
eq eq
calculated by making p nw (0), zero.
ne12
tp(sec.) eq (t) [with p new12 (0)] peq (t) [with p (0)=0]
0.1463E-2
1 2.445 E-3 2.075 E-3
2 5.100 E-3 4.33 E-3
3 7.880 E-3 6.70 E-3
4 10.850 E-3 9.25 E-3
5 14.04 E-3 12.15 E-3
y Ex ~ j x 10
enough to zero.
We note that in any case;
- A space-dependent analysis (for the transient we have
studied) results in a different (and hopefully more accurate)
prediction than a point kinetic analysis (cf. numbers pre-
sented in Table 8-6 compared to the numbers presented in the
third column of Table 8-3);
- The reactivity p (t) versus time is initially lower
eq
than pPK('t) (cf. the second column of Table 8-3) for sometime
and finally intercepts it [at around .5 sec. in case we have
numbers presented in the second column of Table 8-6 and later
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in case we have numbers presented in the third column of the
same table].
2. A comment about the (21) element of the ramp change
slope of the reactivity matrix that was found badly off as
compared to the prediction made by the algebra (cf. Chapter VII,
section 7-3);
It may be thought that we can overcome the divergence of
p computed through OZAN (NMODES=2), from the value given by the121
algebraic relationship (developed in Chapter VII, section 7-3),
by simply setting p 1 to this algebraic result. This is not
21
as simple for the reasons we give below;
The divergence in question was found due to the bad con-
vergence of the second adjoint made [specifically
<$ (r)|H2 (j 1 -(r)> was found to be 0.5. x 10- , whereas
it is expected to vanish].
On the other hand in section 7-2 (Chapter VII) it was
shown that the elements of the matrix p1 can be merely computed
by taking into account the perturbed area only (that is four
points and the relevant fluxes and cross sections). That
means, since setting p 1 to the value found by the algebra
21T
implies <$2 -r)H |2 1 -() > = 0 , convenient values for
$2 (r)over the four points (of the perturbed area) in question,
are then tacitly assumed (so that the relationship of interest
is now satisfied). Th's in return implies all the matrix
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elements that involve $2 r) must be accordingly adjusted, or
an erroneous prediction will result.
We may think from a different point of view that the
nature of the weighted residual method does not require
*T
relationships such as <I 2  2-(r)IP(r)> = 0, so that a bad
converged adjoint function can be allowed as a weighting
function. This is shown to be incorrect throughout the final
part of this subsection.
3. Effect of Changing the weighting function
Changing the weighting function makes a large dif-
ference. We have examined a case where W 1 (r) is chosen to be
unity for all the points of the reactor, for the same accident
presented in Chapter VI. The equivalent reactivity, p (t)
eq
for this case is already presented in the last column of
Table 8-3.
We will be content here by giving the final predictions
as compared to the ones obtained through the run where W1 (r)
was $ (r) (cf. Table 8-7).
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Table 8-7 Comparison of the results obtained by making
W (r) 1 with those obtained by making
W( $
OZAN (NMODES=2)
W 1 (r) = 1
OZAN (NMODES=2)
0.554 E9 0.611 E-8 N 1 (t)
0.128 E8 0.209 E-8 N2(t)
0.257 E27 0.997 E-8 N 1 (t)
0.116 E27 0.105 E-7 N2 (t)
The prediction with W 1 (r) = 1 is erroneous. The reason
is that the reactivity insertion p (t), estimated for the
accident is much higher with W (r) = 1. .(cf. Table 8-3).
t(sec.)
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Apparently it is inappropriate to use just any- weighting
function in the weighted residual method. As suggested by the
perturbation theory or variational method, the adjoint modes
that correspond to the spatial shapes are more properly used as
weighting functions. Moreover it is important to have reason-
ably well converged adjoint functions (as well converged as the
spatial shapes) in order to make an accurate prediction.
We find it interesting to note that peq (t), W 1 (r) =
NMODES=2 behaves better than p (t), W (r) = 1, NMODES=1 (cf.
eq l1
the last two columns of Table 8-3). It seems then that the
two-shape method (NMODES=2) improves the results as compared
to a point kinetics type of approach (NMODES=l). However the
prediction is still far beyond being realistic.
We conclude in this section thus, that the answer of the
question: Do we believe in the proposed method?, lies in
answering the question: Did we use well converged weighting
functions?, everything else, we believe, working correctly.
A positive answer to the latter question is not available due
to lack of funds, and it seems, better results would be ob-
tained if we had more converged weighting functions, that
remains however to be shown.
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In any case one unfortunately cannot tell whether or not
he made a good prediction through the weighted residual method
until he compares his results with the exact solution, although
the method was proven to give successful results (for a much
simpler case however) [27], if care is taken to insure "good"
working conditions.
It is believed that for some cases, obtaining the exact
solution may be even easier. For the generation of well con-
verged trial shapes and weighting functions along the appli-
cation of the weiahted residual criteria, may be as time con-
suming as 90 minutes of computation (case of the present study)
on an IBM 360/65 computer. Even if the exact solution is
thought to be "little" more costly than that, we believe it may
be worth spending the computation time to obtain a reassuring
prediction.
8-4 SUMMARY
It was shown that equivalent point kinetics parameters can
be defined so that the same prediction made through the multi-
mode kinetics equations about a transient, can be made through
a point kinetics equations. It was emphasized that the equiva-
lent reactivity is the predominant parameter in the kind of
accident undertaken. Thus it was pointed out that the equiva-
lent reactivity concept makes it easier to visualize the
differences in the procedures used by various methods.
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We were concerned that erroneous prediction may be caused
by the definitions of the eigenvalues kl, k2 and kO ZAN in an
integral sense. The artificialities introduced through the
definitions (in an integral sense) of ki, k2 and kOZAN are
proven to be of a minor importance.
Finally a study about the importance of the weighting
functions used in the weighted residual method is presented.
It is shown that not just any function can be used as a
weighting function, and the adjoint functions are the most ap-
propriate ones for this purpose. Furthermore the weighting
functions are required to be as converged as the trial shapes.
Otherwise an erroneous prediction may result.
8-5 Recommendations for further work
The concern about the proposed technique has always been*
the fact that it lacks definitive error bounds.
We recognize that for a good set of fluxes (trial shapes
and their adjoint modes) the algebraic relationships presented
in Chapter VII (section 7-3) would be satisfied and we would
feel much more comfortable about the predictions under these
circumstances.
We suggest a study should be done. to see the effect of
the convergence of the fluxes on the predictions (however in a
much simpler case than the one we have undertaken for the
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present work). Then we thought a line may be drawn between
the divergence of the predictions from the exact solution and
the degree at which the algebraic relationships are satisfied.
It may, then, also be possible without having to generate
more converged fluxes, to adjust in a consistent way the "bad"
matrix elements so that a better prediction can be made quickly.
The proposed method would be more fruitful and more satisfac-
tory under these circumstances.
The effect, on the prediction, of more trial shapes and
more neutron groups remains to be seen. However the limitations
of the available facilities (computer care storage, use of
input output devices, etc.) may impede the combination of such
studies.
A comparison between the multimode method with OZAN and
an exact solution for a simplified transient problem would
give valuable information about the validity and usefulness
of the proposed method.
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APPENDIX A
PHOTONEUTRONS GENERATED BY PHOTONS HAVING
HAD ONE AND ONLY ONE COLLISION, FROM U235  ON D2 0
The purpose in this Appendix is to investigate whether
the photoneutrons generated in D20 by photons from U2 35
having had one and only one collision, could be neglected
as compared to photoneutrons produced by uncollided photons
under the same circumstances.
To this end we seek an estimate of photoneutrons gene-
rated by photons having had one and only one collision,
from U235 on D20.
Assume then that we know the directional flux of
2uncollided photons of energy A', per cm 2 per Mev, per
steradian, per sec., from an atom of U23 5 at a central
location, in an infinite medium of D20, at r', in the
direction _1 and at time tY:( (rl,A',0t,tw) photons
per cm2 x Mev x steradian x sec.
Thus
$'(r ,A'G',) = ('(r',A ,Q t')t ,(A-1)
0
gives the total number of uncollided photons of energy
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within a unit interval of energy around A', crossing a
unit area at r' perpendicular to the direction .01
within a unit solid angle around p2', between t' = 0
and t' = t, from an atom of U2 35 placed in a central
location in an infinite medium of D20.
Define now the microscopic Compton scattering cross
section
(A-2)
2 r A 2 'A A 2d 2ec(A' +A) 0 + - - sin 2e d/sin 0 d6,
e2- A 10 'A At
where r0 is the classical radius of the electron, A?
and A are the energies of the photon respectively before
and after the scattering; in addition, various angles
( ,/,0,0') are shown in Fig. A-1.
Let N be the number of D2 0 molecules per cm3
and Z be the number of electrons present in one molecule
of D20, (Z 10); such that,
(A-3)
$(r PA' A 't)drI = (r',A',Q',t)dr' d 2et(A' A)ND Z
is the number of photons among those described by the
Eq. (A-1), scattered in the elementary volume dr', into
the solid angle dQ = d sin 6 do.
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Furthermore through the study of Compton collision,
1 1 1-cos O
- (A-4)
At A E0
where E0 = 0.51 Mev, and considering A' to be constant,
dA




so that the energy of the scattered photon stays within
dA around A; once the solid angle dQ is chosen, A
being determined through Eq. (A-4) and dA through
Eq. (A-5).
r',ds'




0 Fig. A-1 The Scattering of the Photon, at r'
from dQ' into dQ = dv sinO d
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The photon flux due to photons described in Eq. (A-3)
is $'(r',A + AQ',t)dr' divided by ds, the surface
area seen by df2, at r and,
ds = d2r_-r 12 (A-6)
Define now, ED(A) and E(A) to be respectively the
photoneutron reaction and the attenuation cross section
for photons of energy A in D 2 0.
We can, then, write the total number of photoneutrons
generated by photons having had one and only one collision,
from an atom of U2 3 5 on an infinite medium of D2 0 to
be
(A-7)-
= d r drdA d ' I* I(r ,A I 1 2t o)d eca(A + A) D2Z X
1 e- (A)-r' D(A),
ds
where denotes the integrations over the
variables r' ,r,A',SI' and 0, and c in 9'(r',A,',co)
stands for t = c; that is, the atom of U2 3 5 being
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fissioned, we wait for all the gamma rays to come out of
the fission products.
A-1 Calculation of S1
To perform the calculation of S1 we consider the
Fig. B-2 (of Appendix B) where we have a(A',t), the num-
ber of photons of energy A' emitted per sec., per Mev,







dr = r'2 sin 6 de'dp'dr I
(A-9)
(A-10)








dr = dsdlr-r'I. (A-ll)
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the threshold energy for photoneutron
2.23 Mev).
0', ' / and |r-r'I are independent


















(k = 1,...,L) is small enough to replace
AL 2.23 Mev
L
Fig. A-2 Photon energy groups
Then the scattering can be assumed to remove the
photon into a lower energy group. Also the scattering
cross section for .photons of energy within such group,
into a lower energy group, can be taken as constant and
equal to d2  ( ' + A), k ' and A being the
representative energies of the photon energy groups to which
I I I I I II I At
I
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With the above remarks and definitions Eq. (A-12)











d2 e ) or precisely
(A-19)
~ 2 ~ A~ I A 
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Combining Equations (A-18) through (A-21) we finally
have
S = Zr2  L- 1 L
2 L'1 =X 1
1 -2
-1 + E 0 
-- 0
2 AA







A-2 Scheme for numerical application






adopted for numerical calculations and the
Table A-1
Photon Energy Groups.to Compute










determination of the relevant data (A,
is discussed in the Appendix B.
Results are grouped in Table A-2.
Table A-2








Note that the number for A. s* given in Table A-2
has been calculated for the time interval
2 sec. < t < 103 sec. To speak rigorously a correction
ought to be made for those photoneutrons generated (by
photons having had collisions) within 2 sec. and after
10 sec. the fission event took place. Nevertheless
we show in this Appendix that photoneutrons generated
by photons having had collisions can be neglected.
Thus the time correction in question is omitted.
The value, A,, of Table A-2 is 0.0692 whereas
it would be 0.0650 as calculated from the last column
of Table B-4. The difference is due to the fact that
the latter number accounts for photons of the first
energy group with an upper limit of only 6 Mev. Yet
there are photons of energy beyond 6 Mev. An effort
is made to include those photons in the first group.
Thus an estimate of the number of photons, emitted from
the fission products of an atom of U2 35 , of energy beyond
6 Mev is made through the enery dependence formula for
photons of interest (cf. Appendix B, Fig. B-6):
6.22 e' '.A (A > 4 Mev). The number
J 6.22 el~A dA = 0.421 x 102 is then added to 0.0650




In addition r0 is taken to be 2.818 x 10-13
and 20, 3.32 x 1022
A-3 Result and conclusion
The calculation for Equation (A-20) was carried
out with a computer program shown in Appendix J. The
result is
S 1 0.93 x 10 photoneutrons/fission of U2 35  (A-24)
On the other hand we learn from the Table B-1 of
Appendix B that the total number of photoneutrons produced
by photons from UJ235 fission products interacting with
D20 is 2.44 x 10~ . We assume that the difference
(2.44 x 10 - 0.093 x 10-3) is due to those photoneu-
trons produced by the uncollided photons (that is an
approximation of about 12% according to section B-2 of
Appendix B). Thus, with an error of a few percent, .. e
note that this will be even less for a finite system as
in the case of MITR-II, because of the leakage of a con-
siderable number of photons out of the reactor (about
20% only of the fission photons are absorbed in the
D20 reflector of the Franco-German reactor ALIZE III ).
the photoneutrons due to photons having had collisions
can be neglected.
APPENDIX B
CORRELATION BETWEEN THE DATA RELEVANT TO THE DELAYED
PHOTONS FROM U235 FISSION PRODUCTS AND THE
DATA RELEVANT TO THE DELAYED PHOTONEUTRONS
GENERATED BY THOSE PHOTONS, IN D2 0
The purpose of this Appendix is to determine whether the
data relevant to the generation of delayed photons from U
2 3 5
fission products (Fig. B-1 and Fig. B-2) is consistent with the
attenuation and photoneutron reaction cross sections of photons
in D2 0 (Fig. B-3 and Fig. B-4). If this is the case, then
through those data one should be able to obtain the data rele-
vant to the production of delayed photoneutrons by photons from
235
U fission products in D2 0 (cf. Table B-1).
To this end we consider the fission of one atom of U2 3 5
in an infinite medium of D2 0.
Let then A be the total number of photons within R th group
of photons coming from the fission products of one atom of U235
3between 2 and 10 sec. after the fission event took place. For
these photons let E and E be the attenuation and photoneutron
reaction cross sections in D2 0.
Thus, taking into account only uncollided photons,
L Lr 
S - D 2 2 e 47rrrdr= E A ,(B-1)
'Z1 t 0 4Lr =1
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Fig. B-1 Time dependence of the emission of gamma rays
that can give rise to the photoneutron reaction in D2 'r
for long times after fission [12].
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Table B-1 [16]
H:alf-Lives and YieIs of Photoncutrons from U 23 5
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the fission products of one atom of U 235, placed in an in-
3finite medium of D20, in the interval 2 sec. to 10 sec. after
the fission event took place. (L is the number of photon
groups.).
B-1 Calculation of A
For the calculation of A we aim to obtain, starting with
Fig. B-2, curves similar to the ones of Fig. B-1, but for more
than two groups of photons. A will be then, the area under the
zth curve (2 sec. < t < 103 sec.) multiplied by the width of the
tth group of photons.
Actually we shall end by adopting the two-group scheme (cf,
Fig. B-l). However at this stage of the development we do not
know whether or not the photoneutrons produced in D2 0 by photons
of energy beyond 5 Mev (upper energy limit of photons sketched
in Fig. B-1) can be neglected as compared to the photoneutrons
produced by the less energetic photons. In addition we must
prepare the material to be used in Appendix A (study of the
photoneutrons produced by photons having had collisions), and
that will require a scheme with more than two-group of photons.
Also for a consistency check of the data we try to avoid pos-
sible errors due to the calculation of average cross sections
for a few-group scheme.
A is accordingly first calculated in the following way
for fifteen-groups of photons;
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- Make up Table B-2 out of Fig. B-2, with Pit) being the
number of photons/Mev x fission x sec., belonging to the Zth
group of photons, versus time after fission;
- Then similarly to Fig. B-1, draw Fig. B-5, where we have
for each of fifteen groups of photons, the decay of the fission
products photons.
- Finally integrate graphically each of the curves of
3Fig. B-5 between t=2 sec. and t=10 sec. (cf. Table B-3) to make
up Table B-4, where the product of this procedure, A s (=1,...
15 - the most energetic group bearing the number 15 - ) are
given, so that
1000
At = AAL A = AA t (t) dt, =r1,..., 15, (B-2)
2
where AA is the width of the Zth group of photons.
Table B-2 Photon activity from Fission products of
235U versus time after the fission, for 15-group scheme
Energy Representative Group Time after Photons/
group Energy_ Width Fission Mev x
(Mev) A. (Mev) (sec) fission
x sec.
1 2.365 0.27 1.7 2.3 x 10- 2
10.7 7.0 x 10- 3
40 2.5 x 10- 3
250 1.5 x 104
1000 4.0 x 10-5
2 2.625 0.25 1.7 1.5 x 10-2
10.7 4.4 x 10-3
4,0 2.0 x 10-3
250 1.4 x 10-4
1000 4.0 x 10-
3 2.875 0.25 1.7 1.2 x 10-2
10.7 2.5 x 10- 3
40 1.2 x 10-3
250 1.5 x 10-
1000 1.0 x 10-5
4 3.125 0.25 1.7 1.2 x 10-2
10.7 2.5 x 10-3
40 8.0 x 10~4
250 8.0 x 10-5
1000 9.0 x 10-6
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Table B-2 (continued)
Energy Representative Group Time arter notonsi
group Energy Width Fission Mev x
(Mev) A (Mev) (sec) fission
x sec.
5 3.375 0.25 1.7 1.0 x 10-2
10.7 2.0 x 10-3
40 9.0 x 10
250 1.0 x 10
1000 3.0 x 10
6 3.625 0.25 1.7 1.0 x 10-2
10.7 2.0 x 10-3
40 1.0 x 10-3
250 8.0 x 10-5
1000 1.0 x 10-5
7 3.825 0.25 1.7 9.0 x 10-3
10.7 1.5 x 10-3
40 7.0 x 10~4
250 4.0 x 10-5
1000 4.0 x 10-6
8 4.125 0.25 1.7 6.0 x 10-3
10.7 1.0 x 10-3
40 6.0 x 10
250 7.0 x 10-5
1000 3.0 x 10-6
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Table (B-2) (continued) 216
Energy Representative Group Time after Photons/
group Energy Width Fission Mev x
(Mev) T (Mev) (sec) fission
x sec.
9 4.375 0.25 1.7 4.0 x 10-3
10.7 8.0 x 10
40 2.0 x 10 4
250 4.0 x 10-5
1000 2.0 x 10-6
10 4.625 0.25 1.7 3.0 x 10-3
10.7 6.0 x 104
40 1.8 x 104
250 2.0 x 10-5
1000 1.0 x 10- 6
11 4.875 0.25 1.7 2.2 x 10-3
10.7 4.2 x 10
40 1.4 x 10'
250 1.3 x 10-5
1000 4.0 x 10
12 5.125 0 .25 1.7 1.8 x 10 -3
10.7 5.0 x 104
40 1.1 x 10-
250 1.0 x 10 -5
1000 1.8 x 10
Table B-2 (continued)
Energy Representative Group Time after Photons/
group Energy Width Fission Mev x
(Mev) (Mev) (sec) fission
x sec.
13 5.375 0.25 1.7 2.0 x 10-3
10.7 3.0 x 10
40 1.8 x 10
250 9.0 x 10- 6
1000 1.0 x 10-
14 5.625 0.25 1.7 8.0 x 10
10.7 2.0 x 10
40 1.0 x 104
250 7.0 x 106
1000 3.0 x 108
15 5.875 0.25 1.7 5.0 x 10
10.7 1.5 x 104
40 6.0 x 10-5
250 6.0 x 10- 6
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Table B-3 Graphical Integration of curves of Fig. B-5
t (sec) At P (t) P (t) At t (sec) At Pt) P2 (t) At
after (sec) 112 after (sec) x12
fis- fis- x10
sion sion
2.5 1 1.8x10-2 1.80 2.5 1 1.3x10-2 1.30
3.5 1 1.5x10-2 1.50 3.5 1 1.lxlO -2 1.10
5 2 1.2x10-2 2.40 5 2 9. x10-3 1.80
7 2 1.Ox10-2 2.00 7 2 7.6x10-3  1.52
9 2 8. x10-3  1.60 9 2 6.5x10-3  1.30
15 10 5.6x10-3  5.60 15 10 4.5x10-3  4.50
25 10 3.8x10-3  3.80 25 10 3.0x10-3  3.00
35 10 2.8x10 2.80 35 10 2.3x10 3  2.30
50 20 1.9x10-3 3.80 50 20 1.5x10- 3.00
70 20 1.3x10-3  2.60 70 20 1.0x10- 3  2.00
-4390 20 7.5x10 1.50 90 20 7.Ox10 3  1.40
125 50 5.2x10 4  2.60 125 50 4.5x10 4  2.25
175 50 2.8x10 1.40 175 50 2.5x10 1.25
250 100 1.5xlO 1.50 250 100 1.4x10 1.40
350 100 9.5x10-5 0.95 350 100 9.0x10 0.90
450 100 7.5xl- 5  0.75 450 100 7.0x10-5  0.70
600 200 5.6x10-5  1.12 600 200 5.5x10-5  1.10




P (t) dt"39 .07x10-2 I1000 -
1 2 (t)dt"32.14x1-22 l
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Table B-3 (continued)
t (sec) At P3 (t) P3 (t) At t (sec) At P 4 (t) P 4 (t) At
after (sec) x102 after (sec) x102
fis- fis-
sion sion
2.5 1 7.OxlO-3 7.0 2.5 1 8.5x10-3  8.5
3.5 1 6.0x10 3  6.0 3.5 1 6.5x10 6.5
5 2 4.5x10 3  9.0 5 2 5.0x10 3  10.0
7 2 3.5xl-3 7.0 7 2 3.5x10-3 7.0
9 2 3.0x10 3  6.0 9 2 3.0x10 3  6.0
15 10 2.0x10-3 20.0 15 10 1.9x10-3  19.0
25 10 1. 5x10-3 15.0 25 10 1.2x10-3  12.0
-3 -435 10 1.3x10 13.0 35 10 9.0x1O 9.0
50 20 1.0x10-3 20.0 50 20 6.4x10 4  12.8
-4 -70 20 8.OxlO 16.0 70 20 4.5x10 9.0
-4 -490 20 6.OxlO 12.0 90 20 3.4x10 6.8
125 50 4.5x10 22.5 125 50 2.3x10 11.5
175 50 2.7x10 13.5 175 50 1.5x10 4  7.5
250 100 1.5x10 15.0 250 100 8.0x10-5 8.0
350 100 9.Ox10-5 9.0 350 100 5.Ox10-5 5.0
450 100 5.5x10-5 5.5 450 100 3.3x10-5  3.3
600 200 3.2x10-5  6.4 600 200 2.0x10-5  4.0







t(sec) At P (t) P (t) At t (sec) At P (t) P (t) At
after (sec) 2 after (sec) x10 2
fis- f is-
sion sion
2.5 1 7.0x10-3  7.0 2.5 1 7.0x10-3  7.0
3.5 1 5.0x10- 3  5.0 3.5 1 5.OxlO-3 5.0
5 2 3.7x10-3  7.4 5 2 3.7x10-3 7.4
7 2 2.8x10-3  5.6 7 2 2.8x10-3  5.6
9 2 2.3x10-3 4.6 9 2 2.3x10-3  4.6
-3 '- 315 10 1.6x10 16.0 15 10 1.6x10 16.0
25 10 1.2x10-3 12.0 25 10 1.25x10-3 12.5
35 10 9.6x10 9.6 35 10 1.lxlO- 11.0
50 20 7.5x10 15.0 50 20 8.0x10 16.0
70 20 6.OxlO 12.0 70 20 6.0xlO 12.0
90 20 4.5x10 4  9.0 90 20 4.5x10 4  9.0
4 -4125 50 3.0x10 15.0 125 50 2.6x10 13.0
175 50 1.9x10 9.5 175 50 1.5x10 4  7.5
250 100 1.Ox10 10.0 250 100 7.0x10 4  7.0
350 100 7.0x10-5  7.0 350 100 5.0x10-5  5.0
450 100 5.5x10-5  5.5 450 100 3.5x10-5  3.5
600 200 4.4x10-5  8.8 600 200 2.2x10-5  4.4
850 300 3.4x10-5 13.2 800 300 1.3x10-5 3.9
000




p6 (t) dt2150. 4lO 3
224Table B-3 (continued)
t (sec) At P 7 (t) P 7 (t) At t (sec) At P 8 (t) P 8 (t) At
after (sec) x10 3  after (sec) x10 3
fis- fis-
sion sion
2.5 1 5.0x10-3 5.0 2.5 1 3.2x10-3 3.2
3.5 1 3.5xlO-3 3.5 3.5 1 2.3x10-3 2.3
5 2 2.6x10-3 5.2 5 2 1.7x10-3 3.4
7 2 2.0x10-3  4.0 7 2 1.3x10-3 2.6
9 2 1.8x10-3  3.6 9 2 1.2x10-3 2.4
15 10 1.3x10-3 13.0 15 10 8.6x10-3 8.6
25 10 1.0x10-3 10.0 25 10 7.0x10 7.0
35 10 8.5x10 8.5 35 10 6.4x10 6.4
50 20 6.OxlO 12.0 50 20 5.OxlO 10.0
70 20 3.5x10 4  7.0 70 20 3.5x10 4  7.0
90 20 2.OxlO 4.0 90 20 2.5x10 5.0
125 50 1.0x10 5.0 125 50 1.5x10 7.5
175 50 5.0xl0-5 2.5 175 50 9.0x10-5  4.5
250 100 2.6x10-5 2.6 250 100 5.0xl0 5.0
350 100 1.5x10-5  1.5 350 100 2.8x10-5 2.8
450 100 1.0x10- 5  1.0 450 100 1.8x10 5  1.8
600 200 7.0x10-6 1.4 600 200 1.0x10-5 2.0









t (sec) At P (t) P9 (t) At t (sec) At Pl0 (t) Pl0 (t) At
after (sec) x10 3  after (sec) x10 3
fis- fis-
sion sion
-3 -32.5 1 3.0x10 3.00 2.5 1 2.2x10 2.20
3.5 1 2.1x10-3 2.10 3.5 1 1.6x10-3 1.60
5 2 1.5x10-3 3.00 5 2 1.2x10-3 2.40
7 2 1.1x10 2.20 7 2 9.0x10 1.80
9 2 9.5x10 1.90 9 2 7.5x10 1.50
15 10 5.8x10 4  5.80 15 10 4.6x10 4  4.60
25 10 3.6x10 3.60 25 10 2.9x10 2.90
35 10 2.7x10 2.70 35 10 2.lxlO 2.10
50 20 2.OxlO 4.00 50 20 1.5x10 3.00
70 20 1.4x10 2.80 70 20 1.0x10 2.00
90 20 1.lx10 2.20 90 20 8.Ox10-5 1.60
125 50 8.5x10-5  4.25 125 50 5.2x10-5 2.60
175 50 6.0x10 5  3.00 175 50 3.5x10 5  1.75
250 100 4.0x10 4.00 250 100 2.lxlO 2.10
350 100 2.5x1O-5 2.50 350 100 1.2x10 5 1.20
450 100 1.4x10-5 2.80 450 100 7.OxlO-6 1.40
600 200 7.OxlO-6 1.40 600 200 3.5x10-6 0.70









t(sec) At P1 (t) P(t)At t(sec) At P(t) 2 (t)At
after (sec) x10 3  after (sec) 103
f is- fis-
sion sion
2.5 1 1.6x10-3 1.60 2.5 1 1.4x10- 3  1.40
3.5 1 1.2x10-3 1.20 3.5 1 1.15x10- 3  1.15
5 2 8.5x10 1.70 5 2 9.0x10 1.80
7 2 6.5x10 1.30 7 2 7.OxlO 1.40
9 2 5.3x10 1.06 9 2 6.OxlO 1.20
15 10 3.3x10 4  3.30 15 10 3.7x10 4  3.70
25 10 2.lxlO 2.10 25 10 2.Oxlo 2.00
35 10 1.5x10 1.50 35 10 1.3x10 1.30
50 20 l.lxlO 2.20 50 20 8.5x1- 1.70
70 20 7.5x10- 5  1.50 70 20 5.5x10- 5  1.10
90 20 5.8x10-5  1.16 90 20 4.0x10-5  0.80
-5 
-5125 50 3.8x10- 1.90 125 50 2.5x10 1.25
175 50 2.5x10-5  1.25 175 50 1.7x10-5  0.85
250 100 1.3x10 -5 1.30 250 100 1.0x10- 5  1.00
350 100 7.Ox10- 6  0.70 350 100 5.0x10- 6  0.50
450 100 3.5x10-6  0.70 450 100 2.0x10-6  0.40
600 200 1.6x10-6  0.32 600 200 8.Ox10 7  0.16




-3 p 2(t)dt 21.77x10-3(t)dt '24.93x10
227Table B-3 (continued)
t (sec) At P 3 (t) P 3 (t)At t(sec) At P (t) P (t)At
after (sec) x103 after (sec) x10fis- 10fis-x0
sion sion
2.5 1 1.4x10-3 1.40 2.5 1 5.5x10 4  5.5
3.5 1 9.5x10 4  0.95 3.5 1 4.Ox1O 4.0
5 2 6.5x10 1.30 5 2 3.2x10 4  6.4
7 2 4.5x10 0.90 7 2 2.5xlO 5.0
9 2 3.7x10 4  0.74 9 2 2.3x10 4.6
15 10 2.6x10 4  2.60 15 10 1.7x10 17.0
25 10 2.1x10 4  2.10 25 10 1.3x10 4  13.0
-4 
-4435 10 1.9x10 1.90 35 10 1.lxlO 11.0
50 20 1.3x10 4  2.60 50 20 7.Ox10-5 14.0
70 20 6.5x10-5  1.30 70 20 4.5x10-5 9.0
90 20 5.0x10- 5  1.00 90 20 3.3x10-5 6.6
125 50 3.0x10-5  1.50 125 50 2.OxlO-5 10.0
175 50 1.7x10-5  0.85 175 50 1.2x10-5 6.0
250 100 9.0x10-6  0.90 250 100 6.OxlO-6 6.0
350 100 4.5xlO-6 0.45 350 100 2.7x10 -6 2.7
450 100 1.7x10-6  0.34 450 100 8.0x10-6  1.6
600 200 5.5x107  0.11 600 200 2.3x10 -6 0.5





P 4(t)dtl2.30x10-3P (tdt2 20.
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Table B-3 (continued)
f -LVUJV1 2P1 (t)dt'89.72 x 10- 4
Table (B-4)
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A s for fifteen groups of photons
Energy group X Representative AT (Mev) A
energy Photons/Mev
E (Mev) x fission
2.365 0.27 0.3907
2 2.625 0.25 0.3214
3 2.875 0.25 0.2074
4 3.125 0.25 0.1495
5 3.375 0.25 0.1722
6 3.625 0.25 0.1504
7 3.825 0.25 0.0902
8 4.125 0.25 0.0824
9 4.375 0.25 0.0519
4.625 0.25 0.0358
11 4.875 0.25 0.0249
12 5.125 0.25 0.0218
13 5.375 0.25 0.0210
14 5.625 0.25 0.0123
15 5.825 0.25 0.0090
Al width of tth group
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We point out that later in the library of the code POPOP IV
(cf. Appendix D) we found numbers for A's (photons -from the
235fission of U , t > 1 sec.) presented- below;
where A Z' refers to the upper energy limit of the k th group,
and yE-n stands for y x 10-n
We note that (although slightly higher) these numbers check
against our results (11.917 E-2 and 39.264 E-2 against 9.9 E-2
and 34.8 E-2 of Table B-7 - presented further,-.In addition
according to those numbers of the library of the code POPOP IV
we have: 12.694 E-2 for the energy interval 3.5 Mev - 10 Mev,
and 43.246 E-2 for the energy interval 2.23 Mev - 3.5 Mev.).
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B-2 Calculation of S0 = A-
One can then with the help of Fig. B-3 Fig. B-6 and
Table B-4 , make up the Table B-5 , where the last column
multiplied by AA and summed over Z furnishes the result of
Eq. (B-l).
Table B-5 Calculation of A aD E
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15 or 
-That is, S ( E A AA ) x 2 x ND 0 19.42x2x3.32x10 5
T1Z - 2
-3 235 31.29x10 photoneutrons/fission of U , 2 sec.<t<10 sec.
This answer is to be compared to the summation of the
number presented in the last column of Table B-1, that is
-3 2352.44x 10 photoneutrons/fission of U2. However one should
notice that in the course of the calculation of the number S
above, we have dealt with photons of energy up to 6 Mev only,
whereas some of the photoneutrons will be produced by photons
of energy beyond 6 Mev. In addition we have taken into account
photons generated between t = 2 sec. and t = 103 sec. only,
whereas delayed photons appearing within 2 sec. or 10 sec.
after the fission, will also give rise to photoneutrons. Thus
the number for So, found above should be corrected accordingly
before being compared to 2.44 x 10-3, result of Table B-l.
B-2-1 Estimation of photoneutrons produced by photons of
energy beyond 6 Mev.
In order to estimate the number of photoneutrons produced
by photons of energy beyond 6 Mev, coming from the fission
235products of U , in an infinite medium of D2 0 between t=2 sec.
3
and t=10 sec. after fission, we draw the last column of Table
B-5 versus the second column of Table B-4 for A2,> 4 Mev , that
is Fig. B-6 (where, the last column of Table B-4 versus the
second column of Table B-4 is also plotted-bottom curves- for
> Mev., for use in Appendix A, section A-2). We then approxi-












4 5 6 photon energy K (MeV)
Fig. B-6 For extrapolation beyond 6 MW, the total number of
photons from fission products of U235 versus energy (> 4MeV) -
bottom curve and the total number of photoneutrons produced by
those photons - upper cnrve are approximated by straight lines
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6 Mev by 4.9 x 102 e-ilA dA 2 0.62, that is to be added
6
to 19.42. With this S0 becomes 1.34 x 10-3 photoneutrons/fis-
235 3sion of U , 2 sec. <t< 10 sec.
B-2-2 Time correction brought to the total number of
photoneutrons produced per fission of U23 5
In order to compare the result of Table B-1, that is the
number 2.44 x 10 , to the number S we obtained, we have to re-
move from the former,the number of photoneutrons produced within
3 2352 sec. and after 10 sec. the fission of U took place; since
N has been calculated for the interval of time 2 sec.<t< 103 sec.
We assume that, a photoneutron decaying with one of the
half lifes shown in Table B-1, implies there must be a photon
appearing with that same half life, that creates the photo-
-X .t
neutron in question. Thus we let N. (1-e 3 ) be the total
.th
number of j -time wise- group of photons emitted until t.
Then, assuming that there is only one energy-group of photons
with F and ED being the average attenuation and photoneutron
reaction cross sections of photons in D20, to achieve the
"time correction" the number 2.44 x 10-3 should be multiplied
by 3.x2
D 1 N - x0- x





Defining y. to be the yield of a photon of jth time group,
235and noting
(B-4)N = N y.
. o
and E = 1, we find that C becomes
- ~-A. x10
C E y (e3 x 2 -
(B-5)
(B-6)
yj's are presented in Table B-6, being calculated from
the information of Table B-l.
Table B-6 Yield of a photoneutron of -time wise-group j




1 2.7 7 x 10-1 0.647
2 1.69 x 10-2 0.2025
3 4.81 x 10-3 6.97 x 10-2
4 1.50 x 10- 3.34 x 102
5 4.28 x 10 2.05 x 10-2
6 1.17 x 10- 2.31 x 10-2
7 4.37 x 10-5 3.19 x 10-3
8 3.63 x 10-6 1.008 x 10~3
9 6.26 x 10 0.496 x 10-3
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We should also include with the number S0 the number of
photoneutrons produced by photons having had one and only one
collision (calculated in Appendix A) , that is S 1.345 x 10-3 +
-4 - 3 2350.93 x 10 - 1.44 x 10 photoneutrons/fission of U 5 . This
is now to be compared to the number 2.44 x 10-3 x 0.6731.64xl0- 3
235photoneutrons/fission of U2 . The agreement is satisfactory
(for a difference of about 12%, which is we think, partially due
to the procedure of calculation, graphical integrations etc.).
Hence we conclude the data relevant to the generation of
photons from U fission products and the attenuation and
photoneutron reaction cross sections of those photons in D20,
are consistent.
B-3 The two group scheme of Fig. B-1
The upper curve of Fig. B-6 suggests that the photoneutrons
produced by photons of energy beyond 5 Mev (that is
J 4.9 x 102 e 1lAdA) can be neglected (within an error of
about 8%). We also have shown we do not have to carry photo-
neutron generated by photons having had collisions (cf. Appen-
dix A) that required a multigroup scheme. Henceforth we can
adopt instead of the complicated fifteen-group scheme derived
from Fig. B-2, the two-group scheme already presented in
Fig. B-1 (2.3 Mev < A < 5 Mev, 1 sec. < t < 10 sec).
The relevant numbers are shown in Table B-7.
Table B-7 The two-group photon scheme
A2 = 2.3 Mev
In Table B-7
A A AA
-z t t = 1,2,
and A is obtained by integration of the curves of Fig. B-1
between t = 1 sec. and t = 10 3 sec. For this purpose we
approximated the two curves of Fig. B-1, by two equations each;
specifically we found for the upper curve of Fig. B-1;
a1 (t) 6 x 10-3 t-0.816
a 1 (t) = 3.83
sec <t< 102 sec
t ' ,0 84 102 sec.<t< 10 sec,
and for the lower curve of Fig. B-1 ;
a2 (t) = 3.0 x 102 t' 0 . 8 5
- -1.39
a2 (t) =3.75 x 10 t
21 sec.<t< 10 sec.,,
8 2 3
, 10 sec.<t< 10 sec.
In addition E and a (f = 1,2) were collapsed from the
fifteen-group data. We neglect the photoneutrons generated by








generated by photons having had collisions. We then estimate
through the two-group scheme of Table B-7 the number of the
photoneutrons produced by the delayed photons from the fission
235products of an atom of U placed in the middle of an infinite
medium of D2 0. The result agrees with the data: 2.44 x 10-
of Table B-l, within 30% of error.
[It is worthwhile to mention that using A 's computed-
through the numbers (presented above) of the library of the code
POPOP IV (A1 = 12.694x10 2 A-= 43.246x10-2 ), the data shown
in Table B-7, and the result of Appendix A, the agreement with
the data: 2.44x10 3 of Table B-1 falls within 6% of error.]
B-4 Representation of Fig. B-1 in terms of the data of
Table B-1.
We were able to reproduce the data of Table B-1, having
started with the data relevant to Fig. B-2 or Fig. B-1. This
suggests that we can describe the emission of the gamma rays
235from U fission products, of sufficient energy to produce
photoneutron reaction in D20 , by
a(t) - Y E y N (B-12)
A kj=1
with AA,  the width of the Ith photon group. Y is the
probability that a fission product photon of sufficient energy
to produce photoneutron reaction in D2 0, appears within the
thS group (assuming that this probability isnt a function
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of time). X is the decay constant of the jth (j=...,j)
group shown in Table B-1. y. s are presented in Table B-6 and
)
Nis defined through Eq. (B3-5) . Yis represented by [17] ;






(cf. also the lower curve of Fig. B-6). That is for the two-
group scheme we make up the Table B-8.
Table B-8 Yt, k 1,2
N0 remains to be determined so that we can make use of
Eq. B-12. Thus from Eq. B-12
A =XAA a (t)dt = Yt N. (B-14)
Next insert the RHS of Eq. (B-14)in Eq.(B-1). Then with






Finally based on Equations (B-12),(B-15)and the Tables B-l,
B-6, B-7 and B-8, we can make up the Table B-1 and Fig. B-7
where a comparison of the theoretical and experimental be-
havior of
2
a(t) = 1 a (t) AA z
is shown
Table B-9 Comparison of the theoretical and experimental
values of a(t)
8 -X.t
t(sec) E .JN0 e theoretical a(t)
j=l experimental
1.1 x 101 4.8 x 10-2
10 1.2 x 10-2 7.5 x 10-3
102 1.2 x 10-3 9.5 x 104
















Fig. B-7 Comparison of the 'Theoretical and Experimental 1
Behavior of a(t)
..........
-MI'm M1.1191M., 10"Mal PM,
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B-5 Conclusion
In this Appendix we have shown that the data rele-
vant to the production of photons -from the fission products
235
of U -and the data relevant to the attenuation of photons
and photoneutron reaction (cross sections) in heavy water
are consistent (within - 10% of accuracy). Thus for the
purpose of our calculations, we can make use of the attenu-
ation and photoneutron reaction cross sections in D2 0, sat-
isfactorily (at least for the photons of interest:
A > 2.23 MeV).
Moreover, this checking of one data against the
other led us, neglecting the photoneutrons produced by pho-
tons having had collisions, to derive an analytical repre-
sentation for the curves of Fig. B-1 as the summation of
nine exponential functions: e-X A. t, X. (j = 1,..., 9) be-
ing the decay constant of the jth -time wise- delayed photo-
neutron group (cf. Table 2-1).
Thus for the purpose of our calculations, Eq.
(B-12) coupled with Eq. (B-15) will be used to express the
235production of delayed photons from U fission products*.
* It is worthwhile to mention that this enables us further
to drive our equations for the unknown time coefficients (cf.
Chapter III) into the familiar point kinetics form, thus
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making the solution much easier to find.
APPENDIX C
THE PROBABILITY PA (E A), THAT A PHOTONEUTRON INDUCED IN D 20
BY PHOTONS OF ENERGY A, WILL BE BORN WITH AN ENERGY EA
A formula relating the energy EA of a photoneutron
induced by photons of energy A can be found in Reference' 10]
to be
E = (A - 2.23 - A (A - 2.23)2,
1862 931
(C-1)
where A and EA are in MeV.
The Table C-1 and Fig. C-1 illustrate Eq. (C-1).
Table C-1
Energy EA of a Photoneutron Induced by
Photons of Energy A, in D2 0
A(MeV) 2.5 3 4 5
EA(MeV) 0.195 0.488 1.08 1.67
According to Eq. (C-1) an appropriate analytical
representation of P A(E A) would be,








2 2.23 3 5 A(MeV)4
Fig. C-1 Energy of a Photoneutron as a Function of the
Energy of the Incident Photon, in D20
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Furthermore, from Fig. C-1 we can see that the mini-
mum energy that photoneutrons born in a heavy water medium
carry, is 43 keV. The lower limit of the fast energy group of
our three group scheme being 3keV, all the photoneutrons,
therefore, will be born in the fast group.
On the other hand, through Eqs. (2-18), (2-13),
(2-12) and (C-2) , we have,
Pg diag F- 1 dA
1 A 1 A Eg
6(E-E A) dE -
Eg








g g = P, 9 =
0)
,g 1 (C-4)
where only two groups of photons have been considered.
APPENDIX D
THE SECONDARY GAMMA RAY CROSS SECTIONS FROM
THE CODE POPOP IV
In the expression for the prompt photoneutron source term
we have quantities such as, Z (r,z,t) (r,z) , which is the
fg 2g
cross section for photons, induced by jth type of neutron re-
action (either fission or prompt capture or inelastic scat-
tering) due to neutrons of energy group g, to appear in the
photon group L, at (r,z) and t.
Thus we need to evaluate
SGCS g(r,z,t) = N(r,zt) (r,z) (r,z) (D-1)
g ~ Lg
where N(r,z,t) is the atom density at (r,z) and t, and




The various quantities, E n ef=l f 9 f
[where n replacing (r,z) , denotes the nuclide n present at
(r,z) ], were computed by the code POPOP IV (2] .
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D-1 Input to the Code POPOP IV
Input to the code POPOP IV consists of the boundaries of
the neutron and photon energy groups, the nuclei of interest,
and the reaction of interest. It is also necessary to input
the neutron cross sections n's. The code computes[ n outff
g L
of its own library, performs the multiplication an
and eventually sums it over f if there is more than one re-
action that the nuclei n can undergo.
D-1-1 Cross sections input to the Code
The few groups fission and capture cross sections were
ready for MITR-II (cf. Appendix I), whereas we had to determine
the inelastic scattering cross sections.
There are only two elements present in MITR-II that can
cause inelastic scattering gamma rays having an energy above
the threshold energy for photoneutron reaction in D2 0 (2.23 Mev).
These are carbon and oxygen. The inelastic scattering cross
sections for these two elements were estimated in the fol-
lowing way;
Capture cross section is .identical to absorption cross
section in case of a non fissile material. It is equal to
the difference of absorption and fission cross sections in case















where f(E) [7] is the fission spectrum for U and a . (E) [8],
- Jin
ththe inelastic scattering cross section for the j nuclide at
energy E.
Only fast neutrons (belonging to the fast group; E>3Kev)
can cause inelastic scattering.
Hence, assuming
3Kev
a -r h f
threshold-
f(E) dE=l, Eq. (D-2)
(E) a . (E) dE.
becomes,
(D-3)










Fn =f f (E) dE 0 (D-5)




Table D-1 Calculation of the inelastic scattering
cross section of 6C and 80 16 for the fast
group of our scheme
Element Eh- n En (Mev) Fn x1 2  in (barn) ainFn 3threshold fflin n.f
(MeV)
6C 4.8 1 6 3.489 0.1 3.489
2 7 1.301 0.3 3.903
3 8 0.615 0.3 1.845
4 9 0.286 0.4 1.144





8 016 6.55 1 7 0.650 0.04 0.260
2 8 0.615 0.20 1.230
3 9 0.286 0.30 0.858






Thus for the inelastic microscopic scattering cross
sections we input to the Code POPOP IV, the numbers in milli-
barn, (10.8, 0,0) for carbon and (2.8, 0,0) for oxygen.
D-1-2 Neutron and Photon energy group boundaries
input to the Code POPOP IV
The neutron and photon energy group boundaries are given in
Tables D-2 and D-3.
Table D-2 Upper energy limits of the neutron
energy groups




2 3 x 103





D-2 Output from the Code POPOP IV; the microscopic
secondary gamma ray cross sections
In Table D-4 are given, in barn, the final microscopic
secondary gamma ray cross sections for the two-photon and three-
neutron energy group, for various material present in MITR-II.
The second column gives the nuclide numbers that refer to the
material in question (cf. Appendix I).
The reason that two D20 's appear in Table D-4 is that the
few group microscopic cross sections have been obtained through
a flux weighted collapsing procedure from a multigroup scheme.
We may then have two different cross sections for the same
material at different locations.
In Table D-4 yE-x stands for-yxlO .
We point out that the gamma rays born in H20 are due to the
inelastic scattering of neutrons with the oxygen nucleis only.
D-3 Macroscopic secondary gamma ray cross sections for
materials present in MITR-II.
In order to get SGCS tg(r,z,t) we have to multiply the
numbers given in Table D-4 by the atom densities given in
Appendix I. Table D-5 shows the macroscopic secondary gamma
ray cross sections, in cm 1 , for the two photon and three
neutron energy group, for various compositions (cfAppendix
G) in MITR-II at the steady state.
CTable D-4 The microscopic secondary gamma ray cross
sections (in barn) for various materials
present in MITR-II
Neutron Energy Group
Material Nuclide Photon 2 3
Number (s) Energy
Group
H20 3,7,12,141 1 1.06848E-3 0. 0.
19,26,30, 1.40488E-6 0. 0.
31 2
D 20 21 1 3.56848E-3 2.63000E-5 8.63000E-5
2 1.40488E-6 0. 0.
D 2o 40,51 1 3.06848E-3 2.45000E-5 9.86000E-4
2 1.40488E-6 0. 0.
U235  1,5,9,15,17 1 2.87140E-1 5.08125 5.53837E1
23,27 2 8.48170E-1 1.51157E+1 1.63794E+2
4,8,11,13,20,
Al 22,25,29,32, 1 1.13679E-3 5.29197E-3  7.52636E-2
34,36,38,41,







U238 2,6,10,16,18 1 5.37749E-01 6.43148 3.54914E-01
24,28 2 9.64999E-02 1.15414 6.36899E-02
Pb 1 1.57480E-04 4.37896E-04 2.43840E-03
33 2 .0. 0. 0.
Ca 35 1 1.22047 2.95523 4.10662E+02
2 1.48315 3.59126 4.99046E+02
C 39,53 1 5.4455E-03 7.72509E-05 2.24250E-03
0





Number Group 2 3
1 1 0.1839E-03 0.2402E-03 0.2463E-01
2 0.3707E-03 0.6233E-02 0.6759E-01
2 1 0.5189E-04 0.1592E-02 0.2263E-02
2 0.2588E-04 0.1204E-03 0.1713E-02
3 1 0.1900E-03 1.2508E-02 O.2565E-02
2 0.3868E-03 0.6538E-02 0.7084E-01
7 0.8243E-04 0.1722E-05 0.1502E-04
2 0.1392E-06 0.6480E-06 0.9218E-05
8 1 0.5173E-05 0.1443E-04 O.8040E-04
2 0. 0. 0.
Table D-5 The Secondary Gamma Ray cross sections (in cm )





9 1 0.8549E-02 0.2084E-01 2.8644
2 0.1034E-01 0.2520E-01 3.4759
10 1 0.6846E-04 0.3186E-03 0.4529E-02
2 0.5174E-04 0.2409E-03 0.3427E-02
16 1 0.4536E-03 0.6431E-05 0.1866E-03
2 0. 0.2141E-05 0.6222E-04
17 1 0.7671E-04 0.1655E-03 0.2348E-02
2 0.2680E-04 0.1248E-03 0.1775E-02
18 1 0.3567E-04 0. 0.
2 0.4676E-07 0. 0.
19 1 0.3699E-04 0.1593E-04 0.2265E-03
2 0.2631E-05 0.1205E-04 0.1714E-03
23 1 0.3888E-04 0.3185E-04 0.4527E-03
2 0.5213E-05 0.2408E-04 0.3425E-03
24 1 0.6846E-04 0.3186E-03 0.4529E-02





The Composition numbers 4,5,6,11,12,13,14,15,20,21 do not
appear in Table D-5, the sets of Compositions (1,5,6,14),
(2,15), (3,4,13), (10,11,12) and (18,20,21) being identical.
APPENDIX E
LINEAR DEPENDENCE OF THE SPATIAL FUNCTIONS
Obtaining the time dependent coefficients through
the system of equations,
H
A dN(t) = [Pe(t) - (t)] N(t) + X .C .(t), (E-1)
dt new new J
dC (t)
= 6 (t) - A.C.(t) (E-2)
dt 3new
will reqire inverting the generation time matrix A. This
is possible if the determinant of the matrix A is not singu-
lar. Moreover, numerically an "almost" singular determin-
ant for the matrix A is to be avoided. Thus the normalized
determinant (Grahm determinant)
de t (G) = - 21  (E-3)
A11 A22
A =<W (r) v j IPk(r) >, i 1, 2, k = 1, 2, (E-4)
should be greater than an imposed criterium.
If we fear an "almost" linear dependence, we can
use the difference of the second and first trial modes as the
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second trial mode (if only two trial modes are used), that is
412(r) (r) =2 1 (r (E-5)
However, here one must be careful in computing the
leakage integral subject to section 5-2 of Chapter V, since
Eqs. (4-19) or (5-14) do not hold for P2 ' (r). For the inte-
gral < W iT(r) V.D2 (r, t)V I 6$(r) >, i = 1, 2 (with the
familiar notation used throughout the dissertation) over
the reactor volume, an appropriate expression may be found
in the following way; write from Eq. (4-18),
W (r) V.D2 (r)V 2 (r)> <W. (r) A2'(r) -(r)
I2
$2 (r) >, i 1, 2. (E-6)
Nothing changes if we add at the right hand side
T I F1of Eq. (E-6) the quantity < W. (r) V.D (r)V - A (r) + (r)
1 W >( i = 1, 2, that is equal to zero by definition.
Next subtract from both sides of Eq. (E-6) the quantity
< W (r) V.D2 WV j 1 (r) >, i 1, 2. Also add and sub-
tract at the same time, to and from the right hand side of
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Eq. (E-6), the quantities < W r) A(r) i(r) > and
T F2< W r(r) - )Cr) )(r >, i = 1, 2, to obtain
<W iT(r) .D2 
-6 > W T (r) A (r) - (r)
k2
6r) > + < wiT(r) 
- [V.D 2 (r)V - V.D 1 (r)] + A2 (r)
F 2 F 1
A () -(r) - -(r) (r) >, i = 1, 2. (E-7)
k2 k
Hence, if we wish to use the difference of the
second and first trial modes as the second trial mode - to
avoid an undesirable "almost" singular generation time ma-
trix A, - we should compute the leakage integral associated
with that second trial mode according to Eq. (E-7).
APPENDIX F
THE SOLUTION OF THE POINT KINETICS-TYPE OF EQUATIONS
BY THE WEIGHTED RESIDUAL METHOD
We wanted to solve the system of equations
H




(t) N(t) - X.C . (F-2)
dt anew
The solution we have adopted [11 proceeds as
follows: Choose a trial function,
K
N(t) Ak( (t-t)k (F-3)
k=O
for the time step: t < t < ti + 1, with unknown parameters;
Ak's (k = 1,..., K), A0 being N(t ). The bar on top of N(t)
indicates an approximate expression.
Inserting Eq. (F-3) into Eq. (F-1) and Eq. (F-2)
will give rise to time dependent residuals. We perform as
many weighted integrals with those residuals as there are
unknown parameters. One way of doing this is called subdo-
main weighting. We integrate the time dependent residuals
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first over the entire time step, then over half of the time
step, and so forth as many times as the number of unknown
parameters.
This way we will get a system of equations in K
unknowns that will determine T(t) over t. < t < t +. We
then can carry out the same attack for the next time step.
The method proposed involves a way to select the
time step (halving procedure) so that the convergence of
the time coefficients is ensured.
APPENDIX G
THE (R,Z) CYLINDRICAL MODEL ADOPTED
THE MODEL
265
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The (r,z) cylindrical model, that we have adopted for the
Reactivity and Transient Analysis of MITR-II is shown above.
In this model 23 Compositions are shown (note that the composi-
tion number 22 does not appear, thus the numbering goes up to
24). Each composition is made of nuclei which are numbered
from 1 up to 55 as they were input to the code Exterminator-II.
Below is shown the composition numbers before the nuclei
numbers they are made of. Below each nuclei number, is pre-
sented the nucleus that bears this number.
1 1 2 4 3
US U8 Al H2
13 23 242 32 37
USAl H2
3 5 6 8 7
U5 U8 Al H2
4 9 10 11 12
U5 U8 Al H2
5 15 16 13 14
U5 U8 Al H20
6 17 18 20 19





14 27 28 29 30








8 33 19 43 44
Pb H2 9 Al

















APPROXIMATE ATTENUATION COEFFICIENTS, ATTre 's,
FOR PRECHOSEN REGIONS OF THE D 20 REFLECTOR
To save computer time, we do not calculate the
1
attenuation coefficient 
- (r2 + z2)T
41r (r + z
(z = 1,..., L) at every point (r, z). Instead we divide
the reflector into regions within which a constant, approxi-
mate attenuation coefficient will be used.
To proceed, we make use of Fig. H-1 to create
the final Table H-l.
The macroscopic attenuation cross section is taken
to be equal to 0.04 cm 1 , the value appropriate for photons
emitted with an energy of 3 MeV.
The regions in question are rectangular and defined
by four mesh point numbers; two in the r direction: INUI ref,
INUF , and two in the z direction: INVI , INVF , as
shown in Fig. H-2 (cf. Appendix G for the presentation of
the mesh volume structure for MITR-II).
(See following page for Fig. H-2.)
270
1 -Er 5







20 30 40 50 60 70 80 r,cm
Fig. H-1 The Attenuation Factor as a Function of the Distance
r of a Point in D.0 Medium, to a Central Point. The Attenua-
-l
tion Cross Section E, is Taken to be Equal to 0.04 cm.
INUI
Ire
Fig. H-2 reth Region for Constant Approximate
Attenuation Coefficient
Table H-1 The Constant Approximate Attenuation







re INUI re INUF INVIre INVF re ATTre x 5
1 1 8 31 34 4.
2 9 15 32 34 2.4
3 1 15 35 39 2.4
4 16 22 29 39 1.
5 23 27 23 39 1.
6 25 27 7 22 2.7
7 28 30 7 39 1.
8 1 30 40 44 1.
9 3.1 33 7 44 0.3
0 1 33 45 47 0.3
APPENDIX I
EXTERMINATOR-II INPUT DATA
(FIRST TRIAL SHAPE AND ITS ADJOINT)
CGOTAINING THE FIRST SHAPE AND
0























11 11 10 1 1 0
0 0 0 0
60 48 40 3 28 55
1.0
0.0
10.160 4 5.0dO 7
.952 35 .997 42
3.728 2 1.864 3
.159 20 .635 21
9.66 37 15.24. 40














0 0 0 0 0-0 0










































































C.2 3 4 1
19 3 4 31
9 4 10 5
10 10 26 5
1 20 24 7
24 25 26 7
21 10 21 20
11 21 22 19
12 30 31 1
2 31 32 10
17 33 34 13
2 31 32 17
17 28 29 21
17 24 25 24
17 19 20 46
20 29 30 1
20 22 24 19
21 5 22 24
25 35 42 13
22 29 45 35
9 1 12 20





















































































































































































































































































2 2 50% AL 504 H-2-0
32 0.03012 31 0.01655
3 3 INNER 3UT. EDGE CORE
54.2235E-4 63.1190E-5 83.0150E-2
4 4 CENTRAL CORE
94.2235E-4 103.179JE-5 113.0150E-2
5 5 INTERM. CURE
154.016OL-4 163.0227E-5 133.1628E-2
6 6 UUTtR CORE
174.0160E-4 183.0227E-5 203.1628E-2















































9 9 154 CU 85% AL
35 0.00696 34 0.051195
10 10 INNER CURE AL
36 0.06023




13 13 CENTRAL COKE
234.2235E-4 243.1790E-5 253.0150E-2 261.6367E-2
14 14 oUTER CURE
274.0160E-4 263.0227E-5 293.1628E-2 301.5404E-2
15 15 CuRE TANK
38 0.03012 37 U.01(55
16 16 GRAPd IfE
39 .8334E-1
17 17 50% 0-2-U,50% AL
40 0.01654 41 0.0312
18 18 REFLECTOR H-2-0
42 0.0334
19-19








48 .006023 47 .030078
24 24 50% AL 50% H-2-0Q
50 0.06023 49 0.03J06


























































3.0065E 10.0 2.6415E 10.0
0.0 0.0 5.2998E-3
2 3

















































































01.6524E 06.6203E 02.5509E 0
4. 8549E-30.0
12.6698E 14.4430E 12.4493E 0
0.0 4.3650E 3
23.4731E 24.4139E 22.4420E 0
.o 0.0
b 1





































































































3.7225E-11.1723E 06.6127E 01.0832E 0
0.0 5.8604E-30.0
10 2
2.9694E 10.0 2.6478E 10.0
0.0 0.0 4.9437E-3
10 3





























































































2.0574E 01.6495E 06.5969E 02.5533E 0
0.0 4.8099E-30.0
15 2
3.9558E 12.6331E 14.3966E 12.4493E 0
0.0 . 0.0 4.1514E-3
15 3
3.6349E 22.8750E 23.7247E 22.4420E 0
0.0 0.0 0.0
16 1
3.7487E-11.1616E 06.5724E 01.1062E 0
0.0 5.7719E-30.0
16 2
2.9713E 10.0 2.6461E 10.0
0.0 0.0 4.9817E-3
16 3









































2.0435E 01.6402E 06.5655E 02.5540E
0.0 4.6992E-30.0
17 2
3.9946E 12.6633E 14.4358E 12.4493E
0.0 0.0 4.3124E-3
17 3
























































































































2.0869E 01.6686E 06.6716E 02.5501E
0.0 5.0685E-30.0
23 2
3.9433E 12.611dE 14.3898E 12.4494E
0.0 . 0.0 3.8991E-3
23 3






3.0006E 10.0 2.6662E 10.0
0.0 0.0 4.6789E-3
24 3































































2.0649E 01.6547E 06.6089E 02.5534E
0.0 4.8899E-30.0
27 2
3.9739E 12.6425E 14.4168E 12.4493E
0.0 0.0 4.1611E-3
27 3






2.9966E 10.0 2.6521E 10.0
0.0 0.0 4.9933E-3
28 3














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0 3476EV *t 0000
001l R9L6I?.7 00?Z-3CL9*C
Z 4









































MITRil EQUILIBRIUM AUJOINT FUNCTION
1















































(Photoneutrons Generated By Photons Havinq
Had One and Only One Collision from U 2 3 5
Fission Products on D2 0)
V w
//. TOLGA YARMAN',CLASS=A SI 0001
/*MITII USER=IJ696,9441) Sl 0002
/*SRI LOW Sl 0003
/*MAIN T IMk=02, LI NLS=10 Sl 0004
//STEP1 EXEL FURCOU Sl 0005'
//C.SYSIN 0u * SI 0006
C PROGRAM S Sl 0007
C Si 0008
C STUDY OF PHUTUNEUTRONS GENERATED BY PHOTONS HAVING HAD ONE AND ONLY ONE Si 0009
C COLLISIUN,FRJM AN ATOM OF U235 FISSIONNING IN THE MIDDLE OF AN INFINTE MEDIUM Sl 0010
C OF D20(CF. tWUATION A-22 OF APPENDIX A). SI 0011
C Sl 0012
DIMENSIO A(5) ,SGMA(5hELTA(5), SIGD(5),SLAM(5) Sl 0013
c SI 0014
DATA SN 20, N4,R 0,E0/3.32E2, 10,2.818E-13,0.51/ Sl 0015
C Sl 0016
NAMEL IST / IN/A, S IGMA, DELTA, S IGO, SLAM Sl 0017
NAML LIST/JUf/Sl Si 0018
C SI 0019
REAU(5, IN) Sl 0020
SUM2=0. S1 0021




DO 40U L=LL,5 S1 0026
PAR= ( SLAM Li /S.LAM(LP) )*(SLAM(L) /SLAM(L P))* S- 0027
1((SLAM(LP)/SLAM(L))+(SLAM(L)/SLAM(LP))-1.+EO*Eo* S1 0028
2((1./LUJ+(i./SLAM(L))-(1./SLAM(LP)))**2)*DELTA(L)/ Si 0029
3(SLAM(L)*SLAM(L ) )*SIGD(L)/S IGMA(L) S1 0030
SUMl=SUMl+PAR Sl 0031
400 CNTINUt Sl 0032
DEH=SUMI*AS Sl 0033
SUM2-=SUM2+ E H S1 0034
500 CONTINUE Sl 0035
Sl=SUM2*3. 1416*SND20*SID2J*NZ*RO*R0*EO S1 0036




//G.SYSIN 0U * Sl 0041
&IN A=0.Uo92,J.141, U. 0518, 0.08 U4, 0.0 8 St 0042
SIGMA=U.4,.U 03o 6 U 0 405, 0.U424, 0.0448 Si 0043
UELTA=2., L. .5t0.25,.2 7 Si 0044
SIGD=4.E-27,4.50E-27,3.4E-27,2.4E-27,1.2E-27 Sl 0045




APPROXIMATE CORRECTION FACTORS FOR THE
DELAYED NEUTRON FRACTIONS
We intended to approximate the Eq. (6-24) by applying a
neutron balance argument to the already available fifteen-group
Exterminator-II output for MITR-II.
The central idea of this method is to compute the ratio
of the probability of causing fission of a delayed neutron to
the probability of causing fission of a prompt neutron.
For this purpose neutrons born in the first six groups of
a fifteen-group scheme are considered. These neutrons may
cause fission,or may be absorbed,or may leak out of the core,
or may scatter to a lower group. The probability for these
events can be computed by a balance argument. The probability
of causing fission of a neutron of group y in the core is for ins-
tance the number of fissions per sec. caused in the core by the
neutrons of group g over the number of neutrons gained (or
lost -if the reactor is at a steady state critical condition-)
per sec. in the core in group g.
The neutrons born in group g are followed throughout their
story until they become thermalized and the number of
fissions caused by these neutrons is counted. The ratio of
the final number of fissions caused by the neutrons born in
group g - during the thermalization process - to the number of
295
neutrons born in group g give the global probability of causing
fission of a neutron born in group g throughout its entire
lifetime.
This probability PFISS(g), g=l, ... , 6, is computed for
all the six groups of neutrons and averaged over the prompt
neutron spectrum. This yields, PRTHP,the global probability of
causing fission of a prompt fission neutron over a lifetime
period.
Assuming that the delayed neutrons are born in the fifth
end sixth energy group of the fifteen-group scheme, the cor-
rection factor that we seek is then
C PFISS (5)F PRTHP
C PFISS (6) (K-2)
FGPRTHP,
th
where j refers to the j delayed group.
The details of the calculations can be followed from the
code written for this purpose (cf. Appendix L).
PFISS(g), g = 1, ... , 6,is shown in Table K-l.
Table K-1 PFISS(g), g=1, ... , 6
PRTHP is found to be 0.45959
To cross check this result the eigenvalue of the reactor
may be computed by simply multiplying PRTHP by v, the average
number of neutrons generated through the fission. If this is
done a discrepancy of about 8% is found as compared to the
eigenvalue given in the relevant Exterminator-II output. It is
believed, this is due to the bad convergence of the fluxes.
NeVertheless it is anticipated that an error of the same
order of magnitude may be introduced in each of the proba-
bilities PFISS(g)'s. In this case CF 's would not be affected





















C THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES THE RATIO OF THE PROBAEILITY OF A CELAYEC NEUTRCN(BORN
C WITI-IN TFE 5TH OR 6TH GRCLP OF THE 15-GROUP SCHEME) TO CAUSE FISSICN,TO THE
C FROBABILITY OF A FISSICN tEUTRON TO CAUSE FISSSON.THIS RATIU WILL BE USED AS
C CORRECTION FACTOR FOR THE DELAYED NEUTRON FRACTICNS IN FEW GFOUP SCHEME WHERE














CCMMON/MSTUDY/MF,SRT ,LLL ,MH(14), KKK
C
CIME ASIUN SO (6),51( 6 ) S2(6) ,S3(6 ),S4(6) ,35(6) ,5q6 ( 6), 7(6),$8 (6)t







































































(568(1 ) ,S (1,7 ) )7(1)  1)
(S8(1),S(1,9))



















AAMELI ST /CUT 57/57
NAMEL IST/OUTSS/S8
tAMELIST /CUTS.9/S9


















































N\AMELI ST /OUT C2/C2
NAMELIST/CUTE/ ET A
ALEAK(I) ; NUMBER OF NEUTRONS THAT LEAK OUT FROM GFCUP I/SEC
SOUT(I) ; NUPBER CF NEUTFCNS THAT SCATTER OUT FROM GROUP I/SEC
ABSP(I) ; NUMBER OF NEUTRCNS THAT ARE ABSORBED IN GRCUF I/SEC
SCAT(MGtC,Mf-) ; MACROSCOPIC SCATTERING CROSS SECTION FROM GRUUP MG INTO
GROUP MH IN CUMPCSITION PC
KHIF ; CESCRIBES THE FISSICN SPECTRUP
tC.EC.1 CORRESPANCS TO MATERIEL 1,2 TO 3,3 TC 494 TO 55 TO 6,6 70 13,1 TO 14
CF THE CORE
ABSPC(IMC);ABSCPPTS /SECIN MATERIEL MC OF THE CCRECF NEUTRCNS OF GROUP I
FISSC(IMC);FISSIGNS/SEC CAUSED EY NEUTRONS CF GROUP I IN MATLRIEL MC
STINC(IPC);NUMBER OF NELTR3NS SCATTERED IN GROUP I/SEC WITHIN T-EE MATERIEL.
PC CF THE CURE
CTSTC(I,IC);NUMBER CF NELTRONS SCATTERED CUT OF GRCUP I/SEC WITHIN TFE
MATERIEL MC OF TI-E CORE
C
KKK=C














































































YET NO COLLISION FOR NEUTRONS BJRN IN ENERGY GROUP I THAT WOLLD SCATTER
THEM INTC A LCWER ENERGY CPUUP;
SCO=SRCE (I)
C
C WE ARE INTERESTEC IN THESE NEUTRONS EITHER CAUSING FISSICN9
C
SUMC= SCO* PF ( I)
C




C OR SCATTERING(THAT MAY HAFPEN IN THE CORE OF IN ThE REFLECTCF)-FIRST COLLISION

















































C THE REFLECTOR SOURCE OF GROUP MH IS FED BY NEUTRCNS OF GRGUF MHI LEAKING
C FROM THE CORE AND NEUTRCA5 SCATTERING (IN TH*E REFLECTOR) INTC PHI FROM UPPER
C CROUPS.I-CWEVER IF MH1 CORRESPONDS TO THE THERPAL GROUP(WHICH IS NOT TRUE AT
C THIS LEVEL EVEN IF I WERE 6 AND THERE WERE SCATTERING TO FIVE LUWER GROUPS;
C NEVERTHELESS hE MILL PERLE THE THOUGHT TO INITIATE TIE CHAIN CF REASONING)
C THERE WILL BE NC LEAKAGE CUT OF THE COREAND THERL WILL BE ONE FROM LLTSIDE
C CF THE CORE INTO THE CURE FOR WHICH WE BUILC UP lWE Ti-iERMAL
C REFLECTOR SOURCE TERM SRT.
C
IF (I'Hl.EQ.15) GU TO
SR1=SC10*PLCR(MF1i+SRC*PSR(IMH1)
GU TC 6
5 SRT=SRT+SRO*PSR( I, MHJ I
C
C IF WE CCUNT UN THE SECNE CCLLISION TO BRING THE NEUTRCN TO THE 15TH
C CROUP (THE GREATEST),MHI(hHERE THE SECOND COLLISICN WILL EVENTUALLY
C CCCUR) CAN NOT BE BIGER TIAN 14 (HERE AGAINW-ILE MHl IS NEVER GREATER
C THAN 14,WE WANT 10 INITIATE THE CHAIN OF REASCNING).
C





C SECCND COLLISION IN MH1,STUDY OF MH2
C
CALL STUDY(SC1,SRISC2,SR2,SUM2,2,MH21,MH2F)
IF (LLL.EC.O) GO TC 2CO
CO 200 MH3=MI-21,MH2F
C
C AND SO CN
C
CALL STUCY(SC2,SR2,SC?,SR3,SUM3,3,MH31,MF3F)








































CALL STUDY( SC3,SR3,SC4,SR4,SUM4,4,MH41,MH 4F)
IF (LLL.EQ.0) GO TO 2C0
CO 200 MH5=MF41,MH4F
CALL STUCY(SC4,SR4,SC',SR5,SUM5,$.,MH51,MH3F)-




IF (LLL.EC.0) GO TO 2CC
CO 200 MhI7=Ml61,MH6F
CALL STUCY(SC6,SR6,SClSR7,SUM7, 7,MH71,MHF)
IF (LLL.CC.0) GG TG 2C0
CO 2C0 MHE=MH71,MH7F
C
CALL STUDY( SC7,SR7,SCESR8,SUM8, 8,MH81,t'H8F)





.C EVEN IF THE NEUTRON HAS BEEN SCATTERED ALWAYS TO THE CLOSEST GROUP STARTING
C FROM THE 6TH GROLP AFTER S COLLISIONS IT WOULD BE NOW AT THE 15 TH GFCUP;
C THEN WE KEEP IT ASICE.
C
IF((I.EQ.6).CR.(LLL.EC.0)) GO TO 200
DU 200 MH10=PH91,M9F
C
CALL STUDY( SC9,SR9, SC10,SR10,SLM1010, PH101,MH10F)










































0CALL STUDY( SCIlSR11,SC12,SR12,SUM12,2 PH12,'H12F)
IF((I.EQ.3).CR.(LLL.EC.0)) GU TO 200
CC 200 MH13=YH121,PHJ2F
CALL STUCY(SC12,SR12,SC13,SR13, SLMI313,PH131,PH13F)

















































































WRITE( 6, CUT S4)




lARI TE( 6, CLT.SS)
WR ITE( 6, CUTS 10)
RI TE(6, CUTS 11)
WRITE( 6, CUTS 12)
WRITE (6, CUTS 13 )
WRITE(6,CUT Sl4)
C
C TOTAL NU BER CF NEUTRCNS TI-AT STARTEC UP IN GROUP I(1.LE.I.LE.6)


























































NEUTRUNS IN THIS SCHEME AFE SUPPSED TO BE BORN IN SIX ENERGY GROUPS






CF TNE NTH GRUUP(TINE
Cl=PFISS (5)/PRTP
C2=PFI SS(4) /FRTHP




















2)h PS Il4(15) ,FS115 (15 ),PS116 (15 ), PS I 17( 15 h PS I W8 15 h PSI 15( 15 ), t
iPSI20( 15) ,P S121(15) ,FP5122(15) ,PS123(15 ), FS124 (15 ) ,PS125(15 ) PFS126
4(15),PS127( 15) hPSI28( 15),PSI29(15)
CGMMCN/A/ ALEAK1(15,A LEAK2(15)hALEAK3(15)hSCUT(15)
COMMZN/ABS/AESP (15)























































1FISSC6(15),F IS SC7( 15)
CUMMON/STC/STINCI( 15 ),STINC2( 15) ,STINC3( 15) , STINC4(15) ,STINC5(15),
1STINC6(15) ,SlIAC7(15)





















25. 0028 1El, 5.3465T E 11,4. 83793E11 ,3.94693E11, 1.C5229E13/
C
C AND SO CN
C
DATA PSI3/1.27551E13,2.8790E13, 1.54629E13,2. 35919E13,



















































DATA PSI4/1.71227E13 ,. 96525E13,t2. 5659E 13,3.16724E13,
13.24365E13,2.3l479EI3 ,1.78172E13,1.58380E13, 1.4966r.iE13,5.74154El2,
28.4lC2lEl2i,e'osa67El2,7.so-0363El2,s.6407oEI2,z.,68752'C3/





z.. 65178t612, 4.82862il12 ,~.277h3E12 ,3.34948E12, 2.l7280E13/
DATA PSI7/1.1137'C11 ,3.06827 Eli, i.34340~ll,2.'~7386Ell,
i. 05956E 1It 5o.5;3181El1 95o 28815E1 ,l5e26329E11,i5*445021A1, 3 o9388.5E11,t
23o 66976El,4 08846t:1II 93*79*416E 1,3*52016E 11, 3,62643iE13/
CATA PSIE/1.20144E13,2,84534El3,1*.17E13,2.3687oE13,
12.4074181.3, 17390I13 ,l.33255t134.ol849-3El3t 1.12134El3,7.36938E12,
fe.5023E 12648740El2 5.68764E2 44452E222468813/
DATA PSI9/l.50146El2 ,2.584*6 812, 1.77785E12,2.73;737E12,
13o.05 101E 12, 2939223E12 sl1.94321E12,1.o 80674E12t I*.76625812, 1.17805812,
2lo06644E12;t1.134-398,1.00lo258E12 ,b.22961E1l,9001SO~ 3El/
C ATA PSIlO/l.564l7Eil'336O17oi13,1.85488El3,2o8332mE13,
l2.9 l86 2E13,2.08403El13.Al61003E13, 1.436368 13, 1.36231dE13,8.8824E12,
2-. 69,509E 12, 7.e808o22 6.89826'c12 ,5o35424E12,2.67592813/
CATA PSI11/4965987L129l907289El3,so5sz35El2i,894846r'E2,
19. 05601E 12, 6*63210EIl 2 ,5. 29852E12 t4. 85433E12 ,4. 74320E12,P3.19684812,P
22e85435E1l2,3o9046i1412,2.67725Lc'12,2oO322-4EI2,1*9o2444E13/
CAT A PSIl12/2e44550E1.2,9557977EI2 2*6617SE12,4*2 4 124EI 2 9
15o48C86El29',.4670,+12 ,3.071362E12,3.47187El2, 3.465v1&12,2.41814.E12,Z






































23#79062E129 3*31885E 12929 3G64E12,7*043&9El2/
CATA PSI 1*4/551701t1l~,1.26775EI3,6.30738El2,'9.r2943El2,
19. 12083E129 2.72414E12 92981461E12 #2*48035tE12t I*.955SE12,
317. 84 C3 lE 2/
CATA PSI 15/2*8339iS~E #go*53228iL9 t2o 41SLt,3.$5601fc9,
.18.45488ESt1.19461E10,1.5l236E10i.96665CIC029.5*E6C2E10,2.167b9E10,
22.23qb9ZI0,2984099z10,~2.g990il10Z.70993E1Q,9.9461eEl2/
DATA PSI 16/2*55197EE v fo86992Eb,3o6?096E8 ,6. 17273EE9








DATA PSI 15/4.69802ElC,1.07163Ell1 4.26929E10,6.39392E10,p
17*26767E10, 5e90273E1C,5.03304EJ.0,4.92060Ll0,5. 13745El0,3.72584E1Cp
23. 49577El0,3.84+597tlC,2.5b174k10 ,2.88146E10, 1.7'375r-E12/
C C
1.S415Cl1,4s,8294.3te294oG980lEl2t3o92453Eli2t4oCO83lEl2t2o84567El2v
2 2a 614 9 E12P 2682 121E 12 t2.5746OLI12 t2.150S 52 E 12 p SoE226 5 E13/
C
DATA PS 1 *97E29o4971 3147lt*~,6E~
14,93872E12,4.76330'212,-3.963OiEl2,3.7296C~l2,~o3.374-2iA259872E12,















































21. 21184E12, .tl34153E12 ,1.23831E12 ,1.14720E12,8ot778CE13/






14. 28526k10,b.84t5701&IC ,t*99937h10,1.1l2l09E11, 1.331E~ll,1.12020E11,
CATA. PS129/4.21734L8, I.83346E9,1.15283E8, lG.22E;,
1;-2254E5,2.5706,3~.35C4tz,4oC8927L9508521a9,4.20670i9,
24* 39746E99,5o 45074E y5- a3666ES 51651,EE9 2 58462E12 1

















































C CVERALL RIHGT LEAKAGE FOR 15 GROUPS
C
CATA ALEAK2/4.552575E11,3.632165E12,1. 025874E12,1.368641E12,











C CVERALL ABSORPTICN FOR 15 GROUPS
C
CATA ABSP/1.88522E1541.662308E15,9.366816E14,1.514466E15,




COVERALL SCATTERINGC OUT FUR 15 GROUPS
CATA SOUT/7.552307Eld,1.867122E17,1.566322E7,2.434807E17,
13.155958E17,3.362193E17, 3.297101E17,3.239994E17, 3.183894E17t
22. 671682E17, 2. 5C5562E17,2.581691E17,2.433807E17,2.187724 E17,
30./
C













































414*0 a 4o23E'-2, 14*0.,tE.55E-2p14*.,6o33E.2,I4i'C.,6o55E-2 t
514*0, 6o55t-2tl4*Oo t ltO.,6o24E-2t14*0.,6*23k-2#
7l4*0.,4* S6E-2,14*0.,4*29E-2, 1440.1
CATA SCA T3/ I o13E-2,3 e f3E-2,v13*0 ,1.Ilo09E-2 i3e 29E-2,1I3* Oe ,1 o16E-2t
1o7E-,E-2i 2,13p * k.2 92E-2, 2,v1*0.,22-21 6-,v1*o
613*0.,9.742E-32 e8E-2,13*0.,602E-2,5.258E-2i 13*0, 9.o5E-2,
4lo38E-2t,Oc0.,61. 6L-.2 ,5. 2E-2 13*0. , 1.60 2, .22E-2, 13;P0*
94. l5E-2t312 13*0., t.2- I4. 09-2t, 13*0., 14'40-2 42E-2,t1*.
CATA SCAT74/8.52802 913*. o ,8.20E-2t 1020.,8.1E3, 1*61E-2,e582
5120.,lE2 13* 8lE-. l60.-A',d952-2v13*0. ,.81 to5E3,-2.293*,
81250, 9. l 503E-2o6E-2 p~ 30,1o52 o ,86-35E-2# 3*o l 53E-2,
9-15E-2 0. *O 9 9. ,2t-2 14o 15E29 ,12*0. t lo032-29 4s 1E12, 1. 50olp









































42* 21E- 21 635E-29 le38 E-11*40 v3 62E- 39 3o E-3 4*265E-3 92.27E-3 t
6 12*0., 1. 2CC*- 3t 8 43E- '- 11* '01E~-2 t 12*0.,o 1.l 20E-3, v 643E-3, 1.e51 E-2 i 11*0.,1
13. 92E-3, 1944 E-2,2 t 9'6E-29 1909E-I,1 110* 14e f3E-3il ,30 88E-23 17 E-2 i
810c 0L-l111* o P775t-3 1*43E-2 9 3o2E-2t2le 1E-1 , l1O a t.7E,.7E














































';2,,;C* t4*O4ii-3914WO9 939'6E-3914409 t4*- -'2E--3tl4*Cet4o2-E-3tl4*C*v
6Ae22E-3t 10*0*t Got 1*7CE-3t4o 32E-3 92924t:-Z v2e03E-1 91140* t
7lo6OE-3v4*07E-3t2ollE-2tl*91E-Ii.lO-$Oet6*62E-4i 1*72E-3t,4*w'27E-.2#p2o26
6E-2v2oO5E-1914*Oot3o2AE-,-evl440o t5oO2E-2tlO*Oo tl*34E-3,
93*47E-398*82E-3t4e57E-2t4olOE-ly 10409ile c6E-3!P3o27E-3r8* ZOE-31,
1A*30E-2t3*86E-1910:,:,O*9le34r.-393*47E-398962E-'- olpet*5-tE-294* JOE-1t





























































062. 67- 1, 14*0 a,3*57E-2 ,13*4'0 , I* 22E-3 ,5. 2E-2, 11*0. 91.44i:-3tl1.25E-21
22*43!--3, 9*97E-2tl3,x0. #2.43E-3,99 97E-2t 13*0. t2o43E--3#9*97E-2,
314*0., 3. 57E-2t,*0.1o
rAT A SCAT 1OU*0. ,6*44E-3,3.76E-2,2. 13E-1 ,124 C. ,6.S2E-3,4 a 4E-2t
2.26E-1,r 12*0., 6 4E3 3 76E-2 .2. 13E-1, 12:#. p6.446-3, 3.76 E-2,
22.13E-13, 916-2, 1E3.,2.'t1E-3, -214Ot*;E3*0 12436-3,9.OE-2, 14*0,












































32.*09E-2, 6.38E-2,2. 71E-I, 11w0. ,3. 6E-3,2. CE-2,6.38E-2,2*.l1i




97.6C&-3, 5.91E-32.4olE-I2 ,75E-1Z, 2.52o., 10*0, 2. 7E-3 .2 35&3,it-2
E2.58E-t2,C8E-2,l2.70-1,1440.,5. 1E-2,1340.,'.C3*ot-3,5.E-2,
614*0.,5.l3*e-2,3 E-120./









































22*35E.-t ,774E-2,252E-1O *0, 3 14E-3,1.5-09E-3t235E-3p7e74E-2,
32o52E- It O*O296E-3,97914-3292.lk1,7*28E-2t2o38E1,it1040o t
A 2.96E-3t7. I4E-iZo 21E. 2170 Zk 1,038E- It ,1306 f,2Q3E-2d.21E-L,
.66E310*0.,o3ol4E-2 7o59it-3,2.35 2v7*14E-ii2*52E-lilO*ev
12.96E-3, 7ol4E-3,2. 21E 2,7o28L-2,2.38 1, 10:*0. ,3o18E-3t7*67E-3t
82.38E-297.82E-2,5 E-1, 14*0O.5. 64&-2, 13*0, 1.C02L-t',35E-2,
621,8-1, 140c.,- t164E-a 6o41-. l5E-9*O-tl5E15 /-1
C
DATA SCAT15/S*0.,4o8CE-3,1.48E--2,t4.33E-2,1.52E-1,4.21E-1,10*0.,




13. 106-1,8.53E-1 ,10*i0. t1.04t -2l3 20E-2,l.C5E-1,3.29E-l,9.06i-l,






















































16. 974E 12, 1. 2!0E 13, 2. 2CE 13,4. 622E13,3. 938E13 ,3.592 E13,2. 716613







17. 321E 14, 1. 3C2E 15, 2.SC5E 15,4.667E15,3.924E15 ,3.542E15,2.656E15,
23.611E15 ,7.6C956E16/
CATA ABSPCS/1.445-14,l.085E14, 5.431E13,8.333E13,1.C86E14,1.470 E14




13. 6 33E 13, 6. 553E 13, 1. 46E 14,2.361E14,1. 997E14 ,1.8 12 E14,1.355E 14
2 1. 708 E 14,1 2. 2 C0734E 5 /
C
















































DATA FISSC2/1.799E12 ,3.650E12,l.84012, 3.691E12, 3. 224E12, 3.964E12,
15. 143E 12, 8. 6f 4E 12, 1. E 8E 13,2.767 E13,2. 225E13 ,1.855 E13,1. 50E13,
22. 934E13 ,1. 32918 E15/
C
CAT A F IS SC3/2. 656E 13, .4S4E 13, 2. 692E 13, 5.451 E13,4. i6E 13,9
15. 960C13 ,7. 7C7E13, 1. 2E9E14,2.697E14, 3.9832E14,3.153E14,2. 591 14,
22. 68614,3.9 3E14,8.4359CE15/
C
DATA FISSC4/1. 966E14 ,3.969El14,1.92lE14,3.806E14, 3.369E14,4.160E14,
1 5. 3 85E 14,v 9. 0 2 1E 14, .1*E 5 2E 15,9 2. 7 92 E15,v 2. 2 151, 1.1*82 6 E15.1. S00 E15t
22.812E15 , 5. 98862E16/
C
CATA F IS SC5 / 5. 011E 13, 1. 004E 14, 4. 915E 13, 9729E13,8. 530E 13 ,1.0 27 E14 9
1 ls329E14 , 2. 233614, 4. 2E14, 7. 087 E14, 5.70 1E14, 4.76,414, 5. 0 C12 141
27. 441E 14,2. 6c741E16/
C.
CATA FISSC6/6.710E12,+I.851E13,8.71OE12, 1.790E13, 1.607E13, 2.037E13
12. 679E13,4. 543E 13, 9. S4E 13, 1.414E14,1. 129E14 , .359E13,9.732E 13,
21.334E14,1.80902E15/
C




C CVERALL SCATTERI GS IN,IN CORE MATERIEL NUMBER 1
C



























































DATA STI NC6/C.,6*.794E 14 t1*220EI5512o3-7E15 t3*960E15,v4.715 E15,
14.66Th 15,4o. 522E15, 4*4 4E 15,3e510E15,3.227E15 .13.21 5E15,2.524E 15,
22. 532E15 93o 7'-4E15/
CATA STINC7/Co t6.661 E159 1.154E 16 92.208EI6,3.5ECE 16#4.197EI6,
149075i-16,3.923E16,3.14E16,3.129El6,2.820El6,2.-82-16,.72E16,
2 2.2 3SE 16,3.43n4E 16/
CVERALL SCATTERI'G S OUTIt' CCRE ATEPIEL lUMEER 1
CATA OTSTCI/2.158E15 ,180E15,4.3.271E15,6.575El5, 8.033E15,8.1329E15.,





DATA OTSTC3/3* l6lE15,7.53lE15,6o878E15,1.082E16, 1.1338E16,1.3E1E16,
11. 309.. 6, 1.242El6, llE 1-6,9.263L15,8.o327El5 ,8.297E15,7.565E15,











































24*.4 7 1r16, C. /
C
CATA GTSTC5/6.356E15,1.546E16,1.274 16,1.930616,2.714E6t,




14.72-2E15,4.5!E15, 4.317E 15,4.155E15, 3.287E 15,2.980E15, 2. 97E15
22.731E15,2. 139E15, C. I
C *
CA TA TS TC7 /1.019 E16 , 2.373E 16,2. 073E16, 3.178 E 16, 3.64E16 ,4.109E16
13.'944E16,3. 79E16,3. f15E16,2.880E16,2.66E16,92.640E16,2.427E169
22.008E16,o./
C TO TA L NUMBER OF NEUTRJN S EGRN IN VAR IOUS GRC LPS/ SE C
- ATA SRCE/8.121976E-16,1.369589El7,688654E16
17. 166452E 16, .5632286E 16, 15.4 5T 3905E15, S* C.o
END
SUBROUTINE PROB
C VARIGUS PROBABILITIES E NEEC
C.
CCMMCN/UR TAK1/ALEAK (15) ,PLRC
COMMON/P/PSI(15,29)
CCMMCN/ A/ A LE AK1(15 ) ,A LE AK2( 15 ,AL EAK3 (15), SOL T (15 )
COMMCN/S/SZCA 1(15,929, )
C0MMu"N/ABC/AESPC(15,7)
CCMPCN/F C/FlI SSC (15 ,7 )
C0MM0N/STC/STINC(15,t I
















































C COMPLTATION CF TEE PRUOAE]LITY THAT A NEUTRCN OF ENERGV GROUP I













CAT A V/2.792E3,7.246E4, 2.217E2, 2.439E3,
12. 233E4, 8.384E3 , 9.4525,2.412E3,6.333E3, 1.011E3,
21. 520E4, 9.39!E3, 1. 99 E3,2.513E4, 1.717E 5
35. 381E6, 7.915E2,2.0 9C E5,6.27 1E4, 4.991C3,
42. 150E4, C., 1.048E5,7.34E2,1.031E4,























































TGC( I)=SLt PD+.RCE( I)
PF( I)=SUMN/TGC( I)
30 CCNTINUE
TST INC( I );TOTAL NUMBER OF NEUTRONS SCATTERED INTO ENERGY GROLP I
hITHIN THE CCRE/SEC
TGC(I);TOTAL GAI' IN ENERGY GROUP I IN THE CCRE /SEC
FF(I);PROBABILITY THAT A AEUTRON UF ENERGY GRCJUP I CAUSES FISSION WHILE IT
















IF (I.EQ.15) GO TJ 3.1
















































STINR=SI NITH-1 IS1NC (15)
C



















C PROBABILITY THAT A NEUTRCA SCATTERS CUT CF GFGUP I IN THE CORE AND IN THE
C FEFLECTOR
C
CO 720 1=1, 14






C CUMPUTATION OF TI-E PROBAEILITY OF SCATTERING FROM GROUP MG TC GROUP PH











































22 SUM=SUMv+SCAT (MGMC, Mi
32 TSCA (MG, MC)=SUM
CO 50C MG=1,14





1CR.(IC.EQ.13).cR.(MC.EQ.14)) GO TO 44
SUMNR=SUMNR4SCAT(MC, C,MH)*V(MC)4PSI(MG, PC)
G TIC 45








IF ((MC'.EQ.1).OR.(MC. EQ.3).OR. (MC.EQ.4).CR.U(MC.EQ.6).CR. (PC.EQ.5






60 %DC ( PG) =SUMDC
C


















































CCMPCN/MSTUDV/IF,SPT ,LLL ,MH(14) I KKK
C&MMCN/URTAK2/PF(15),FLCR(14),PSR(14,15),PSC(14,15)
PGl aPH (JJ-1 )
MG2=MH(JJ)
SC2=SCl FSC ( PG1,tG2)
SUM2=SUM 2+SC 2*PF (MG2)




6 CO 7 J=1,JJ
JN =14- JJ+J






















































(Like Averaged Inverse Velocity)
V.-



























































































































































































UATA PSIgZ/7.i L32E~ll, 1.6g7E12,7.77294E11,1.18596E 12,
11. 3U9U L12, .UU939E 12,v.2)590E11, 7. 80258El11,7. 85932E1,5.49627E11,
250 UUZULL11Ip,5.3,*657E 11,4,83 7 3E 11 ,S46.3E 1.1v1. 05229E13/
DATA P.*-I3/i.,17:,1E13,2.d9790E1'3,1.5462'E13,,2.35919E13,
12.388LI, 1. b9370E13,1.3J778E13, 1. 1705E 139., 2181E13,
DATA PSI't/i. 7l27El3,3.965Z5El3,05659El3,3. 16724E1.3i
13.2430dI1, ..s1479E13,76172E13, 1.58380E13 1. 49665El3, 74154El2,
Zip 85d567E 127. 5J.63E25.8407E12* 2.68752E13/























































1i.4V4I Jt , 7903IE55E13,1.L84%~I*43F1i1234E37.3693E129
2.6*.4!44ELs0b4O0, .1jJ6d7624E1414F2 2. 2468E13/
DATA PS19/1,.)uL46EI12,3i5d446EI2, 1.77785E12,2.73737El2,
1.3.0 !LJLog e.39223El2,1. 94321El2, 1. 80874E12, .76625E.2,i.17805E12,
DATA P.1J/1,5641Th13,3.boL7OEl3, 1.E5488E13,2.83327E13,









19.6 c94i~lt1I.5b88OE1290,6 197EI2,t6.49332El2,4. 22544E1.2,3.67926El2I
23.'19bijcEl3.3885E2e.3904El2,7.G43E9El2I
2ATA PS11A/5.51701E12,1.26'175El3,6.30738El2,t9. 52943El2,




























































22. 3587UI~ 2 *5:)382E 12*2.32249E 12 2o 014,16E 12t 9. 41901 E13/
DATA P118/9.9 9S61lE9t2.29717E10,8.79224E9,1l.30877E10,




































































DATA PSI .79924E1,l 144tS4E129 ,E2339El1 t. 91ol516El11
11o. 4~UE4zo478Elztl.9J54E21.E458El2d.*834OE12,I.31154Elz,
21.211iL1.3453E,1.t33E21.I472OEl28.8778OEl3/

































































































BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INPUT TO OZAN
All the input is in NAMELIST format. That is the class
name is introduced by an ampersand sign in the column 2 and the
class is terminated by a card bearing &END in columns 2 to 5.
A complete listing of the input is shown in Appendix 0.
The input consists of (in this order)
Card type 1, class name INNM;.
NMODES: number of trial shapes;
NOEKIN may be input 1 if the cross sections are ready on
tapes to be used by OZAN. A zero indicates that the cross
sections will be prepared on tapes throughout the run;
KSREX: 1 for this variable indicates that the eigen-
value(s) for the trial shape(s) will be computed in an integral
sense by OZAN. If 0 is input the eigenvalue(s) must be sup-
plied in card INSKEF (see below);
KSROZ: 1 for this variable indicates that an eigenvalue
for the first trial shape will be computed to compensate the
photoneutrons and make the (11) element of the initial value
of the reactivity matrix vanish if the reactor is critical
At the beginning of the transient. If 0 is input the eigen-
value of the critical reactor must be supplied in card INSKOZ
(see below);
335
COEFIC: The correction factor for the photoneutrons. If
this number is input 0, the photoneutrons will be ignored;
LFINAL: Denotes the number of the time zone(s);
INPC: 1 for this variable indicates that the initial
value(s) of the first precursor amplitude function(s) will be
input to the code (generally when the reactor is not at a
steady state at the beginning of the transient). 0 indicates
that the initial value(s) of the precursor amplitude function(s)
will be computed in the code;
LPSN: 1 for this variable indicates that the absorption
cross sections will be increased by OMEG X Vl(MG) (Input in
the next type of card, MG being the neutron group, MG = 1,2,3)
for the computation in an integral sense of the eigenvalue of
the second shape; otherwise 0 should be input;
LBYD: 1 for this parameter indicates that we intend to
continue computations beyond the end of the time zone (TMAX;
see below) established to study the transient with the pro-
posed method;
Card type 2, class name INVl;
Vl: Neutron inverse velocities, the first one belonging
to the fast group;
OMEG: w, the estimated inverse period that the reactor
will assume by the end of the transient;
Card type 3, class name INHU;
HU: the mesh intervals in the r direction;
336
Card type 4, class name INHV;
HV: the mesh intervals in the z direction;-
Card type 5, class name INYL;
YIEL: Relative yields of photons of interest, the first
one belonging to the most energetic group of photons;
Card type 6, class name INYJ;
YIEJ: Probabilities of photoneutrons to show up in
various - time wise - groups;
NZRO: Total number of photons of interest generated
235per fission of U
Card type 7, class name INBA;
BETA: the delayed neutron
NBETAl: number of delayed neutron group fraction(s)-
NBETA2: number of delayed photoneutron group(s);
Card type 8, class name INF;
FIJ: the initial conditions for the time coefficients;
FAMLAM: Decay constant(s) for the delayed neutron(s)
[and photoneutron(s) );
Card type 9, class name INATTl;
ATTl: The attenuation coefficients for the various
attenuation zones
Card type 10, class name INMVU;
An edit of the time dependent flux will be made for the
region framed by the mesh points MV1, MVV in the z direction
and, MUl, MUU in the r direction;
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Card types 11,12,13,14, class names INUI, INUF, INVI,
INVF;
MRUI (1), MRUF(l), MRVI(l),, MRVF(1) are the mesh points
framing the first attenuation zone (the first two numbers in
the r direction and the last two ones in the z direction);
Card type 15, class name INGLK;
MGLK: Number of groups for D, Ea'VE, EF, SGCS1 (first
group of photons), SGCS 2 (second group of photons), E, and
D'
Card type 16, Class name INDV;
MDVIC: Input output device numbers for in this order, D(O),
Ea (0) , F F (0) , SGCS1 (0 ) SGCS 2 0) sMO
D a 1
SGCS (T) , (T) ) E F F (T) , S VGS21 s D OT 20 Fa2
(Here enter three any numbers to fill a blank in the array ),
l ( another any number to fill a blank in the array ),
2
D a1  VEF ,(any three numbers), E ,(any number), where
0 stands for the beginning of the transient, T the end of the
transient, 1 for the first trial shape and 2 for tle second
trial shape.
Card type 17, class name INT;
TMIN: time at which the transient starts;,
IJUMP: After Every IJUMP times GONCA (the subroutine
solving the multirode kinetics Equations) is called, the time
338
dependent solutions will be printed out;
TUP: is built up out of times at which a -complete edit
will be made;
NINT: Number of times a complete edit will be made;
TUP (NINT) is the end of the time zone established for
studying the transient with the proposed method;
NCMl: Degree of the polynomial expansion used in
determining the time coefficients (cf. Appendix F);
EPS2: Criteria insuring the convergence of the time co-
efficients (1. E-1 is good enough for this purpose);
Card type 18, class name INl;
Xl: Macroscopic diffusion coefficients and cross
sections in various materials. Input three (-group-) diffusion
coefficients for all the materials. Do the same thing for
E a F F, SGCS, and SGCS 2.
Card type 19, class name IN2;
X2: Macroscopic scattering cross sections in various
materials. Input first the scattering cross section from
group one to group 2 [Z (1+1 )] , then the scattering cross
section from group 2 to group 3 [Es (2-+3] for the first material.
Do the same thing for the other materials.
Card type 20, class name IN3:
X3: Macroscopic photoneutron reaction cross sections
for various materials;
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Card type 21, class name INCS;
NCS: If the first, or the second, or the third, or the
seventh element of this array is 2, D2  or E, or vE orara a2  * 2
E (in this order) - relative to the second trial shape -
s 2
is the same as compared to D, or V or E (in this
i1 1
order) - relative to the first trial shape. If 1 is input for
any of these elements the corresponding cross sections relative
to the second trial shape are not equal to those relative to
the first trial shape.
Card type 22, class name INNCS;
ND=1, NSSGA=l, NUNSF=2, NSCRT=l,
Correspond to NCS (1) NCS(2) 1, NCS(3) 2,
NCSM(7) 1 (see above Card type 21);
Card type 23, 24, 25, 26, class names INNRKl, INNRK2,
INNRK3, INNRK7;
NRKl: Number of regions in which D is different as
compared to D1 .
NRUIl(1), NRUFl (1) , NRVIl (1) , NRVFl (1) frame the first
region (the first two numbers in the r direction, and the last
two ones in the z direction) where D2 is different -as compared
to D NRCCl(1) = 1 is the material number in this region;
XTl(1): the new diffusion coefficients relative to the
trial shape in this region;
The same thing is repeated for INNRK2, INNRK3 and INNRK7
relative respectively to Ea VEF and E . If any of D2'
2 2 2
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aE' V and E do not differ from those relative to the
a2 F 2, s.2
first trial shape, the corresponding cards can be dismissed;
Card type 27, class name -INSKEF;
SKEF: The eigenvalue(s) of the trial shapes computed in
an integral sense. This card is read in only if KSREX is 1
(cf. first type of cards);
Card type 28, class name INSKOZ;
SKOZN: Eigenvalue of the critical reactor, computed in an
integral sense;
Card type 29, class name INCDNC;
CSC: This array has eight elements that correspond
respectively to D, Ea F' F, SGCS , SGCS2' s and D'
If during the transient any of these cross section sets
receive a ramp change 1 will be input in the place of the ele-
ment of interest. Otherwise 2 will be input;
Card type 30, class name INDDNC;
DC, SIGAC, UNSFC, SIGFC, SGCSC, SCATC, SPNRC
These variables are treated the same way the elements of
the CSC array (see above Card type 23) are treated. DC=l will
then mean that the diffusion coefficient-set receives a ramp
change during the transient;
Card type 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, class names
INMRKl, INMRK2, INMRK3, INMRK4, INMRK5, INMRK6, INMRK7, INMRK8
(D, EaC aFrd t CGSi, SGCS2t s' oD
Confer Card type 21 with the only difference that the
-341
values at the end of the transient, t = TUP(NINT), for those
cross sections that vary during the transient will now be input.
Cards, for those cross sections that do not receive any
change during the transient, can be dismissed;
Card types 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, class
names INSPC, INSTP, INMSKl, INMSK2, INMSK3, INMSK4, INMSK5,
INMSK6, INMSK7, INMSK8;
The test that is made for a ramp change through card types
29 up to 38 is now made for a step change.
If LBYD is greater than 1, then the class INT is repeated to
characterize the output beyond the time TUP(NINT) input through
the first INT (see above, card type A).
APPENDIX 0
PROGRAM OZAN
ALONG WITH REQUIRED ~PREPARATIONS
PROGRAM RHOl
(The Ramp Change Slope of the Reactivity Matrix
Computed through a Perturbation type of Approach)
ALLO Set Up
(Like Allocate)






/1Ucb=M I.STAiUAKU SOURCESPAC= (600(50,5),tRLSE),y
/UNII =333 UVJL=KEtF=RENrDISK,1)ISP=CNEWgCATLG)
//LXZ 00 DDSNAM=USRFILE.M8696,.)441.ESI.GA,
/1 L)MIT.STN)A). SOURCEtSPACE ( 16009 (50t 5) IRLSE) i
/1 UNT=33,UVLRtF=RENTDISKJi)SP=(NEW,CATLG)
//00D3 00) USNAML=USiEkWILE.M8696.9441.EUN.SF,
/1 vdMI T.STAA.OURCE SPACE=( 1600 ( 55) IRLSE) 9
1/Uivl T3J i, VJL=K~LF=RE4rDISK, 1)1SP=(NEW,,CATLG)
//004 Oh) uNAML=URILE.36o.9i441.ESC.AiT,
// 0C1=MII.Sr*AIUARU.SOURcEYSPA,,'E=(160C,(40,4),RLSE),
// UNIT=3 :uVUL=Rhk-=RLENTISK, OISP=(NEW,CATLG)
/014 DL) USNAM4t=USi:tFILE.M86 6.9441.FQD.IF,








































































/1 UNI 33.u, VJL=kzF=RENDIS(,LSP= (NEWCATLG)
//L)V2b Vi) USAA=SLFLo3(,694.S,
/1 Cb= M IT. A A~u* S OURC E SPAcZ = (160 0,(40t4 ),tR1SE),I
/UNlT-33JU,VJL=RL6-=RENTDI SK ,ulSP=(NEWCATLG)
//UUA8 DO) USI AMLUSLRFILiE.M8696.9441.HE0.IF,
1/ U=MT.STAARfJOf{C~SPA~u>= (1600,(50,5) ,RLSE),
/UiNIT=33sU#VjL=RLF=RENTDISK(,USP=(NEWCM'ILG)
/11)029 DUL VUNAAi=USLKFILEM8696.944l.HSI.GAt
/1Cb C5M I T.S I A4ARL. UC E, SPA L= ( 160 0,v(50 r5 ) 9RL SE) I
/UN11=333UVULM:±i-RENTDISKJISP=NEW,CATLG)
11U0L31 Ut) USNA?4k=USLRFILE .M869~. 9441.HSC.AT,




































TRANSFER VARIUJS FLUXES(FIRST SHAPE AND ITS ADJOINT,ETC) TO THE CORRESPONDING









C COPY FRUM EXfLRMINATOR 2'S DATA SET THE FIRST SHAPE AND ITS ADJOINT WITH










. 00 40u Mu=1,3
DO 200 MV=1,48
. DO 2JO MU=i,40

















































0REAU(20) tLpSI (JtK, I) ,J~i,4O) ,Kal,3)
150 CUNfINUE
U 3)0 MV~i,48
30U PH L(t.iMVM U I=PSI (MU#M(,fW)
DU 311 M,;=113
00 310o MhV=J.48
310 PHI (MLvMV* Ii=PHI (MGtMV#21
WRITLiliIJOO) PHI
REI1Ni) li
//G.FTZUF1)Oi U0 OSNAME=USERFLLE.M866%.9441.DENGEA.KI SlDISP(IOLDPASS)
//U.FTI0FOUI OD aUNAME=USERFILE.M86S6.441ECPSIDISP0OL0























// 'TCIGA YARMAN' ,PEGTJNv32f.-,CLASS=A
/U'AIN LII\E$.=20,CAFCS=30,T If"E=25
/I %.Tg''Pi 1 :'X K F CPC G r
//COSYSIN CD*
C FRUGRAM CIAN








CCI-'MCN/iJ ICT I4NhS ,N vFlU INHUF,NFIV INHVF ,NHCC, XCI
*C(: MMfrN/FtJZ11/LLLLFIrILKSRLEXFLAP1 ,ALAP1,0IFF1,.SKEF
Cf','CN/F013/NCNS IGt KiUN\SFq NSCAT
Cf2"MMGN,3 2F Z /VI
C rMMNf/0Z3F Z1/G ENTM E
C CM MCN /1Z4F 71 /LtPN vVL I FN
CrfjMN./ F CFA I/C E F tMCOF
COM MON/IF 2F4 / iSC , JNPC
C Z'P'AM 1Th/0 iF Z3/ N ZP; C C EF I C iS1 pY I ELtY IEJ 9MRUI v MR LF i MRVI t MRVFt A TT
C CMM CN /0Z2F Z3/ PHPR qV P 1PR 9DPP R vVD PPR FE C12 v BEC 22
CCfMN/CJZFZ4/FIJFAMLAt'RUC1,RO-C2RC3,BECl,8EC2,BEC3,FANPfREINPC
CCMJP'YN/F Z'4HT/EE
*CLVMLN/CGZG0 N / IJ Ut F 2,NCM1 ,NC0EFRCJt EATA, J
CCMMl,)N/J ZG0H -4/FAMCL M
CC 'CNfIGCHT/F IF











































CI PAr-SIC O SICA (3,47 ,
lb-V (47),RP (40 ) ,V 1(3), A
2 PRVI1(10),MVRV F (10),Y I
3NDW( 2) ,NDPSI (2) , SK EF
4PFC11( 2,2,6 ) ,8EC21 (2
.5VDPPR(2,2) ,GC\T (2,
68AVT A(2, 2, IS1 ) ,Rl.oC1( 2,
CIVFNS IJN PFLLL (4,4)
1(2, 2) ,L A PN( 2 ,2) , VLA P
2 (2, 2 ), MGLK( 8 ),MDVIC (













3S) , SCAT( 2,47,39),SGCS (2
T (2,10) ,ATT 1(10), ATT2(1
EL(2),YIEJ(9),BETA(6),TU
(2) ,FAMLAM(15) ,FAMPRE (2,
,2,6), BEC12( 2,2, ) , EC 22
2),8ECl(2,2,15),BEC2(2,2
2 ),RLC2( 2, 2) ,ROC3(2 ,12f ,9-
,PI-ALF(4,4), FULL(4) ,BHA
( {2,2) , AR (2,2) ,VFWAR(2




LIKE DOES NOT CHANGE(DURING THE
, 2,47, 39),HU (39)t,






LF (4) , BE TR ( 2,2) , VBETR




NAAMEi-LI ST /INNF/INMO)DES ,ACE KIN, KSREX,KSRCZ, CCEF IC,LF INAL, INPC,L PSN,
LLPYCI
APELI ST/ INVI/V1 ,0E C
NA MEL I ST /INHL/HU
NANELIST/INHV/hV
?'A PLELI ST /INYL/YIEL








































,4 0),-PUNSF (3,4i;7,93'9),ISl1(2,10), v
0NAMELI ST/IN BA/BETANEETA1,NBETA2
t A ELIST/INF/FIJ, F A MLAFAMPRE
AVEL IST/ IN MVU/M1, MV 9,vUl,MUU
NAMELI ST/INA1T1/ATT.1
tAMEL IST/ IN ATT2/ATT2
'ANELI ST /INLI/MRLI
NAMEL IST / INUF/MRUF
A EL IST/ INV Y/VRVI
AM ELI ST /IN VF /MRVF
N AMEL IST/ INGLK/MGLK
C
FOR D AT THE BEGINNING CF THE TRANSIENT
C



































































































I'TIOE NUMBER OF THE TRIAL FUNCTION(S) USED IS ',111)
,'CRCSS SECTICN ARRAYS WILL BE SENT ON TAPES'/)
,'CROSS SECTICN ARRAYS ARE SUFPCSECLY PEACY ON TAPES'/)
,'A SEARC- FIR THE EIGENVALUE(S) UF THE TRIAL FUNCTICN(
?AOE TRCUG- THE COE'
,'THE EIGENVALUE(S) OF THE TRIAL FUtCTICN(S) ARE SUPPCS
)
'CONSIDLRING THE PHOTONEUTRCNS A
STEADY STATE SHAPE WILL
'THE PHCTCNEUTRJNS HAVE
TRANSIENI STUDIED'/)
603 FC RMAT(IH , 'IT HAS 8
IT STUDIED')
6081 FORMAT (/1X,'THE PRE
I T HE CDE'/)C
6C82 F2RMAtT (1H ,'THE ORE
6C83 FORMAT ( h , 'THE REA
1 CF THE EIGENVALUE
609 FGPMAT('lH ,'THE INIT
*1 ',&11.51)
610 FORMAT(lH ,'THE INIT
I ',E11.5)
SEARCH FOR THE EIGENV
BE MADE TRCUGH THE CCE' I/)
8EEN ESTIMATEC TO BE NOT IMPOR
EEN CHOSEN',12,' TIME ZONE(S) FOR THE TRANSIEN
CLRSCR CONCENTRATIONS WILL BE COPPUTED WITHIN
CLRSCR CONCENTRATIONS A
CTJR WILL BE UNIFORMLY
CF THE SECUNE SHAPE'/)
ItL CONDITIC\ FOR THE
RE INPUT TO T-EE COCE' )
PCISONEC FOR CUMPUTATIC
FIRST TRIAL FUNCTION IS
IAL C6NDITIGN FOR THE SECCND TRIAL FUNCTION IS
611 FORMAT f/lX,'AN EDIT CF THE TIME DEPENDENT FLUX WI
1C0DES.GT.1)AT THE SILE(CIEC POINT(S) LCCATEC BETEEN
2,12,', ,12, ' IN THE Z CIRECTION AND '/7X,12,,',12
3CTICA'//)
612 FOPMAT(lX,'FIRST TIME ZONE'//7X,'TIME CRIGIN IS AT
ILITUCE FUNCT IONS PRINTED AT INCREMENTS OF ',I2/7X,
2 WILL BE ADE(IF NCCES.GT.1) AT TIMES;'//(7X,10(F
3F,. ,2 X) , RT/I/
















































620 FORMAT (lHl,/////21X,'SEARCH FOR
1UNCTION (S) '///)
621 FORMAT ( /////lX,'KEFFl=' ,F10.8,4
622 FCFM AT (1 1,/////21X,'SEARCH FOR
1E SHAPE CCNSIDERING TVE PHOTCNEU
623 FOPMAT (/////1.X,'KEFFCZAN=' ,F10.
624 FORPAT (IH1, 'NEW T IME ZGNE'/7 X, ' T
1E FUNCTICNS FRINTEC AT INCRENENT
2 BE MADE( IF AMUDESsGT .) AT TIME
32X) ) /)
7C24 FJRMAT ( /////1X,'THE FEACTOR HAS
1 CONTINUE..' )
7025 FORMAT (///////7X,'TVE CRITERIUM












616 IF (KSRCZ.EC.1) CO T
IF (COEFIC.NE.0. ) GO




IF (INPC.EQ.1) GO TO
hRITE(6,6081)
CC TC 6182
6181 WRI TE( 6,6C82)
6182 CONT INUE
THE EIGErVALUE (S) CF
X,' KEFF2=' ,F10.8//)







S OF ',12/7X,'A CCMPLETE ECIT WILL
S;'//( 7X ,10( F662X) )/(7 ,10(F8 ,
















































IF (LPSN.EO.C) GO TO f192
WRITE(6,6C83)
6192 AR IT E( 6,609 ) F IJ(1)




Nm I T E ( 6, 6 '12 1) N IN T
NBETsA=NPET A1+NE[T A 2
r3ET1=NBETA 141
. J 2022 MR=1,10
t T T (-1, M R) =A T' Tl ( R)
2022 C.N T INU







































































CALL THEEND(NGLKMCV IC,ONC, S IGA, SCAT)
IF ((NMODES.EQ.1).GR.(LPSN.NE.1)) GG
CALL POI SON( SIGAC)ME ,V1)
5111 CJNTINUE
IF (KSREX.EQ.1) GO TC 500
FEAD(59, INSKEF)
G'- TC 502





































































502 IF (KSROZ.EQ.1) GO TC 504








IF (LLL.EQ.1) GO TC 5(9
CALL PASS (NCSKC,DNC CVIC,SIGA,SC-CSSCAT)














C' 520 I=1, II







































































* 12 TMAX'=TUP ( 1)
IF (PMM.E0.0) GO TO IC4
C2) 1093 1=1, II
- CO 1093 K=1,8K







IF (J3.GE.30) GO TC c00
CC 5041 I=1, II
F-IFM=FIF(I)
5041 IF f(ABS(FIFPi).GE.1.E25).OR,(ABS(FIFM).LE.1.E-35))





























































GO T -5 00
I(A BS ( FI F) G.. EC 35)CR.
(NN~u~DE S. E C. 1) GO T C 10C32









WEA 420( 5 , -ANT )




































































ILL MAKE UP THE CROSS SECTICN AFPAYS,
DATA CELLS
ANC WILL SENC THE
,, MEANS SEED IN ILRKISH
PFCVER SAYS ,,WHATScEVEP A MAN SOhETH THAT ALSC SHALL HE REAP,,
CCNfN'N/CZEK'/NGLK,MCV IC
CIMENSION XI(3,23,6),)2(2,23),X3(2,23),X(3,23,8),0(3,47,39),
lSGCS (2,3 ,47,39) ,SCAT (2,47,39) ,MGLK(8),MDVIC( 32)
CATA F(R D, S IGA, AUSIGFSl(F,SECONDARv GAMMA RAY CROSS
PHJTCN GRGtJP 1 At\D PHCTCN GROUP 2 (STEADY STATE)
C.



















































C STEADY STATE PICTURE
C
Ci 153 K=1, 3
Ir ((CDFFIC.EQ.0.).AN.((K.EQ.4).0R. (K.EC.5).P.(K.EQ.6).OR.
I(K.EQ.e) )) GC TO 153
DE VC=DV IC (K)
PGL =1GLK ( K)
IF (K.EO.7) GO TO 17
IF (K.EQ.8) GC TO 18
C, 830 MC=1, 22




17 CD 85 MC=1,23





CL G6 L=I, M G L
X(LGMC, K)=X3(LGMC)
86 CONNTINUE




IF(K.Eo.5) GC TO 212
IF(K.*EQ.6) CC T7 214
IF (K.GT.6) GC TC 215
IF (LG.LT.MGL) GG Tr 250
WPIT E (MDVVCc000) C
PCWIND MUVC
C0 TO 250









































214 [C 310 MV=1,47
C0 310 MU=1,39
fGCS(2,LGMVMU)=D(LGMV,MU)
310 CU NT INU




215 C 315 MV=1,47
CO 315 MU=1,39
SCAT(LG,V'VML)=D(LG,?'\,MU)
3 15 CO NT INUE
















,,SU,, MEANS WATER IN TURI<ISH
DIMENSION X(2,23,0),0(3,47,39)
CIMENSION MRUI(99),MRLF(99),MRVI(99),MRVF(99
FOR PV=1,MU=1 THE CFOSS




221, 23, 19, 18, 20,17, 1,
),MRCC(99)
S[CTIJN OF TI-E 18TH ATERIEL IS SAID TO BELONG TO THE
PU=1,MU=18( IN THE R DIRECTION) AND ?V=1,MV=2(IN THE 2
,20,22,35,34,1,22,31,33,
26,27,39,5,6,7,11,3,7,3,7









































123 ,313 ,6 ,19
228,29, 30, 31,
32A 30,31, 232
4. 33,32, 31, 3
CATA MRCC/18
119, 8,13, S,14
221,8 e20, 2:'1 1
2,,',12,917, 21-12
,2425, 2t 1 , 2423 ,224,2*25, 28,21,20,21, 2*23, 26, 279
32,21, 26 ,219 ,20,21,22,23,2'*24,25,26 ,27,;3*28 ,29,
,3*33,4*32,6*31, 2*30 ,20,21,24, 26, 28,29,30,32 ,
3, 47 /
,21,9,2421,18,16,15,2'2, 19, 22,2*2,
,11,1121,24 12, 22,4,2 910,5,6,3,1,t2*2 ,2* 23 92 121,t 24209
, 2, 17, 4.* 142,1 17, 2, 3'''12, 2, 2 17, 3*12 ,y2,1l2 ,2*17,1
v2,9 3*17, 2d*-12,2,12, 2, 14*7/
CC 90 MR=1,99










410,1,t5,2*26, 25,124,232-1 , 120, 18, 16,3*1,127, 1/
CATA MRUF/18,19,20,21,20,33,39,34,18,30, 32,33,4, 16,
132,2,4,6, 16, 18, 25, 22,.26,32,4,5,6,10, 16,4,164,16,4 ,2*16,24,2*22t
223,222, 21, 2*19 ,17,16 ,15 ,20, 17, 25,26,2425, 3*24,23, 2*23,
3422, 20, 21, v22, 120,118, 19 ,917, 16,17,13 ,14, 15 ,10,11li,12,13 ,5 ,6,7 ,8,9t,10t
44,7, 926, 12,9, 4, 2"33/
CATA MRV1/4 1,12,31,43,34,25,,4,2594544*5,
110,2*8, 210,2*20,424,2*25,26,2* 21,222,24 ,2*27
229,30,31,32,21, 24,2*15,20,21,22,23,2*24, 25,2 6, 27,3428,29,2-430
331, 2 132, 3*33,4 32, 3, 230, 20,21, 22,25,27,29 ,309 ,1,2*33 ,
432,31,7, 34/













































SUPR!'UTI NE OATA1 (DNC)
C
C STEP CHANGE AT .T E BEGINNlhG OF THE TIME STEP
C
CCMMON/FOZ12/ISD, ISSAISUF, ISSF, ISSGISST,IS SP,I SAIT
CNMMCN/OZCTA/TSTPCMS81,NSK2,MSK3,MSK4,MSK5,MSK6,MSK7,MSK8,MSUIl,
1MSUI2,MSUI3,JMSUI4,MSLt5,MSUI6,MSLI7,rMSUIEMSUF1,PSUF2,MSLF3,SUF4,
2 SUJF SMSUF6 , SUF7, MSUFS, MSVII,MS VI2, MSVI SMSVI A, S'VI 5,MS \I6, MSVI?,
3SVIE,MSVF1,SVF2,MSVF3,SVF4,MSVF5,iSVF69,SVF7,MSVF8,MSCC1,MSCC2,
4MSCC3, MSCC4, SCC5,MSCC6 ,MSCC7,MSCC8 ,XS1, X2, XS3, XS ,X,>S6,XSS7,
C t
INT 6 GER CNC
C
CIMENSION XS1(3
1X56 (3, 20 ) ,XS7(2
CIMENSION MSLIl
2 ),MSUI6( 20) ,MSU
34(20), MSUF5 (20)










) ,MSUI8( 20), PSUF
6(20 ),MSUF7( 20),
r-VI5(20)tMS I6 (
5 PSVf=1(20 ),MSVF2 (20), MrSVF3(20 ),YMS VF4(
620) , SVP 8 (20 ) , MSCCl( 2 C) , 1'SCC2 (20 ) ,MS








CC3 ( 20 ) ,
3,20) ,XS5(3,20),
3,20) 1 SS8(3,20)
420),PSU15 ( 2 0
UF2(20) 1MPSUF3 (20) ,MSUF
),MSV 1( 20), MSVI 2( 20) ,
7 (20) ,SVI8 ( 20) ,
5(20) ,vSVF6 ( 20) , SVF7(
fSCC4( 20 ), MS CC5 ( 20) ,
EQUI VALE NCE (XS7 (1,11),XSS7 (1,1)),(XS6 (1,1 ),XSS8(1,1) 
tAAELIST/TNSFC/ ISTPC
NA LI ST /IN S1P /I SD ,I S "A , ISUF ,ISSF,IS SG, I SSTI SSP,1 ISATT
NAMEL IST / INMSK/MSKI, SUI1, M SUF1,MSVI IMSVFIN SCCIXS1
AMELIST/INMSK2/MSK2,bSUI2,MSUF2,MSVI2,MSVF2,MSCC2,XS2
AMELI ST /I1MSK3 /MSK3 , NcU13, M SUF3 ,MSVI3 ,M.5VF3 ,PSCC3 ,XS3
AEL IST /INMSK4/MSK4,iSU I4,MSUF4,MSVI4,MSVF4, 9SCC,X S4
NAME,:LI ST /INM.K5 /MSK5 ,vSUI,5 ,MSUF5 ,MSVI5 ,MSVF3 , SCC5,XS5









































AVEL IST/INMSK7/MSK7 ,SU 17,MSUF7,MSVI7,MSVF7,MSCC7,XS7
AA MEL I ST /INM SK8/MSIK8,NUI8 ,MSUF8 ,MS VIS ,PMSVF8 PSCC8,XS8
C
C MSK1 GIVES THE NUMBER OF FEGICNS IN WHICH CURING TI-E TRANSIENT D- THE
C CIFFLSION COEFFICIENT- CFIANGES.
C
C ( K.EQ.1 COPES TC C)
C ( K.EOs2 C0ORPES T 0 SIGCA)
C ( K.EQ.3 C)RFES TO UNSF)
C ( K.EQ.4 CORRES TO SICF)
C ( K.EQ.5 CRRES TO SCCS -PHOTON GROUP 1-)
C ( K.EQ.6 CRRFES TO SGCS -PHJTCN GROUP 2-)
C ( K.EQ.7 CORPES TO SCIT)
C ( K.E0.8 CORFES TO-i SFR)
C
C THE REGION MSK1(VR) IS BLFDERED BY MSUIl(MR),MSUFl(MR) (IN TFE R DIRECTICN)
C AND MSVII(MR),MSVF1(MR) (IN THE Z DIRECTIjN),ENCLCSES THE MAT::RIEL MSCC1(MR).
C -
C XS1 IS TIE NEW CROSS SECTICN ARRAY FCR O(BEGINNING OF THE TRANSIENT -STEP
C CHANGE-)
PEAC(5,INSPC)
RPD (5,I AST P)
IF ( ISD.EQ.DhC) GL TO 7C4
FE AD(5,INVSK1)
104 IF (ISSA.o.CNC) GO 1C 705
PE A C (5, INMSK 2)
705 IF (ISUF *EQ.CNC) GC TO 706
READ(5,INMSK2)
706 IF (ISSF .EQ.CNC) C 10 707
E AD (5, INMSK4)
707 IF ( IS SG .EO .DNC ) GO 10 708
FEAC(5,INSK5)
708 IF ( ISST *EQ.DNC) GO 10 709







































I09 IF (ISSP *EQ.DNC) GO IC 710
710 C itiN.T IN UE
PFETUPN
ENC
SUE3PiJUTI NE DtTA2 (rNC)
c
C CHANGE -THE END CF THFE T IIE STEP-
COMMON/0CZ12/CC S IGACtLNSFCvS IGFC iSGCSC ,SCATCS 'FNRC 9ATTC
CCVVCN/0Z0TA/ CSC ,11,'RK,MRK'vMRK4,MRK5tM$kK6,MRK7,MRK8,MRUIl,
iIPRUI 2, MRU13, MRU14t MR. 15,MRUI 6,MRLI7,MRUI E, tMRLF1, IMRUF2tMRUF3, P~RUF4,
4MWCC3,MRCC4,P.RCC5,MPCC6,MRCC7,MRCC8,XK1, )K2, XK3,XK'g, )K5,XK6,XKK7,p
5>KKP,




LXK6 (3,20 ),XK7(.2,20), XK3( 2,20 )CSC(8) ,XKKI(3, 20), XKK8(3,2C)




7MPRCC 6(20 ) MfRCC7 (20) tV'FCC8( 20)
tAtVELIST/ INC ENCCS C














































(A PELIST/ INMFK4 /MR
NAVELIST/INMPK5 /MR
WAMEL IST /INMRK6/MR
6ME L IST / IN MFK7 /MR.
NAMEL I ST /INMRK8/MR
C
PE AD (5, I (CDNC)






























K5 ,NPRU15 MRUF5 ,MRV15 ,MRVF5 , PCCSXK$











D IT A3 (CNC )
THE ENC CF TI-E TRANSIENT













































4NRCC3,NRCC4, NRCC5,NRCC6 ,NRCC7 ,NRCC8,
5XTTPe
0
K4,NRK5, NRK6, NRK7,NRK8 ,NRUll ,
NRUI8,NRUF1,NRUF2,NRUF3, NRUF4,













5NPVF 1( 20) ,NR VF2(20) ,
620), ARVF8 (20), NRCCl(
7NPCC6(20),NRCC7(20),
XT2( 3,20 ),XT3(3, 20), )XT4( 3, 20 I, XT5( 3, 20)
x18(2,20),NC S(8),XTT7(3,20),XTT8(3,20)




A FVF 3(20),NRVF4(20) ,rRVF5(20),\RVF6(20),ARVF7(
2C),NRCC2(20),NRCC3(2C),NRCC4(20),NRCC5(20) ,
6FCC8(20)
EQUIVALENCE(XT7(1,1) ,TT7(1,1)),(XT8( 1,1) ,XTTE(1, 1))
CATA RELTATEC TO THE SEC




















IF (AD.EC.DNC) GC TO 725
REAC(5,INNPKI)
















































126 IF (NUNSF.EQ.DNC) GO 10 727
PEtC(5, IM\RK3)






STEP CHANGE AT TtE 8EGINNING OF THE TIME STEP
CC MlMN/OZCTA/ISTPCMSKIMSUI,MSUFMSVI,MSVF,MSCC, XS
CIMENSION MDVIC(32),1M
1 PSVF (20,8 ), MSCC (20, )











IF (K.EQ.5) C TO 853
IF (K.EQ.6) CC TO 855
IF (K.GT.6) GO TO 854
PEAC(MCEVC,9C00) Y
RC.WIND MCEVC






















































MU I= MSUI (MR, K)
PUF =NSUF (PMR, )





IF (K.EQ.5) GO TO 412
IF (K.EQ.6) G TO 414
IF (K.GT.t) Gr, TO 415
GO TO 416
412 SGCS (1, L GMV ,MU)=X S (L C, MCC, K I
GO TC 32C
414 SGCS(2, L G,MV,MU=XS( LG,MCC,K)





IF ((MR.LT.MFR).OR.(LC.LT.MGL)) GO TO 320
- rRI TE ( MDEVC , 5000) Z
REWIND MCEVC
GC TC 153
320 C NT INU E





PET U F N
END











































THE END CF THE TINE STEP-





CI mE S ION











IF (K.EQ.-) GJ TO
IF (K.EQ.6) GO TO













PU.I= PUI (PR , K)
MUF=MR UF (MR , X)
MVI= MRVI (MR,K)
PVF = PR VF (PR , )
20,8),MRUF(20,8),MRVI(20,8),














































IF (K.EQ.5) CO TO 412
IF (K.EQ.6. (J TO 414
















IF (LG.LT.MGL) GO TO BOO












C THE END CF THE TFANSIENT
C
Cw.MMN/ nZ CTA/NCS,NRK ,IRUI,NRUF,NPVI ,NRVFNRCC,XT
C









































CO 153 K=1, 8
IF ((K.EQ.4).OP.(K.
IF (NCS (K).EQ.CNC)
MD EV C=MDV IC ( K)
KGL=VGLK(K)










'U I=NR UI ( PR , N)
PUF=NRUF(IR,K)
VU=NRU (MR ,K)




































































C FCISCN THE Rr CTCR UNIFC P LY
C
















C THE END CF THE FIRST TIME STEP IS TIE BEGINNING
C





CC 153 K=1, 8



























OF THE SECOND ONE(NATURALLY) CZANO391
OZAN0892










MDE VC2=M CVIC (K +8)
DE V VCl=M(CVI C (K )
IF(K.EQ.5) GC TO 605
IF (K.EO.6) CO TO 153
IF (K.GT.6) CO TO 606
FC AD (MDFVC2,S000) C
REWIND MDEVC2
. RIT E (MDEVC1,9000) C
R"iWIND N C'VCL
CI TC 153
605 RE AC(M CEVC2,9000) SGC
W VWIN C 2
WRITE(M1EVC1, 9 000) SGCS
PElhD MCEVC1
GO TO 153
606 FEA C (M CE V C2 , 000) S CA1
R:WWI D MCEVC2





THIS SUBPCUTINE CALCLLATES SCME OF THE CCEFFICIENTS FOR THE FINAL POINT
KINETICS TYPE OF EQUATIONS(GENERATION TIPE MATPIX ANC LEAKAGE MATRIX)





CVMMJN/F0712/ISD,,ISSA ,ISUF,I SSFISSGISSTISSF,I SATT
CCflNCN/FCZ13/NC,NS 1G A ,AUNSFNSCAT
















































CCMMN /0 7'?/TMIN , TMAX
CEIPICN/GZ2F ZI/V1
CCMMCN/0Z3F Z I/GENTME
CLM-N/O Z F 7 /L A PN , V L A PN













CIPN S IN PS l(3,4*8,4/i




39c) ,HU(39) ,HV(47), R(40), VI(3), ADW (2) ,NDPSI( 2)h




INT dGER OC, S IGACUNSFC,SIGFC, SCA TC, SGC SC tSPNRC,ATT C
FPIAT(
F6 PtMlAT (


















ATRIX (RAMF CHANCE SLOPE)'/)
INTEGRAL(S)' /)
ICN INTE GRAL (S) '/)
INTGRAL(S)'/)
IF (KSPEX.fEQ.1) G. TC 58



































































OF TIE LEAKACE MATRIX
C AT T FE BEGINNING OF T
C
TIE=TMI
















































ARP/Y FOR THE SECOND TRIAL FUNCTION
FEAC (28, 1000) S IGA
REWIND 26
IF (KSPEXEQ.'1) GO TO 17C
GJ T7 106









IF (KSREX.EQ.1) GO TC 109



































IF (KSPEX.EQO.0) GO TO 169 OZAN1028
IF (K.NE.1 ) GO TO 17C OZAN1029
PAD (11, 20O) W OZAN1030
REWIND 11 CZAN1031
C- CZAN1032




169 IF (K.EQ.1) C TO 112 0ZAN1037
C OZAN-1038
C SSKEF COMES CUT OF EXTERINATOR 2 RUN OR ADJISTED THRCUGH OZAN AND IS THE KEFF OZAN1039
C F4?R THE TRIAL FUNCT IGN I? CUESTION OZAN1040
r OZAN1041
SSKkEF=SKEF(K) CZAN1042
IF (NSIGA.EQa.NC) GC TC 114 OZAN1043























PEA (4, 1000 ) SC AT
EW iND 4
171 E0 C 1=1,11
* IF ((KSR EX.EC.1).ANC(1.NE.l
IF (KSRE1.EQ.1) GO TC 172
NN=N CW ( I )
READ(NN,2000) W
REWIND NN
)) GO TO 4
172 PCF1=1
IVCF2=1
IF ((TINE.E.TMAX).ANC.(UNSFC.EQ.DNC)) GC TO
CALL FISS(W,FSIUNSF ,1-LHV,RMCF1,SU21)
IF (KSREX.1EQ.0) G5 TC 61
FLAP(K)=SUM21*1.5708E

























































6 41 IF (T IM. 9E 0.*TtoA X ) G1 TC 11
L AFN(IK)=(SF( I,K)+St (I, K))*1.5708
11 VL A PN( 1, K )= ( (SF ( I, K )+4SA (t ,K) )*1. r5708-LAPN(It K) )(TPA X-T M IN)
4 CINTINU:
IF (TIE.EQ.TM'AX) CC 10 10
RITE(6,627)
WRITE(6,626 ) (( LAPN( I,K),K=1,KK) ,I=1,II)





























































V RITE (6, 626 ) (AL AP (I)
C? 2'4 K=1,KK
24, SKEF(K)=FLAP(K)/(+CI






















CEN=W( MG,lvV , FU )*PSI ( MG,MV,MU) 4'
1 (H V ( MV -1 ) +H V MP )01L H (VU-1 )* (R (MU) -HU ( MU-1) / 4 )+HU ( MU)*














































CIVENS ION D (3,47,39), CPS 1(3, 47, 39), COEF( 3,47, 39)
INTEGER CNC
MCCF=1
IF (KSPEX.EQ.1) GJ TO 123
IF (K.LQ.1) CC TO 12C
IF (TIMEqFQ.1MAX) GO W 121
lF (LFINALL.EC.1) G7 TC 122
135 ff. 130 MIV21,47

































C FQUIVALEAT OF THE LEAKAGE
C





















































LA P=W( MG , VV , PU)* ( u (P G, MV-1, MU)*I-Vl +C (MGMV,
IMV , MU+1) /HU2+(D (MG , MV-1,9MU)* HU2*FR2 )*PSI (PG,
,2 U) -w U 2*rHR2 )4*PSI (M GPV +1,vMU )/HV 2-((0( MGVV-
3:HV2)*HR4/HU2+(C(MGM\V-IMU)*HU24HR2)/HV1+(D
42) PSI (MGMVMU))





HP2=R (MU)+HU (ML) /4
FR3=R(MU)-HU(MU-1)/2
FRI =4=R(PU)+HU(MU)/2
LAP=W( MG ,MV , NU);(*(0 ( NCMV-1, MU)*.FVl(+C MG,MV,
MU)*HV2)4HR44PSI (MG,
VV-1, MU)/HV1+ (C ( wGMV,
1,IU)*HV1+D(MG,MV,MU)






oHR4/)HU2+ ( M,9MV-1 V
6 ( D (M.' G, MV-1, ML-1 )* "HV1
7lU FR 1 + 0 (MG, MV, MU) H L 24 HR 2)
SUM 25= SU lv2S + LA F
5 CONTINUF
(It (MlGMV-1, MU-1 ) HVl+D0(MGMVp ,MU-1)OH V2)*
HLl+ (D(MGMV ,MU-1)*-HL1*H Pl+D( FG,MV, ML) HU2*
/)V2-((D(MG,PV-1,MU)#HV1+D(MGtV,MU)4HV2)*
L )*HU2*HR2+D (MG, VV-1,MU-1 )#HU 1*HRI) / EV 1+











































"OLUME AFTER BEING WEIGHIED













































CIMENS ICN W (3,48,-C) , FSI (3, 48,40 ),tUNSF(3,47, 3 H),HU(39), H W47)
.P (4 0) , COEF( 3 ,47,3)
!.UM21=0*









W ~1= W(1, MV ,MU)
Pt 1=PSI-(l,MV,MU)
Fl 2=PSI(2,MV,MU)
F13=PS I (3 ,MV ,MU)
UF 1i=UNSF (1,v -1,MU- 1
UF12=UNS F ( I , PV , MU-1)
UF13=UNSF( 1, tV-1, MU)
UP 14=U NS F (1, PV , MU)
UF:21 =UNS F(2,t V-1,ML- 1)
UJP22=UNS F( 2, V, MU- 1)
UF23 =UNSF (2 , PV- 1,9MU)
UF24=UNSF( 2, PV, ML)
UP31=UNSF(3,MV-1, MIJ- 1)
LF 32=UNS F (3 , V, PU-1)
c O-
UF 3 3=UNSF (3 ,?V-1,ML )
U-34=UNS F (3, PV, MIJ)
HR1= (R (MU)-HL (VU-1) /4 *HU(MU-1)
HR2=(R(MU)+HU(MU) / 4) 4t- L (MU)
IF ((MCFI. E.0). R,( vCF.EQ.0)) C0 TO 16
CF1=:CCEF(,PV-1,MU-1
CF12=COE F 1, MV, MU-1)
CFj3=CcE F(1,yV-1, M U)
C 41 I=C 0EFP IIvV, U)
16 F IS=-W1 ( ( ( U F114CF 114-Vl+UF 12*CF 12*HV2)*HR1+ LF13* CF13*
1HVI+UF14,CF14*:HV2)* HR2)*PIl+ ((UF21*CF*11*VI+UF22*CF12
24 HV2 ):AHR 1+( UF23*CF 13,VI-VL+UF24*CF 14*HV2 )HR2) PI2+
3 ((UF31-.CF11:FV+UF32:CF12-6HV2 )HR1+( UF330CF13, HV 1+





SUBROUTINE APSP(WPSI,SIGA, SCATiFU,HVR, MCF2,SUM22)
C
C- ABSP LIKE ABSORPTION(ANC ALSO SCATTERING)INTEGRATEC OVER THE
C REACTCR VOLUME AFTER BEIAC WEIGHTED
CdPPCN/FCFA/COlEFMCu'F
C











































































































































MCOF.*EQ . 0) GO TO 18
*CFI3tHVl+( SA14+ST14)*CF14*HV2)*P11 +














PI L=PSI ( 1,MV ,MU)
P12= PS I ( 2,M4V ,MU )
PI3=PSI(3,,MVvU)
SA 13=SIGA (1,PV-1,MU)
SA14=S IGA (1,rV, MU)
SA23=SIGA(2 ,IV-1,ML)
SA24=SIGA(2,MVMU)
SA33=S IGA (3 ,?PV-1, MU)





HR2= (R (1U+HU U)/4)-4KU(MU
S A11= SIGA (1,MV-1, MU-1 )
SA12=SI'GA (1,PVMU-1)
















































ST22=SCAT (2 , 1V ,fPU-1)
HR 1= (R(MU)-HLt(,MU-1-/ 4 lHU(MU-1)





CCF23=C0EF (2 , PV-1,MU)
CF2'=CCEF(2 , V, VU)
CF33=COE.F(3, PV-1,ML)
CF34=CCEF (3,dV,M U)






20 A$B=W1*( ( (S
13) -C F13% FV1
212-C F22* FV2




, NV-1, MU- 1)
, PV, U-1)
A I +ST 11) *CF11*HV1+ ( SA12+ST 12 )*CF
+ (S A 14+ST 14)vCF144tHV2)*HR2)*PI1+W
)[.HR1+ (ST 12*CF23*Vl+ST144CF24+HV
14(SA22+S T 22) *CF22*$HV2)*HR1+( (SA2
3+ST24 ICF24*: V2) -HR2
4+( ST 23C F33;FV1+ST24
5-V2)%HR1+(SA334CF33e
SUM 2 2=SUV22+ AS B
6 CONTINlUE


















COMM4N /O ZF7 2/ETA ,E , F PAR ,VFMAR ,BETR,VBET P, BEC11, BEC21
CDMMCN/F2F4/NSC, JNPC
DIMENSIUN P SI(3,48,4C ) ,W (3,48,40 ) , SIGA (3 ,47, 39) , UNSF (3,47,39),




























































CF FMAR -T*(CMBAvKI*NU*SIGNAFT-A)4PSI(MATRIX)INTEGRATEC OVER








































S ABSORPTION MATRIX( INITIAL








,'RAMP CHANGE SLOPE OF
'PRGDUCTIC TERM WHICH














THE DELAYEC NEUTRON FRACTIONS' 1)


















































158 CO 121 I=1,II








15 00' 12.1 K alK
NiNtNCP SI (K)
FEAC (NN, 2000) PSI
RFWINL) NN
1r((TIME.FQ.TMAX).ANC.(UNSFC






CALL ABSP(WPSISIGA, SCAT, HUJHV, R,MCF2,SLM62)
SA ( ,K )=-SUM62
-93 IF (TIME.EQ.1AX) GC 1U- 42
FMAP (I,K)=(SF( I,K)+SA (IK))*1.5708
EETR (I,K )=S F (I,K)1.5708
IF ((I.EC.1).AND.(K.EC.1)) GO TC 591
C T*C 592






















































VEMAIR(I,9K)= (SF ( I, K )+'9A( ,K) ),*1
GO TC 422
421 VFMAR(I,K )=0.
422 IF (UNSFC.EQ.DNC) GO 10 125
VBE'TR(I,K)=(F(I,K)*1.5708-BETR
00 62 J=1,NBETAI
63 BEC21( I,KJ)=BETA(J) 4 VETR(I,K)
GO TC 121
12& 00 126 J=1,NBETA1
126 EEC21( I, J K  ) =0.
321 CONTINUE

























WR ITE( 6, 2001)











































(((BEC11(I ,K,J) ,K=1,KK) ,J=5,NBETAl))















164 IF (UNSPCEQ.CNC) GC
PEA!(20, 1000) UNSF
REWIND 20













* CD2 6326 1=1,11
6226 WRITE(6,6321) (((BEC21
Gi TC 6330
6 2 P. ITE(6,6323)
- WR IT E -6,1200 1) (((( EC 2
16330 CJNTINUE
G0 TC 45























































0C INTEGRATE THE WEIGHTING FLNCTIONS OVER THE REACTCR VCLUME-FIFST GROUP ONLY-
C








00 3 M V 2,39
C E aW (MG, IIVv M L H (V (M -1)+H V M V) ) *(U(MU-)* R ( OU) - U(P U- 1) /4 +







PPOI'FT AND DELAYED PI-OTGN
THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED






THE PIOTONEUTRONS ARE NOT
COMMON/O0ZO/SIGAUNSF ,5GCSSCATPSI, W
CCMMCN/0211/C, CNC,KSFCZSKOZN,NDPSI,NOW , U,HV,R
COMMN/CJZ12/CCSIGAC,LNSFC,SIGFC,SGCSCSCATC,SFNRCATTC
COMMON/C Z2/NMODES, II ,'K
CPIVMCN/0 23/TtINTMAX
COMMON/Ol 4/N2ETA1,NBE1A2 ,NBETA ,N8ETI



























































2 PRUF (10) ,
3PHPR (2,2)
















,VPFPR (2, 2) ,
2,2), PHP1(2,







),W (3,48,40 ),SGCS (2
(2,47,39) ,HL(39),HV








,10, 2) ,S1( 2,10)
(E15.8,3X )/(1X,2(E15.8,3X) )//)
'PRUV7PT FICTCN PRODUCTICN MATRIX'/)
'DELAYED FHOTION PRODLCTION MATRIX'/)
FROMPT PHETGIAEUTRCN PRODUCTICN MATRIX






























NATR IX( INI T IAL VALUE)
PRO CUCT liN MATR IX (RAMP CHANGE SLOI




,'RAMP CHANGE SLOPE OF
/)

















































SE4C (24, 1000) SGCS
RCWIND 24
C





C THE FHCTCNEUTPON REACTICh CROSS SECTION ARRAY
C.
PEbC (26, 1000 1 SCAT
PEWIND 26
27 CONTINUE







READ (NN, 2COO) PSI
REW IND NN




IF ((TIME .EQ.TMAX),AND.(SIFC.EQ.DNC)) GC TO 251
'C




CPPl (K) =SUM8*1. 5708




















































FE IND N N




C 33 MR=1,I C
U- 309 K=1,KK
209 SUM42(K)=0.















.A N .E( T IME.EQ.TMAX ) )
ATTENUATIUN FACTORS
GC TO 3 10
C&LL PON2(LNUI ,fUJF,1I,MVF,W,SCAT,HU,HV,R,SUM4)
SUV41L (L ,MR, I)=SUM4
SlI( L ,IR) =SUV41 L (L , MR ,1)
310 EUM92=SUM4IL(LMRIPNIEL(L)+SUM92
CC 311 K=1,KF














































SUY91= SUv92*IT (MR ) +S L 91
00 33 K=1,KK
SUM41(K ) SUM42(K):pAT (PR)+SUM41(K)
33 CCNTINUE
CO 34 K=1,KK
IF (TIME.EQ.TMAX) GO 10 36
C,
C PHPR LIKE PRCMPT PHATENEUTRON PRCDUCTION
C
C
C OPPR LIKE DLLAYED
C
CVER THE REACTCF VOLUME
PHCTCNEJTRCN P9DUCTION OVER THE REACTCR VOLUME
CPPR (I, K )=SU'91*IN ZRGO 1.570840PP1 (K)*COEF
If (KSpiZ.E C.1) GO TC 35
CC TO 34
36 IF ((SGCSC.EC.CNC).AMEt.(SPNRC.EQ.DNC ))
VPHPR(I,K)=(SUM41(K )1.5708zCCEFIC-PHPR(
361 IF ((SGCSC.FQ,D0NC).ANC.(SIGFC.EQ.DNC)) G




IF (TIME.EQ.TMAX) GO 10 89
35 hRTTE(6,636)
hRPIT E( 6,626) (.PHPR (I iK),PK=1,KK) v IrII)
WR IT E (6, 637)
iiRITE(6,626) ((DPPR(IK),K=1,KK),I=1,II)
IF. (KSROZ.EQ.1) GO TC 391
SINCE THE SUPt0ATICN OF YIEJ(J)













































S 3 I =1,II I









CF BEC12 ND BEC22 (J=7,15)
J=1,NBE3TA2
I, K,J I=DPPR( I, K ):YEJ( J)





















WR IT E(6, 2001) ( (( (BEC 12( I,K, J) , I=1,II) ,K=1,KK) ,J-=1,NBETA2)
6345 CONTINUE





IF (SIGFC.EQ.0NC) GC 7 340
READ(21, 1000) UNSF
PEWIND 21
*40 IF (SGCSC.EQ.0DNC) GO 10 341
REWC(25, 1000).SGCS
REWIND 25








































































6 347 CNT INUJE
GO T2 391











PH PR (ItK ),K=1,KK ),I=It I I)




(J ,J=5? 9Kt) , Kal ,KK) ,J1,4))
























































PHP=PSI ( PG,MVfPU)* (
IV( MV))*HU(MU )*( R(ML)




PHP="SI ( MG, MVML)*(
SCCS(L,MGMV-1,MU)iV(MV-1)+SGCS(L ,MG, MVMU)*H
+FU(MU)/4))
4) )H U(MU-1) -








SUBROUTINaE DFN1(PSI ,LtSF ,HUHV,R ,SUM8)
C
C OPP LIKE GELAYED PHCTCN PRODUCTICN
C IVN S D0N PS I (3, 48, 4 C ),UNSF ( 3, 47,39 ) ,HU( 39) , HV(47) R (40)
SUM8=0.
CO 78 MG=1,3
[0 7E MV=5, 24
C!) 78 MU=3, 17,
CPP= PSI(G, MV ,MU)* ( (Ur'SF (MG, MV-1,MU-1)*F-V (MV -1)+UNSF(MG, MVMU-1)*
1-HV ( M V) ) * HU( M -1) v ( R( NL )- HU( MU-1) /4) +(UN SF (MG .,MlvV-1 ,U)14HV (MV-1Y*+UNS




















































. DC 31 MVzlvVIMVF
1 (VUi.NE.) GC TC 3C
WU= 1




30 C0 31 MU=WUIMUF
PNR=W (1, PV, MU)* ( (SCA T (L, MV-1,MU-1),*HV (MV-11+ SCAT ( LMV, MU-1)*HV (MV)
ll'HU((MU-1)*F(MU)-HU(MU-1)/4)+(SCAT( L,tNV-1,MU)*HV(IvV-1)+SCAT(LMV,






C FINAL STEP BEFORE THE
C
/





CCOMMON/CZFZ 2/BETA ,E, FIAR,VFMARBETRVBETPBEC1I,BEC2
C:7CPC/O 22F Z2/PHPR, VP EPR ,DPPR, VDPPR BEC12 ,BE C 22








































C C M.CN/F Z4HT / BE
PEAL LAPN




4VFMAR(2,2), PIPR (2,2) ,VPHPR (2,2), BETR(2,2),VBETR( 2, 2) ,FAM

































BEFORE THE TIME DEPENDENT EQLATICNS'//
'GENERATIrN TIME MATRIX'/)
'TIFE REACIIVITY MATRkIX(lNZTAL VALUE)$/)
'THE REAClIVITY MATRIX(RAMP CHANCE SLCFE).'/)
'DELAYED ?EUTRUN(AND PHOTONEUTRON) FRACTION PATRICES(I
'DELAYED 1EUTRON(AND PHOTCAEUTRGN) FRACTIUNS'/)
12,3(26X,121))
(2 (E12.5 ,1X) ,2X) )
'DELAYED fEUTRON(AND PHOTONELTRON) FRACTION PATRICES (R
LOPE)'/)
'CELAYED JEUTRON(ANC PHOTONEUTRON) FRACTIONS(RAMP CHAN
1CE SLOPE)'/)
6461 FORMAT (/IX,'TOTAL CELAYEC NEUTRCN FRACTION MATRIX'/)
6462 FORMAT (/1X,'TOTAL DELAYED PHOTOtEUTPON FRACTICN MATRIX'/)
222 FORMAT (5X,2(E12.5,lX)/)
2221 FORMAT(//1X,'INTEGRAL CF THE WEICHTING FLNCTICNS OVER THE REACTOR
1VOLUME-FIRST GROUP IGALY-'/)






















































RO C3(I,K )v0. *
CENTr E(IK)=CGENTNE( I, )/E
ROCl(I ,K( )=ROC1(I ,K) E










aRI T ( ,
WRITE(6-,
-N R I T' E ( 6,WRITE(6,WR IT E(6,
K) =PTR (I, K) / E* BE
K)=DFPR( I ,K ) /E
644)
625)
626 ) ( (GENTVE (IK),9K=1,KK).,1=1, 1 )
645)
626) ((ROCI ( I, ), K=1,KK.) ,1, II)
6-116)
62A) (RCC2(I IK), K=1,KK) ,I=1, II)
6461)
626" ) ( ( B E TP X ( ,K ) ,K 1,K K ),I=1 I I )
64 62 )

















































UEE- C1I(I, KpJ)= EEC1(1, K,9J)/E









IF (NMCDES.EC.1) Gf TC 6485
WRITE(6,647)
DO 7471 I=1,II
747 1 WRITE (61,632 1) ( ((BEC 1 (IKJ)
WRITE(6,632) (JJ=5, E)
00 6472 1=1,11






6474 WRITE(6,6321) (BECI (I,K,J)
RITE(6,648)
WRITE(6, 632) (JJ=1,4 )




6482 RITE(6,6321)((( (BEC2 (I,K,J)
WRITE (6,632) (J,J=9,12)
















































6 484 WR I T E ( 6, 6321(( (BEC 2
G1 TC 6486
6485 WRITE(6,6471)




C(IKvJ) ,I=1,II),K=lKK) ,J=1,NBETA) )
C2t(I,#KJ),1 =1,1lI ),K=1,9KK ),qJ=1,hBETA) )










CO 110 K=1, K K
110 FAMPR F( I, J) =EEC1(I , K , J)*FIJ ( I )/F LAM(J )+FAMPRE(-1, J)
GO T2 49S99
112 C )NT INUE
IF (NMODES .EQ.1) GO 10 4999
C9 499 J=1dNETA
IF (J.NE.tABETA) GO TC 498




493 FAN 0 PE(2,J)=FAMPE(1,J)'2EC1(2,t,J)/BEC1(1,1,J)
4'999 WRITE(6, 113)
C: 500 J=1,NEETA
1100 WRI TE(6, 222) (FAMPRE ( I J) ,1=1,1II)
PFTUJRN
END
SUBROUTI NE GCNCA (NDI P ,PFULL , PHALF,BFULL , eHALF)








































THIS SUBROUTINE WILL S7LVE THE POINT KINETIC TYPE OF
TED RESIDUAL TECHNIQUE(SLEDOMAIN WEIGHTING)-AAL 7565
EQUJIVALENT TO THE CONVENTINAL GENERATION TIME(LAM8DA
CELAYED NEJTRCN(ALS0 Tt-E [ELAYED PHOTONEUTRC ) GPCUP
PER TO GET TIE UNKNOWM TIPE COEFFICIENTS
I HAVE BARROWED IHIS SUBFCUTINE (WITI- FEW CHANGES) F
















CCMrNGN/C Z2/NKDCES, II ,~IK
COMMNkJ /Z 3/ TM I N, TM A X
Cr2ONPCN/4/fNEETAl, NBETA2,NBETA,NEET1
COMMCN /0 Z 3F Z 1 /GFN1 TE
CMMCN/O ZFZA /F IJ, FAML AM, ROC1, ROC 2,ROC3, B ECI, BEC2, BEC3,F A FPRE ,INPC
CCMMCN/0 ZGJN/I JUiP, E FS2, A CM1, NCO EF, ROJ, E AT A, JJ33
COMMGN /O Z GOH I /F AMCL M








62) ,T (20, 8) , 1 FWR (30)
7SUMN P(2) , TER FNB(2) , E
C
,FAMPRE ( 2, 15) ,FI J( 2) ,GENTPE (2 ,2) ,BET A (6) , OC1
2,2) , BEC 1(2, 2, 15 ), BE C2( 2, 2,15 ), B EC3( 2, 2, 15) , A
,2) ,ATA(2,2,15),FA rCLM(2,15),SUMCI(2),SUMRC(
UPN ( 2, 15 ), BINT( 2,2,3) ,SUINIT( 2) ,FIF( 2) ,CCMP(6













T-E TIME SIEP IMPOSED IS TOO LARGE)
MAXIMUM ERP0R=E18.10)



















































FORM AT (14,2 E23.10)
FORMAT(18H TIME STEP 60MBER 16)
FORM AT(4H J3=13)
FORMAT (lX,'d3=*'v,I2)
FORMAT( 1H1, //21X,'THE TIME DEPENDENT FUNCTION(S)










































































1 RX=1./FA wLAM (K)














IF (A ES (T ERM) -APS) 5, v4
4 SUM=SU'M'7+TER
FJ2=FJ2+1.
GC T C 3
5 Q( J,K, IMA X)* SLM
CO a JJ=2,IMAX
12=lvA X+1-J J

















































CC 10 IM=1,N~n CES
SUMC( IM ,IN, II)=A0(
1 C2( IM, IN 1+2.v*R"C3(
10 SUv8 (Im,9IN,1)=0.
CO FC I=1,NBET
C" ';0 1 Ma1,N PGDLS
Co URN(IM,!) =FA CLM(
SUMC I( IM )=SUN'C I ( I)
DC 80 1N=1,NP0CES
0 0 C Il=1,VCCEF
IC)*T(J2, II)*ROJ(IMI )+A0( I+1)*T(J2, I+1)*(RO







































P INT( IM, IN, I11)=BATA( IPN,)*Q( J2,1, Il)+ (BEC2(IM, IA, I )+2.*7BEC3 (ti
1 IN, I)*T I ME )4Q (JZ, II11+1)+EC3( 1, IN, I )4CQ(J2, I 11+2)
SUM8( IM, IN, 11)=SUMIB( I,1N,Il I+BI NT( I P, IA, h ) -
80 C, NT INUE
C? 105 11=1,ACCEF
CO 105 IN=l,NMODES
00 105 IM=1,N MCCES
103 SUM R 2 ( IM, INI 1)=SUMRC(IMlN,Il)-SUMB(IN, INI1)
.00 106 IM=1,pNMODES
SUI A IT( I M)=0.
Cr! IC7 IP=1,NMCDES
TEINIT=SNlRB (tM, IP, 1)FIJ( IP)
107 SUINIT(I V)=SUI AIT(IM)4TE INIT
C.MP(JItIM)=SUINIT( IPv)+SUMCI (IM)
CC 106 I N=1 , MOCES
CO 1C6 I1=2,AC CEF






















122 PNMUDS=( J1-1 )*NMGODS
C0 118 Iv=1,NMCDES
IX=MNtmODS+1M
IF(J1. EQ.ACOEF) G" TC
119 PFULL(IX,IY)=A(J1,IM,
BFUL.L( IX )=CCNP(J1, IM )
317 IZ I -NMCDE S
IF(IZ.GT.0) CO TO 115
GO TC 118
115 PHALF(I7,IY)=A(J1,IM,












SIMQ IS A GENERAL MATRIX INVERSION
THE LINEAR SYSTEM (iF EQUATIONS
CALL SIMC(PFLLLBFULLNDIM,KS)
CALL SIMC(PHLF,8 tH&LF,NC IM,KS)
$SBROUTINE ACCOPANIED BY THE SOLUTION OF















































8 000 CJN T INUE
J1=1
124 PNMgOS=( J1- 1)*NMODc S
C2 123 1P=.1, NMOCES
IX=Mf\MCDtS+IM
ENFULL (J 1, I M)= eFULL( I>1
.123 ENHA LF ( J1,I!)= eHAL F (IX)






SENHAF ( ltP)= FlJ (TM)
DO 123 1 , JllC Pl
TERFUL=ENFJLL( Ji,Im)'1STEP**J1
TERHAF=EN-ALF(Ji, It )41STEP**J1




D 127 .I P=1,hAMOCES
1PS (IM)=(SENI-AF(IM)- S ENFUL(IM))**2
SON( IM )=( SEN AF( 1M))442
SE PS=SEPS+EPS( IPM)
S SON=S SQN+\SQNA( IM)
EPS ( I )= EPS ( IM) /SQN( It')
127 CONTINUE
EPSLON=SQR T ( SE PS/SSQ\)
EPS ILN=EPSLOA
IF(CPSILA.GT.EPS2) GC TO 72











































73 !F(J3.LE.NPPI) GO TO 111






PET U R W
63 COINTINUE





































65 FAMC LM ( II





IM, I N ,JM )*EN FULL










,i )C*QM( J2,NI ,1),
2, I, 11 ) + (BEC 2( IMi IN, 1 )+2.**BEC3(I M,
t, IN,I )*C(J2 ,itIl+2)
(JM- 1, IN)
NB( I M)









































0133 FIJ ( IM )=F IF( IM )
IJCT=IJUM FP*sICUT













00 2.34 IJN=1, 6C0ES
Co 13^ IN=l, AMDDES
ROJ i( I MI NaPRCCI ( I, MA )+T EM 1*(ROC 2 (IMIN)+TEM I ROC3 (1 MIN))
C* I 134 I=).,NeET
EAT A( IM, IN, I )=BEC1(IMpINI )+-TEMI*(BEC2( IHMINvI )+TEtJI*BEC3(I M IN,I)
1)
134 CONTINUE
I PCWAWP (J3 )=2r* (J3-1)
IPOW R J4 ) =2:* (J4-1)
INP=NN/POWR (J3)
INC= INC-A A/ I F01P (J4)
































































YES THE FINAL TIME





AT TFE END OF THE
TERS WHICH ALLOW A
A PCINT KINETICS
,t NEANS AF\EST IN TURKISH
CC fvCN/C70/S IGAUNS F, SCCSSCATPSI,W
COMMON/0JZ.1 /CDNC ,KS
CC OMN/O Z2/NODES, II
C%!MNmCN/G 24/ N EFT 61 , NB
C. C MMCN/F Z4HT/BE
CCMV CN/O ZGO HT/.F AMCLM
CC!'vN CN/GC 7H T F IF




T42 ,M1,MUU, Mg l, MVV
DIMENSION PSI(3,48 ,4C) ,W (3,48,40) ,HU(39) ,HV(47), R (40),SI GA (3,47,
139 ) ,t *NSF (3, , 39), SCAT(2,47, 39) , ATTl(10) ,ATT2(10)
2FF (2) ,BATA (2,015)C\TME(2,2), 2ATA1(2) ,ROJ (2,2), ATAT ( 2),






FC. M A T (7 EE1e. )
F CR VtTQlP 5E 14.o6)
FORMAT (lHC , //2lX, 'TI VE DEPENDENT FRUITS' )
















































12X,'=',E13.6/# CMEGA',37X, '= E13.6//t
23.6/' TOTAL DELAYED A\ELTRCN FRACTION',1
350' ACTIVITY',1t3X,'=',El3.6/)
651 FRMAT (1Hl,'TINE CEFEADENT FLUX GROUP
652 FORMAT (SX,12,9(9X,12))
653 FCRMAT (/1X, 12, 3X, t10 ( E9.3, 2X)
CC L = Ca
IF (KK.NE.1) GO TO 17
PEAC(10,5000) PSI
REWIND I C
CC 176 MV=1, Z8
Ul 178 MUl A4O
CO 178 MCul,2
1-7 FHLUX (MG, MV , PU )=PS I (tC MVMJ U*F IF(1)
GC TC 152
179 CO 180 MV=1,48
CC 180 MU=1,40















190 PHLUX(MG,MV, PU )=PSI ( IV GMVMU)*FIF(KKK)+PI-LUX( GMV,MU)













































SB8E T A( K)=cUM I
EAT a 1(K ) =SUM1I/BE
60 N AT NU
C.J 7C K=1,KK
FSU 2=S69ETA-,(K)
V 64 J=APE T1,fABETA
SUM2=SUM2+9 ATA( I,K,J
65 C N T iNU C
.PATAT(K )=SUM2
70 C.NT INUP
A MP= F IF( 1)+ GENTM6(-1,2)GEANTME( 1,t1)*FIF(2)
CFN=BA1 TA 1(1 ) 4F IF (1I) + AT A 1( 2) -' F IF (2)
CEAN=APPCENTME (1,1) /EN
RHOl=(RO'J (1,1 )-tF IF(.1.) + FCJ(1,v2 ),iF I F(2))/DEA
EET AT= ( ATAT (1)'F IFt ( 1+BATAT (2) *FIF (2) ) /CEN
CD3 230 J=1, N EETA
C.EL=FA'CLN( 1,J)+DEL
230 r:NT IJNU E
ALFA=((RHC-P 'ETAT)*AMF4CEL)/(GENN--*AMP)
PITE(6,6501) AMP,RHC,ALFA,GENN,BETAT,DEL
X= ( tvjU-MI1 + 1) / 10





PUF = MU 1- 1
'UT= U1-10
: 30C MXY=1, x1













































a15 PVFtMV 1- 1
NVI=VV1-25
CC 30 MYY2LItPY1
IF ((MYoEQ*O).oP.(MY'v.EQ*MYI)) GO TO 20
PVF=PVF+25








































D S NAM t'=US IEF I L EeM8696 o9441l .EQP .S I,-
DSIAME=USERFILEsM8696e S441.*FQA*DJ,
DStNAME=US[EPFIL E.M3696#944leTRPoSI i
0 SNAtA=LSE. F F IL 'M3 696o.441 *TPA *DJ,
0ShAMF=US1:,F1LE.vM869f-. 5443.F0DsIFp,
DSNAME=U$E-F1Lf*M8696*.94h1.FSI oGA,




DSNAME=IJSE:P FIL E.MS3696. 441.FSC .AT,
D."AMZ-IAFSlPFIL.M9696o 9441*TSCmATt
DShAM=UrRFILE.M66, 9441*F-'GoCSv
L)SMAPF=IJS ,FFILEe.M8696. 1c.,FSP .NR,
D StAMF=USrHPFILE.M966., c0441.EQC.IF,
DS NAME=U.S F IL E.M86, c 44 i.E SI GA9
0S.ZME=U.S[r FF ILEM8696* q441 .e'-UNeSF,
nSNA!M4=USFPFLE.,M8696, c5441.ESC,AT,,
DSMPE=U)SEP FIL E.M66. Y41.IED. IF,
C ISP=OLD
C IS.P sLD

























































-47 9 W NV 7
£E8 t7 N V 7
Z8 4? N VZO








C L 0 NV 7O
ZL47ZNV70
UW4NVZO



























































?4 .?6 E 91 0




~6 5 E9 R 1
!966666t'Z 0 = 1-J A
lAN! 2
0 0 D 17Z I









L 6 6, 2-LLE =1H
flHNI 3
IC I9 I =93'S -5,rO' ,*09-30 Ee08- 30 CO) 61 0 = IA I ANL2
T =CIA9 I
G 3 INIBAS //
010=d.'IG V*:SH*1itS699k4611w*3iesfh3VJSO 30 TOOUEi.L)/




YWIE J= 0.64699996 , 0.2C249999 i Q.69699943E-01, 0.33399999E-01
0.20499997E-01, 0.231000CCE-01, 0.31E99998E-C2i C. 1008C0COE-C2,
C.0 .,NZRC= 0.5
ALETA= 0.3C0999 96E-03, 0.17C90000E-02, 0.15289998E-02, 0.30820000E-02,
C.3979998VE-03, 0.3279994E-3,NETAI= 6,ABETA2= 9
CINF
F IJ= 0.41A9995E-C8, 0.0 ,FAMLAM= 0.12399998E-01, 0.30499998E-019
C.11C99994 , C.301000CC , 1.1399994 , 3.0099993 ,
0.27 699995 C16 8999 SE-C1, 0.48099980E-02, 0.14999998E-C2,
C,2600000E-03, 0.116 9999E-03, 0.43699998E-C4, 0.36299998E-C5,
C9973E-13,FAMPRE= 0.11000OE-1C, 0.0 , 0.38499995E-10,
00 t C.20099'9]E-10, 0.0 0.23899993E-10,
0.0 Oe26999999E-11, 0.0 0.42099999E-12,
0.0 C93799999E-12, 0.0 0.10899996E-11,
0.0 0 Q.77399 S 3!E-12, 0.0 0 & 3599-4E -12,
c.0 V C.182997FE-11, 0.0 0.73199996E-11,
C.0 C.26899992E-11, 0.0 0.102CCOOE-10,




F INUI MRUI=1, 9,1,16, 23, 25p,28,1,31,1
& ENC
f INUF MPRUF=8,15,15,22,27,27, 30,30, 33, 33
SEND
8 INVI MRVI=31,32,35,26,23,7,7,40, 7,45
F END














































T MIN= 0. 0 ,IJUP 15,TUP= 1.0000000 , 2.0000000
3.0000000 ,3.5,3.77 9-0.72370051E I6,-C. 1237C051E 76,


























C. 15 E15S99E- 02,
2,EPS2= 1.E-01



























































































OZ AN 25 35
CZAN2536





















C. 77 73837'9c 9E-03
C. 12748?'97E- Cl,
C.992017oE-C3,,
0. 24 S2 8595E- 03,
0.11576400F-04,
0 13A4198E- 02,




































C. 14 1302S F-02,
C. 311677 UE-01 p
coo
























































































0.0 , 0.0 , 0.695e3580E-C3,
0.139479i99 , 0.0 , 0.0
C.7354219CE-03, 0.11275899E-Cl, 0.14668596
0.111030SIE-01, 0.12124795 , 0.69754990E-C3,
C.115459cE , 0.69418992E-03, 0.10695796E-C1,





























0. 18 fS99 9 E- 03
C.24020998E-02






C. 65 3781 4E- 02
0.7084.0955E-01
C0.37063519E-C3






















, .2M020 C E E-C2,
, 0.24629C.SE-01,




, 0.250 7 3 S f E-02,
, 0.246299S9-01,
, C.4 5356 E 3 CE- 03,







, e .7 08 t.0 95;E-- C.1,
9 0.3706351E-03,
, 0.6233453EE-C2,
















0. 24 6299 99E-01 C
0.82433995E-- C4,
0.144288 00E-04,
2. 8 643999, G
0.68459995E-C4,
0.31E61640E-03,



































C. 183 S9E99E- C3,
0.15 922000,-C3,
0. 186 5995E-G3,






















































































X2= 0.3278330OE-01, 0.62555254E-01, 0.40656097E-01, 0.73466957E-01,
0.3 52 600E-01, Co6571075E-C1, 0.35764698E-01, 0.62729299E-01,
0.33 167597E-01, O. 594412SEE-C1, 0.32431398E-C1, 0.6151C999E-CL1
C.722932q99-C1, C.205188CSE-01, 0.47938898E-03, 0.2842630OE-C3t
0.36 8936 92F--03, C.427487 1E- C3, 0. 37100399E- C3, 0. 57322090E-03,
C. 3v881282E-03, 0.60249791E-03, 0.49 287989E-C3, C.f777C74- C3 ,
0. 3 979698E-01, C.612359 % . E-1, 0.33640597E-C1, C.60008898-011
0.10335898 t 0.108332C. , 0.94007365E-C2, C.10357499E-C1
C.746'6084E-02, C.9509647]E-02, 0.81225395E-Cl, 0.16196996
0.77.6 0512-01, C.14796354 , 0.92724979E-C1, 0.15338296




12' 0.,15.32E-5,7. 501E-5,1E80. ,7.69E-5,3.76E-5,12*0.
SF ND
1 INC..$ M C S =1 , 1., 2 , 3*0 , 1, 0
CINNCS ND=1,NS IGA=1, NUNSF= 2,N SCAT=1
r" EN D ,
6INNfX rK1NRK 1=1,NR0L11=20,NRI.LFl=20,NRVI 1=11,tNR VFl=1l ,NRCCI l
XT1=1.24223,4.54r61E-1, 1.28445E-01
SE ND









































" INNPK7 NRK7=1,NRUI7=20,NRLF7=2ONRVI7=11,NRVF7=11, RCC7=1,
XT7=9. 05841E-2,1.45036E-01
& END




& INC CNC C SC=2*1, 442,1, 2
& END
SINDCNC DC=1, SIGAC=1,UNSFC=2,SIGFC=2,PSGCSC=2, SCATC=1, SPNRCz2
C END
F, INMPK1. PRK 1=19,UI l=20,M RLFJ=20, MR VI 1=llMR VFl=1llMRCC1=1
XK1=1. 24223, 4.5461 E . ,1.28445 2-01
C END
M"INMPK2 MRK2=1,MPUI2=20 ,p'PUF2=20, MRV I2=Il,MRV F2=11,MRCC 2=1
XK 2=1. 1671 E-4, 1. 2 S.33E-3, 2.04 662E-02
&END
FINMPK7 MRK7=1,MPUI7=20,MPLF7=20,MRV17=llMRVF7=11,MRCC7=1




.&IN.STP ISC=2, ISSA =2, ISUF=2 ,ISSF=2, ISS G=2, ISST=2, ISSP=2, ISATT= 2
Z END
& INT
TIPIN= 3.77 ,IJUP F 15, TUP= 5.0000000 t 7.0000000



































CDELETE THE SPACE ALLJCATED FOR VARIOUS CRCSS
MAKE ANY FURTHER USE OF THEM

















*/ D 01 DD LLNAME=USERF ILE.M8696. 9441.FUN. SF ,
// DISP=(ULUULLLTLJ




































































(The Ramp Change Slope of the Reactivity
Matrix Computed Through a Perturbation Type of
Approach)
C)0
// 'TOLGA YARMAN' ,REGION=200KCLASS=A
/*MITID USER=(M8696,9441)
/*SRI LOW
/*MAIN LINLS=?20, C ARDS=00,TIME5
//STLPI EXEC I-uRGGO
//C.SYSIN 00 * -
C PRQGRAM RHU1
C
C CALCULATION 3F THL RAMP CHANGe SLOPE OF THE REACTIVITY MATRIX BY A





















































































































































































































C ABSP LIKE AbSD)PTIUN(AND ALSO SCATTERING)INTEGRATED OVER THE
C REACTOR VOLUME AFTER BEING WEIGHTED
COMUN/FCFA/CULF ,MC0F
DIMENSIO4 WL3,48,40),PSI(3,48,40),SIGA(3,47,39), CAT(2,47,39),
1HU(39), HV (47) R (40) ,COEF(3, 47,39)
SUM22=0.

















WI=w( l, MV , MU )
W2=W(2,MV, MU)
W3=w (3,pMVl,4J)





























































Si 1i=SCAlt ( iV- 1,MU-1)




IF (CM k" *Q.0i.R.(MCO2F.EQ.O)) GO TO 20
CF13=LJEF(ltMV-iMU)











































































USNAM E=USERFILEM8696. 9441lJQP.SIDI SP=OLO
DSNAME=USERFILE.oM8696.944 1.FQA.OJ, DlSP=OL.D
LSNAME=USERFILE.M86,96.944l.TRP.SIDTSP=OLD
LSNAME=USERFILiE.M8696, 944 1.TRA.OJDI SP=4J10
)Sr4AMEUSERFILF .M8696. 944 IoECO. IF, DISP=0LD
OSNAME=USERFILE.M8696. 944i.E SI.GA, DiSP=OLD
L)SNAM E=USERFILE.M8696, 944I.E SC .AT, DISP=OLD




0. 159,.4Th, 3*0. 687t, ,5.7*4. 1, 3., 2*9.66, 3* 15.24
HV
HV=3*1O0.16t3*5.080,7.62912*2.54,5*1.27,0O.635,p3*1.164,5*O.63590.952,
'7*0.997,3*1.27, 3*15.24-.I
D
0
EEN
&IN
&EN
I -- ---
RHO10181
RHO 10182
RHC 10183
RHO 10 184
RHC10 185
RH010186'
RHO10187
RHO10 188
RHO 1*0 189
RHO1.0190
RHO10191
RHO 10 192
RHO10193,
RHO 10194
RHC10 195
RHO1 0196
RHO10197
RH010193
RH010199
RHO 10200
RHC 10201
RHO 10202
RH010203
RHO1 0204
RHO 10205
RHO 10206
RH010207
